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$22.5 Million Budget Approved By Regents
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A budget totaling $22,552,672 for fiscal
year 1977-78 was 'approved by the
Murray State University board of
regents at a meeting here Saturday.
The budget reflects an increase of $1.6
million over the current year's budget
with more than $500,000 of the increase
earmarked for employe benefits,
utilities and other fixed costs.
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Most of the university's revenue is
expected to come from state government sources. Approximately $2.2
million is slated to be received from
student tuitions and fees and auxiliary
services are expected to generate income of $2.8 million.
In other action, the regents approved
the placing of 17 faculty members on
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tenure. Being on the tenure list
basically guarantees a faculty member
his or her job unless heor she is found
guilty of conduct unbecoming a teacher
or unless that person's teaching
position is eliminated.
Those placed on tenure were: Eddie
Adams, Wallace Haggett,Ernie Bailey,
Carl Jon Denbow, Martha A. Erwin,
Kent Forrestor, Jerome Hainsworth,
Thomas Holcomb, Adam Laming.
Gene Lovins, Julie Lovins, Robert
McGaughey, Thomas Muehleman,
Dennis Poplin, Roger Schoenfeldt,
Mary Jane Timmerman, Charles
Tolley.,
members in 1974 sparked a controversy

that resulted in a lawsuit being
filed
against MSU. A federal judge ruled last
year that the teachers who were denied
tenure at that time and not re-hired by
the University did not have
their
constitutional rights violated and the
suit was dismissed.
The names or number of teachers
not
approved for tenure this year was not
made public at the board meeting.
President Dr. Constantine Curris
reported to the-board on recent actions
by the state Council on Higher
Education 1CHE).
Dr. (Urns praised a move by the
CHE which will allow students in
25
counties in Illinois, Indiana and

Missouri to attend Murray State at instate tuition rates.
This action by the CHE is "dramatic
and without parrallel," Dr. Curris told
the board. "In addition to helping the
students it will help the university," he
added.
The president said that projections
for the initial year of the program,
which allows students living in counties
within a 100-mile radius of MSU to
attend at the lower, in-state rates,show
the university will experience a $100,000
to 8150,000 loss in fees.
"The immediate- effect -to the
university is not one of benefit, but the
long range benfit will far outweigh the
-

immediate loss," Curris told the
regents,
"Many students from surrounding
states come from areas of low per
capita family income and any major
increase in tuition fees can create, and
in the past has created, barriers to their
attendance to Murray State," Curtis
added.
Tuition fees at regional universities
in 'Kentucky, including Murray State,
were recently increased by the CHE.
In-state tuition fees were raised to $410
per year and out-of-state rates were
upped to $1,200 per year.
See REGENTS,
Page 12, Column Six

Hogancamp To Begin Work With Foundation
Dr. Thomas B. Hogancamp, who has
served as vice-president for administration and finance at Murray
State University since 1968, will begin
exploring new territory as the
executive director of the Murray State
University Foundation July 1.
The 55-year-old Hogancamp, who has
served longer as a vice-president at
Murray State than anyone in the
school's history, was named to the post
Saturday by the board of regents with
the approsral of the 1977-78budget.
Be will continue to serve as a vicepresident until a successor is selected.
He will also Continue during 1977-78 as
me coordinator for campus planning
and capital construction because if his
involvement in projects both in the
planning stages and under construction.
Hogancamp will become the first
executive director of the foundation and
official representative of the university
in what he calls "an expanded program
of planned giving." The foundation is
the agency that receives and administers grants and gifts to the
university.
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NEW BOARD MEMBER—Sal Matarrazo, newly elected
faculty representative on the Murray State board of regents was sworn
in at the start of
Saturday's meeting.
Staff Photo By Gene McCutcheon

PTA To Hold Annual Supper
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The Murray HO School ParentTeacher Association's annual potluck
supper will take place on Thursday
night at 6:30 p.m. in the school
cafeteria.
Mrs. Perry Johnson,president, urged
all members and parents to attend this
final meeting which is always a favorite
session with food and fellowship. The
PTA will furnish meat, bread and
drinks. Families should bring
vegetables, salads or desserts. Mrs.
Marilyn McCuiston, vice-president, is

in charge of the arrangements.
New officers will be installed.
Outgoing officers inClude Mrs. Perry
Johnson, president, who has served two
years; Mrs. Dkarilyn McCuiston, vicepresident; Mrs. Kay Outland,
secretary, and Dr. W. J. Grasty,
treasurer, who has also served two
years.
All parents and teachers of students
at Murray High School are invited to
this 'meeting, according to Mrs.
Johnson.

He explained that the .change in his
status makes it possible for him to
undergo a transition into part-time
responsibilities that will still enable
him to serve the university for several
more years.
"My plans have been to retire in
June. 1978, and the president Dr.
Constantine W. Cuff's) has been aware
of my intentions for some time,"
he
said. •'But I have had some reservations about total retirement because
I am not the rocking chair type."
• However, when the board of direetors
of the, foundation and Curris in-.
vestigated the desirability and
.feasibilitv of expanding the foundation
--INDURrn .and dec-ided to add an
executive director, Hogancamp was the
choice He will be working primarily in
--seekmg financial gifts to the university
on a deferred basis.
- -As I saw. it when the opportunity
arose," Hogancamp continued, "the:
position has two main appeals to me. It
will enable me to continue on a
tune basis beyond my retiremenkand
pursuing an active planned -'giving

program can mean dollars that will
make the difference for Murray State in
achieving some great things."
The Bardwell native, who has been

Dr. Thomas B. Hogancamp

closely associated with Murray ktate as
student, faculty member, department
head, dean, and vice-president since
1940, feels that his ties with the school
and its alumni and longtime friends
should be to his advantage in his new
role.
"Many graduates have achieved
considerable financial success. Those
who are particularly devoted to Murray
State might be receptive to an opportunity to do something for the
university," he pointed out.
His background in finance, law,
taxes, real estate, ahd 'other areas "of
business will be valuable, according to
Hogancamp, is he develops his
• knowledge 'tfr ;VOW-,Epp,Ileableao=
deferred giving.
.
He- said there- are a- variety of approaches that can be used te benefit
both the individual and university in
planning estates. Hogancamp said he
has already. begun reading_ and
studying in preparation for his new
endeavor.
See HOGANCAMP,
Page 12,Column Four

O'Daniel, Miss Rolfe Honored
Wanda K. Rolfe of Murray and David - Miss Rolfe and O'Daniel were -chosen
L. O'Daniel of Wickliffe were prente:1 for the top awards by a faculty-staff
committee. .Both ,.. were named to
the most sought-after awards-as the
Outstanding Senior Woman and Man to "Who's Who in American Universities
and Colleges" for the 1976-77 school
climax the annual Honors Day
year. They will be graduated May 14.
Program at Murray State University
Sunday.
She is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
They w7-e'aniong about 600 students -Jimmy Rickman of Murray and has a
recognized during the program, with
major in rehabilitation and a minor in
about 150 receiving individual psychology. She has on several oc•rdesentations of grants, cash awards, casions been among students
certificate's, and citations by the recognized on the Dean's List for high
university and campus scholastic and scholarship.
honorary organizations.
The 21-year-old MOs Rolfe _was,

chosen as Miss Wheelchair Kentucky
for 1975-76 and as second runnerup in
the Miss Wheelchair America competition that same year. She won both
the Rehabilitation Training Award at
Murray State and the Kentucki
Rehabilitation Association's Layman
Award at the regional level in 1976.
She served as the coordinator of a
survey of architectural barriers to the
handicapped in Murray and Calloway
County in 1975. Miss Rolfe, who.was
presented the KentuckY Rehabilitation
_Access -Award-in 1975 for

her efforts, has also been a consultant
to the City of Murray on architectural
barriers at the request of the mayor.
O'Daniel, the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Robert O'Dapiel of Wickliffe, will be
graduated as the top students irr:the
class with a perfect 4.00 academic
standing. He was also presented
awards during the Honors Day
Program as the outstanding senior in
political science and economics,his two
major fields of study.
' See ROLFE,
Page 12, Column Five
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annual SCience and Mathematics Fair
at Murray State University Saturday.
In addition to exhibit' •g tile best
junior high project in ..iology in th•
individual competition, Natalie Sin',
pson from the Murray Middle Scno.,
also captured the trophy provided,thp
year by the Ryan Milk Colnpany for thf
best biology project in the fair.
She is the ,daughter of Dr. and Mrs
Miles Simspon, 1106 Larkspur. Her
exhibit was a study of the learning
ability and memory of the planacia.
Leslie Dawn Massey, a fourth grade student at Carter School, won first
place in the biology elementary competition for individuals with her exhibi:
on mushrooms. She is the daughter of
Mrs. Patsy Massey.
In the elementary chemistry competition for individuals, Ivan Mammen:
George of Murray Middle School tkok
the gold medal with his exhibit on the
atom. His parents are Dr. and MI-K.M.George,222 South llth Street.
Carl
Anderson,
Sofith,A
Elementary, had the winning exhibl'i
the earth science elementary
petition for individuals with his studs f

Murray lions Club door-to-door sale of light bulbs, household brooms and
mops will get underway tonight (Monday) with the sales to conclude on
Tuesday night. The Lions will cover the residential areas of the city in the twonight-Effort. The annual sale is a fund raising project for the promotion of civic
arta community support, with the sight conservation and the MurrayCalloway County Hospital Blood Bank being primary areas of continuing endeavor by the dub. Pictured is Aileen Leslie purchasing a package of bulbs
from Lion Member Johnny McDougai
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special
section
today

A special section of The
Murray Ledger & Times is being
published today in connection
with the grand opening of the
Bank of Murray.
Readers are invited to turn to
the special section which contains many articles and photos
about the bank and its employes.

today's index
sunny and cool
Mostly'sunny and cool today,
high in the upper 50s to low 60s.
Clear and cool tonight, low in the
low to mid 40s. Mostly sunny and
continued cool Tuesday, high in
the low 60s.
•

Local Scene
Horoscope
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Opinion Page
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Comics
Farm Pages
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Classifieds
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the types and uses of Seismometers. lie from 16 West Kentucky counties
and
is the son. of Dr. and Mrs. Buford ..three in Tennessee participated in the
Anderson,911 North 18th Street.
day-long event.
- iWIfie elementary mathematics
The project which won the Grand
competition for individuals, Steve
Award among the more than 525
Beyer, Murray Middle School, was the elementary, junior_high and senior high
winner with his comparison at areas exhibits at the fair was that of Brian
and volume. He is the son of Dr. and
Potts, a Paducah Tilghman High School
Mrs. Louis Beyer, Route 2.
senior. Potts' project was an earth
Tad Dowdy of Southwest Elementary science study of fossilized spores.
won first place in the junior high
By winning the grand award, he also
mathematics competition with his
will become the first of the fair's top
exhibit on topology. His parents are Mr. -winners to attend the International
and Mrs. Thomas Dowdy, Sherwood Science and Engineering Fair in
Forest.
Cleveland, Ohio, May 8-14, sponsored
Diana Marie Duncan, daughter of Dr. by Science Service, Inc., Washington,
and Mrs. Don Duncan, was the winner D. C.
in the junior high physics competition
His teacher. Mrs. Nelta Freeman, a
for individuals with her exhibit on the
acceleration of gravity.
In the junior high geography competition for groups, Carol Anne Beaman
and Angie Hale, students at Murray
Middle School, won first place with
their exhibit on world trade of Latin
America. Carol is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Harold Beaman, the Angie's
parents are Mr. and Mrs. Charles Hale.
Forty-six other Murray and Calloway
County students also received medals
or honorable mention certificates in the
competitions. More than 1,200 students

See FAIR,
Page 12,Column Five

,Stage Band Wins Rating
The Murray High School Stage Bar,
directed by Joe Sills, was awarded a top
rating of superior at the West T,nessee Jazz Band Festival held at t'
University of Tennessee at Martin
Saturday.
Judges were Bill Ewing
40anfriii High School, (3144.'1ris
itWa
Mo.:' Ernie Bai-nhart, professior
musician from Memphis, Tn., and(H'

Acred, also a Memphis professional
musician. From one of the judge, the
band received a 99 out of a possible 100
points, Sills said.
This was the final competitive event
for the -stage band for the year.
Auditions for next year's band will be
.held this week and next year's band will
be the featured stage band at the MidWest National Band Clinic in Chicago.
Ill., in December.
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1969 Murray State graduate, also will
accompany him to the Cleveland fair.
Mrs.Freeman„being the ter of the
grand award winner, was presented
with a plaque at Saturday's fair, the
third such award she has won within the
past four years.
In addition to capturing the grand
award, Potts':project also .was judged
the best senior high exhibit in the .fair,
winning for his school a traveling
trophy offered for the first time this
year by the Hutson Chemical Co.,
Murray, and was chosen the top earth
science exhibit.
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NEW ART GUILD OFFICERS—New officers were elected Thursday by the
Murray Art Guild. Left to sight are Cynthia Peterson, treasurer, Rene Moore,
first vice president, Marcella Rung,second vice president And Opal H. Roberts,
president. Not present is Olin Moore,secretary.
4!. (Stall Photo by Mille Brandon
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Canadian Favors Fed
Health Plan
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: The widow of a physician complained
because two,years after her husband's death, his unpaid
bills totalled $11,000. Your suggestion was: "It's a wise
dentist who collects his fee while the tooth is still
aehing- —in other words, payment in advance. This would
limit health care to those who can afford it.
An example of how unfair that wdelld be is the case of
the woman who was refused admission to four hospitals
_ jusi_w_utbSiI.1-he US-Canadian border because she was on
v.elfare. The poor woman finalTy -give- birth 'in a cab.
Under a government health plan, as we have in Canada,
the doctor submits his bills to the government, so when he
dies, no one owes him anything for health care. Your
rebuttal to this will probably entail all the bad things
I mostly untrue) that you've heard about government
health care.
In Manitoba we don't even pay premiums, so only the
taxpayers pay for health care—according to income.
Unfortunately for the U.S., such plans are labled
"corindeunis
.t",(again untrue),so the poorof your country will
continue to go untreated adequately, and dedicated
physicians like the widow's husband will go unpaid.
CANADIA'N
DEAR CANADIAN: You make socialized medicine
sound ideal. But whenever private enterprise is replaced
by a government institution, incentive is thwarted and the
quality of services usually deteriorates.
DEAR ABBY: What do you think of a person who at age
26 has his last NAME legally changed?
• When I asked him why he changed his name, he said,
"For business reasons."
Care to comment?
N Y .11,EADF.B.
• DEAR READER: Yes. It's HIS business.- DEAR ABBY: Thanks for constantly reminding your
readers to have their dogs and cats neutered in order to
keep them from running wild, being killed in the streets or
reproducing at such a rapid rate that thousands of
unwanted animals are destroyed each year.
I enclose some recent 'figures from the Orange County
Animal Shelter:
Total live animals received at their shelter annually:62,000
12,800
Total dead received:
Total chrgstlestruyett-.Total cats destroyed:
Have a nice day.
NANCY IN SAN CLEMENTE
-

DEAR NA,CY: try to have a nice day, but my night
may-not be so nice. Those figures are shocking. You've
performed a much needed humanitarian service by
reminding me to remind my readers once more to neuter
their pets!
Everyone has a problem. What's yours? For a personal
reply, write to ABBY: Box, No. 69700, L.A., Calif. 90069.
Enclose stamped,self-addressed envelope, please.

Tuesday Is
Bargain Nite
At These Theatres

Clituif
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tonite's movies
For Program Information, Please Call 753-3314

ICIAIPM I
1008 Chestnut

Thru Thur.

'EMPTILY

Ctumi

Therel no body in the family plot

. ALFRED HITCHCOCK'S

Your Individual
Horoscope -

Si

Fraaces Drake

FOR TUESDAY,APRIL 21, 377
mite. But hang in there: Late
' What kind of day will
p.m. hours find problems
tomorrow be? To find out what
happily solved.
the stars say, read the forecast
LEO
given for your birth Sign.
( Ally 24 to Aug. 22)
Some surprising changes —
ARIES
for othe most part beneficial,
/4
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) 11
depending on how well
.Some situations highly
managed. A good chance for
you'll
fret:
Don't
mystifying.
completing a
profitable
Rather,
only worsen matters.
financial transaction.
see if you can get some
VIRGO
background information to help
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) 101.
clarify matters.
Planetary
influences
TAURUS
somewhat mixed, but generally
(Apr. 21 to May 21) 1:34ii/'
on the favorable side. You may
Clear thinking and direct
get unexpected help in a peraction will be necessary if you
sonal problem through a
would prevent interference with
business associate.
your plans. Don't let anyone or
anything keep you from purRA24 to Oct. 23) Ain
IBpt.
ILSe
suing werthwhile objectives.
You may have a hankering to
GEMINI
do something in a way not
9
( May 22 to June 21) 1111
supported by logic. Better think
Financial matters have an
about the consequences — to
element of risk, so make ybur
yourself and others. Be alert..
moves slowly and deliberately.
Murray School of Practical Nursing graduates are, left to right, seated, Geraldine Gibm
thao
y0
P
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Personal relationships,
son Chilcutt, Patricia Fowler, Carla Sanderson, Nancy Teckenbrock, Margaret Winders,
vean
Nov.
.
2
3
,
however, promise to be ex)
dou7t ttit
Valerie Noffsinger; standing, Marilyn Wallace, Donna Ellis, Betty Flaft, LtDon Dobson,
ceptionally congenial.
projects, reconsider them, but
Kathy McCallon, Cheryl Dillon, Myra Johnson, Glenda Winstead. The graduates
CANCER
subdue unreasonable fears.
represent the four Western Kentucky counties of Calloway, Graves, Fulton, and Mar(June 22 to July 23)
HOSPITAL PATIVT.,
Give a thought to earlier sacsomewhat
be
Day
may
shall.
'
Mrs.Sallie Moore of Murray
guide
cessful moves. They could
irritating in spas — either
has been dismissed from the
now.
you
associates
through business
SAGITTARIUS
Western Baptist Hospital, who prove difficult or some
( Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
Padueati:
misunderstanding with your
Don't -lose patience with
slower even aggravating
persons: It will only upset you,
may result in fruitless disputes.
Also, .avoid- pessimists and
troublemakers.
CAPRICORN
By University of Kentucky possible to raise vegetables on (Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
Mrs. Joyce Morrison, R. N.,
The eighth graduating class Training Act) and • ad"Retreat" is a word not
County Extension Agents
pations, porches, balconies, or usually' found in your
of the Murray School of ministered by the Murray and Mrs. Shirley Robinson, R.
for Home Economics
For vocabulary, but it could be used
windowsills.
even
Practical Nursing held its Area V ocational Center, N. are the instructors for the
— example: lettuce and radishes strategically now to reinforce
TABLE
NEEDS
commencement exercises On James Lawson - Principal. school.
Preparing, serving and en- will grow in a flower pot, strength, improve tactics.
Friday, April 15, at 7:30 p. m. The school is affiliated. with
joying family meals is a vital tomatoes in a bucket, and AQUARIUS
at the Memorial Baptist the Murray-Calloway County
'j
19)
21
to
Feb.
(Jan.
part of home life. In today's cucumbers in a wash tub. —
Hospital for clinical practice.
Church.
are
splendid
auspices
Under
homes, eating may take place Pat Curtsinger, Benton.
Awards at the comDr. George C. McClain,
health, recreational and inin the dining or living area,
+++
tellectual pursuits. Also
retired Marshall County mencement included: Perkitchen or patio. However,
Put those leftover eggs to favored: artistic interests. You -physician, was .the featured sonal Improvement Award
there is usually one relatively- tasty use. Prepare waffles should have smooth going.
to LaDon Dobson;
speaker for the graduation.
permanent place planned for according to directions. Slice PISCES
Spirit of Nursing Award
re
Presented.
Xe
.
The
graduates
daily usito The amount of hard-cooked eggs; combine ( Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
resented to Myra Johnson; 'The sixth sick sheik's sixth
The Rev. Carey Puckett' p, .
Don't be thrown off guard by
space and the entertaining you egg slices and condensed
pastor of the First Assembly and Scholastic Achievement sheep's sick," is sometimes
possibly
but
fancy-sounding,
plan' to do will influence cream of mushroom or
misleading, propositions. Study
of God Church in Mayfield, Award presentedto Margaret said to be the world's most
difficult tongue twister!
selection of dining furniture. chicken soup; heat. Serve the the overall picture. Where there ,
delivered the invocation and Winders.
FurithirefOr-chning should be creamed eggs over Waffleft ts-ItLFAt -trattie; don't-hesitate:
WnWiEflIA.
comfortable and aftractve, _ sprinkle
with paprika _
- TODAY are one•
The sellout of nursing is
BORN
YOU
but need not be expensive. The chopped parsley on... bacon
through
CETA
funded
the
of
all
most
artistic
of
the
atmosphere may be-restful or crunibles. — Maxine Griffin,
Education
artistic Taureans — and one of (Comprehensive
gay and exciting. You need Clinton.
the most practical, too. If you
table space to serve at least
+++
choose painting as a career —
two people comfortably. Keep
If you find yourself under or even as an avocation — your Mir
in mind that each person constant strain because of work will be imaginative and
MISS YOUR PAPER?
seated at the table needs apout "too much to do and too little colorful; or,'should you choose
who hove nit
Seincribers
24 inches of space. —11ildred time to do it" here's a few writing, your style will be witty
received their hen•-delivered
have
a
great
brilliant.
You
and
W. Potts, LaCenter.
suggestions. Do one thing at a
love for heritage and tradition;
sew of The Murray
time...Take. a fewoLtheinost would make -an outstanding_
Maw W 3130 p. le.
SHOPPE
urgent tasks and do them, one historian; also, strongly atMpyse by-3:311.a.es-ea Sear- Thrifty horrititiaker-9- at a time, leaving aIl the-rest tracted to the outdoors and all
lbws ere'urged toed 733-1114
refrigerate leftovers in until later. Once these are living things, you could shine as
LOCATED IN THE NEW MINI-MALL IN
Wawa $:30 p.s. end 4p. el.,
covered containers as soon as finished, things won't look so an agriculturist, botanist or
also
a
are
You
et.
veterinarian.
p.
or
3:30
Monday-friday,
they are removed from the bad and the other tasks will go
sad 4 p. Sirtordeys, to Imre
dining 'table. Remember to more eaiily. Don't set im- humanitarian at _heart; could
in
any
success
make a great
SEE OURIIREPLACE DISTAL1ATION5.25 YR WARRANTY
keep tabs on leftovers and use possible goals for yourself. branch of the medical field or in
delivery of the newspaper. Calls
AND PROTECTION PLAN•SMOKE-FREE GUARANTEE
them soon. Otherwise, the The desire to be perfect in causes aimed at helping the
must be pieced by 6p. a.weekrefrigerator becomes clut- everything causes worry and underprivileged. Birthdate of:
GLASS SCREENS•HEARTH ACCESSORIES•WALL DECORS
doyi or 4p. a. Saturdays to
tered with a dab of this and a anxiety for many people. Eugene Delacroix, French
perontee deflter,•
cup of that which ends up Decide which things you do painter; Anita Loos, writer.
.mmiswei
•111P4‘.
being thrown away at well and put your major efrefrigerator-cleaning time. — forts into these. As for the
Judy Hetterman, Hickman. others, don't get upset if the
+++
job isn't perfect. A hobby is
TREES FOR SHADE & good "medicine" for tension.
BEAUTY For city plantings, Almost everyone shOuld have
select trees that can grow in some hobby he enjoys one that
reasonably dry soil. Near a will let him forget all about
street trees can never receive work for a few hours. — Sue
their fair share of water. Rain Fraser, Bardwell.
flows off into gutters and
+++
storm drains and is carried
Sew bibs for baby or aprons
away. When a tree is set. see for young "artiste' from an
that they get enough water to old plastic shower curtain.
keep them growing until their Binding around the edges and
root systems adjust to sub- ribbon for ties add a
named soil moisture. — decorative
The
touch.
Juanita Amonett, Paducah. recycled garments can, be
—
• +-t--+
Wiped eean with a -sudsy
If you do not have any yard sponge- or machine washes.
or other ground space for a
Remember, plastic articles
garden you can still enjoy should only be dried on the
growing and eating your own
AIR setting of an automatic
home grown vegetables. Try a
dryer. — Dean Roper,
container garden. It is
Mayfield.
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Coffee Cup Chatter

Commencement Is Held For
Practical Nursing Class

We are coming to Murray!

MAY 1st, 1977

'FIREPLACE

"It makes
a supper
that's super-our 4-piece
Pride-Fried ®
chicken dinner
for just $2.49.
Now that's a feast!"

Start At Murray Club
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OLYMPIC PLAZA

Women's Golf Play To

where anyttung can happen
Ind usuaiirOoesi

Thru Wed.

Thru Wed.

The Shrine Ladies Sewing
Group met Tuesday, April 19,
at the home of Mrs. Phil Crihfield, Murrily Route Six.
A sack lunch was at noon
with dessert being served by
the hostess.
The afternoon was spent in
sewing on garments for
children in the Shrine Hospital
at St. Louis, Mo.
Mrs. Henry McKenzie
reported they have thirty-six
completed garments ready for
mailing.
Those
present
were
Mesdames McKenzie, Freed
Cotham, Fred Westfall, Ralph
Morris, Woodrow Dunn, and
Crihfield.
The next meeting will be at
the home of Mrs. Lora Arnold,
1803 Westwood Drive, Murray,
on Tuesday, May 17, at ten
a.m.
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- 9:30 a. m. Betty Lowry,.
The ladies of the Murray
Country Club will. beg0 the lerlene Sullivan, Carol Hibbard, and Venela Sexton.
regular season of golf' com9;40 a. m. Phyllis Kai,
petition on Wednesday, April
Frances Hulse, Evelyn Jones,
27, at nine a. m. Prizes will be
awarded in each flight after and Betty Stewart.
9:50 a. m. Euvie
the first nine holes of play.
Those who wish to play but Margaret Shuffett, Toni
not listed in the pairings are Hopson, and Inus Orr.
No 4 Tee—
invited to attend. Pairings will
,
9:00 a. m. Anna Mary
be made at the first tee.
Women are asked to call the Adams, Billie Cohoon, and Pat
hostess, Margaret Shuffett, McReynolds.
9:10 a. m. Chris Graham,
753-4560, if unable to play.
Rebecca Irvan, and Ruth
Pairings are as follows:
Wilson.
No. 1 Tee9:20 a. m. Bevery Spann;
9:00 a. m. Alice Purdom,
Lou Doran, Urbena Koenon, Rainey Apperson, and Vickie
Baiter.
and Rowena Cullom.
No. 7 Tee9:10 a. m. Sue Costello,
9:00 a. m. Mary Watson,
Euldene Robinson, Dorothy
Kitty Freeman, and Thelma
Fike, and Louise Lamb.
9:20 a m. Cathryn Garrott, Eckerdt.
9:10 a. m. Bettye Hunter,
Edith Garrison, Elizabeth
Slusmeyer,
and
Faira Jean Doxsee, and Lorraine
Maggard.
Alexander.

"I'410p,

South 12th Street

115:
RESTAURANTS
Offer Oood April 25 through June 5, 1977.
Mon. through Fri. after 4 pm
Sat and Sun. after 1
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Bumper Sticker Requests
Come From All The States

Stephens And Peebles
Vows Are Solemnized
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Stephens announce the marriage of
their daughter, Regina L. Stephens.,to Marc C.Peebles,son of
Mr.and Mrs. Roddie Peebles.
The vows were solemnized on Thursday, April 21. They will
reside in Murray.
The bride is a senior at Calloway County High School and is
employed at McDonald's. The groom is a senior at Murray
High School and is employed at Long John Silvers Seafood
Sh0PPes•

Frankfort,Ky. — "Have you
Hugged Your Kid Today?"
That familiar slogan now
seen on everything from Tshirts to billboards is the
brainchild of the Kentucky
Department for Human
Resources' Bureau for Social
Services.
At the outset Commissioner
Jack C. Lewis said that the
bumper sticker was an effort
to "provoke parents to take
positive action in expressing
their feeling of love and care
for their children."
Now he said that 'what
started out as a Kentucky
sticker
has
bumper
mushroomed into a popular
worldwide request item.
The response has been
"overwhelming and totally
unexpected," he said.
Commissioner Lewis has
answered more . than 1000'
written requests for the
stickers and has distributed
more than 120,000.
The Bureau. has received
-letters, copies of editorials
and news articles and other
forms of comments," said
Lewis.
Now the bumper sticker is in
'all 50 states and also in 16
foreign countries — Australia,
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Right now we need a gliod in. Good luck.
rains- One of those drowsy
I can hardly stay' in the
drizzles that will last for -a house these days.-There are so
couple of days. I hope that by many things to lure me outthe time you read this, we will' side where there is so much to
have had one.
do and to look at. I don't know
I have been at work this why gardeners get such
week planting porch boxes. I satisfaction in going but
can put special plants in them nearly every day to examine
that need a little special.care. every bush and plant in the
I have just put out some yard. We look for new shoots
fancy leaved Geraniums. The and get really excited when
leaves are banded and striped we discover a tiny green leaf
with white or purple, and the appearing on a • shrub we
effect is unusual. The plants thought had been killed.
are just a bit smaller than the
I was sure-a purple Azalea
ordinary kind but are just as had succumbed to the bad
hardy and the blossoms come weather,and was delighted to
in Various colors. They are find several small leaves
especially desirable for porch coming out, showing there is
boxes.
life in it; with careful pruning
Several people have called and plant food, it will develop
me about Poinsettias, asking into a good plant.
what to do with them now as
As soon as the Azaleas begin
they are beginning to drop to fade, cut off the old blooms
their petals: First, cut them and begin to feed them. They
down to about six inches., then will soon start putting out new
repo t the plant in good loose branches and will need help to
soil. Put out in the grqind in a become healthy. At any sight
shady spot. Set deep c ough so of disease or pests, spray the
that-thtual The poilt-even -Aaaleas.--There are. several
with the ground.
insects-that would love get a
I don't think there is any good hold of the plant and
danger of frost, but, it is would soon decimate it if left
always possible as late as' undisturbed.
May. So if a cold snap comes
I have my ground all dug,
after you tiave set the Poin- fertilized and ready for a long
settia out in the yard, cover it row of Impatiens and want to
with a bucket or big flower get them in this week. ,
pot. Leave the plant outdoors
I don't know of any plant
until it is time for frost to that gives as much pleasure as
Armor this fall, _the!) bring it _they.4o. I__hope you_ will try,
in.I will write at that time some this year.- You'll-be
-to-do-when-you bring_ it - toppy with-them.

"MY ENGINE RAN
WHEN IT WAS OFF
I'd switch the ignition off but the engine
wouldn't stop Instead It sputtered,
rocked and coughed Then I tbscoyered
WYNN'S. SPIT FIRE. Now rrty-Artoubtes
are over," writes a happy user_ Yes
engine "after run" caused by heavy
carbon build up can be not only ezasper.
*stag. but downright dangrtrous mechan
-ically So be kind to your car and yourself
Add a can of WYNN'S SPIT FIRE to yap
gas tank today Now available at ell

Bel-Air Center

HOSPITAL PATIENT
Charles Strubel of Hardin
has been dismissed from
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
PADUCAH PATIENT
, Robert Brelsford of Murray
has been a patient at Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah.
PATIENT AT PADUCAH
W. D. McKinney of. Murray
has been dismissed from
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
GUESTS HERE
Recent houseguests of Mr.
and Mrs. James E. Diu,guid
were Dr. and Mrs. David
MCKee and son, Matthew, of
Lexington, and Miss Nancy
Diuguid of Memphis, Tn.

Murray Calloway Co. Pork

SEASON POOL PASS
SALE!
Passes may be purchased
now prior to pool opening

May Be Obtained At
Park Office10th B Payne St.
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The Murray-Calloway County Community Theatre production of Androcles and the
Lion, will be seen citi•MSU-TV 11 this Wednesday and Friday evenings at 6:30 p.m. The
production, which toured the local schools this spring, was the first major effort dl the
hewiy eStablished comintinity- theatre: Piiiiired hete a-re Androcies,.ptaved by Mark
Austin, son of Dr. and Mrs. Clegg Austin, and The Lion, played by lackie McNight, son
of Mr.and Mrs. J.W. McNight.

Safe Brown Bag Lunches
Are Discussed By Agent
same thing is true of your stews, and chili"
From The Desk Of
hands, and if you have cuts or
JEAN W. CLOAR
A. If these products are
sores-,--use-Lrubber gloves--6e
-Calloway Coney Exteasion
-ifin-g-fiet When poured into a
Agent for Herne ECOnoffrics 19.,ash vacutIntL bottles and Sterile vacuum -bo
---ttle, 'you
When you miss a couple of rinse in boiling - water after Shouldn't have any problem
days of work withthe cramps, tit% use.
with them itt-all•
Q. How can I keep hot foods
diarrhea, vomiting,.and fever
Q. Are special precautions
you often dismiss it as just "a hot and cold foods cold?
needed with fruits and
bug that is going around." Or
A. The familiar vacuum vegetables9
if the kids come home from bottle is a good way to keep
A. Be sure they are clean
school with same symptoms, certain foods cold or hot. ahd well-scrubbed.
you figure they just "caught There are many other ways to
Q. Should I use -a lunch box
something somewhere." keep food cold. If there i a instead of a paper bag?
However, the.bug you caught refrigerator, place your,lunch
A. That's a good idea. Lunch
or that caught you — may in that. If noLuse a freezer gel boxes, especially insulated
well have been food poisoning, device, or make one by ones, hold the cold much
according to the Animal and cleaning a plastic margarine better than paper bags. If you
Plant Health Inspection tub, filling it with water and use the familiar brown bag,
Service of the U.S.D.A. The freezing. Place it•in the Junch buy them specifically for
bug could have been sent to bag to keep the lunch cold lunches, and use them once.
school or work in that innocent until you are -ready,io eat. Don't use bags- in which you
brown bag lunch. The Certain types of sandwiches bring home left-over lunches,
following questions and an- can be frozen. They will thaw groceries or other items.
.ssvers will help you pack a safe in time for lunch and help keep
,
lunch,
the other foods in the lunch Q. What is the key _to cold. Remember.to keep your
packing a safe "brown bag" lunch away from hot places
like the radiator.
lunch?
A. It's easy. Follow good
Q. What typesof meat and
sanitation, personal hygiene, poultry products are best for
and sound food
care. "brown bag" lunches?
CIECILY BROWNSTONE
Following easy rules now will
A. Canned meat and poultry
Associated Prins Pood Ede*,
save -you and- your- family—products, -opened and•-useii
MErA TLESXSUPPERmany problems later. First, immediately are a good bet if
Chocktul-of-Corn Clam Pie
cook food thoroughly. If it is the can is sealed and not
Ratatouille Green Salad
Coffee
Fruit
supposed to be hot, keep it hot. bulged or dented. Dry - meats
CHOCKP:L-0E-CORN
If the food,5 is supposed to be or fully cooked meats like hot
CLAM PIE
cold, keerp- it cold. Bacteria dogs or bologna also keep
Chewy vegetable filling with
tffrive best between 40 deg. F well. Frozen chicken or turkey a little seafood to add flavor
and 115 deg. F. Make sure that is also good. Most any meat or
Pastry for a 2-crust
9-inch pie
all utensils and countertops poultry product can be used if
2 large eggs
used in preparing lunches are it is cooked and handled'
2.e cup milk
clean. Wash them thoroughly properly.
12-ounce can whole kernel
with soap and hot water. The
Q. How do you keep soups.
corn, well-drained
10'2-ounce can minced clams,
undrained
5 soda crackers with
unsalted tops) from a
3'2-ounce package, crushed
medium-fine I cup
teaspoon salt.
teaspoon pepper
.
oris butter or
,?-tablespo
margarine
Roll out half the pastry and
The Independence United pression of Christ had she
In a
Methodist Church Women met lived in New Testament fit into a 9-inch pie plate. eggs
medium mixing bowl beat
at the church on Thursday, times." Also taking part in the and
niilk until blended; stir in
April 14, at seven p.m. with program was Mrs. Mary Opal the corn, clams. • cracker
crumbs, salt arid pepper Roll
Mrs. Inez Hopkins in charge of Hopkins.
out remaining pastry, cutting 4
the program.
The program was closed one-inch
slits near center, for
Mrs. Hopkins led the group with chain prayer.
top criist. Turn corn mixture
in singing- "The Old Rugged
into pastry-lined pie plate; dot
The president, Mrs. Maurita with butter. Arrange top crust
Cross" with Mrs. Kathy
Cunningham at the piano. The Burkeen, presided, the over filling, turning edge under
bottom crust and fluting. Bake
skit featured some of the secretary, Mrs. Mary Phillips. in
a preheated 450-degree oven
women in New Testament. read the minutes, and the for 15 minutes; reduce heat to
(an'
Kathy
treasurer,
Mrs.
time and their mission in the
350 degrees and bake until goldningham, gave her 'report en — 30 minutes longer Serve
ministry of, Jesus Christ.
servings
Participating were Mrs. Mrs. Nancy Hopkins w;is hot. Makes 6
Mary Phillips as Mary elected as treasurer to take
Magadalene, Mrs. Terri the place of Mrs. Cunningham
•
Burkeen as Lydia-, Mrs. who is moving to Paducah
Myrtle Jones as Salome, Mrs.
The women made a donation
1
Kathy Cunningham as Dor- to the. Cancer Fund.
cas, and Mrs. Ima Nell
Mrs. Terri Burkeen ,and
president,
Burkeen--as Mary mother of Mrs. Patricia Lassiter will be When he ,was
Lyndon Johnson kid special
Mark.
in charge of the May prograrp taps dispensing cold soft
Mrs. Maurita Burkeen gave. to beheld at 7:30 p.m
drinks installed in White
House sinks.
a testimony of her "im7 Thursday, May 12.

COOKING IS FUN

Hold Program Meeting

Single Pass - $20®

/Mot terN

'Mt
COMMUNITY
m
CALENDAR

Independence Women

Family Pass - $4500

Murray,Kentucky

Canada; England; Europe; Beach, Calif., Independent.
Balboa; Canal Zone; Panama
In one story he wrote that in
Canal Zone', Germany; Italy;, his eagerness to carry out the
Japan; Korea; New-Zealand; message on the bumper
Okinawa; Puerto Rico; Saudi sticker, he lovingly but acArabia; Spain and West cidentally "nearly strangled"
Germany.
his 10-year-old son.
No matter the form — handAnother story of his says
written or typed on note paper that Californians react to the
or stationery — the message is bumper sticker because many
always the same: I love your of them would like "to bring
bumper sticker and would like back hugging to stamp out
to have some.
mugging."
Some typical responses:
"We appreciate the interest
From Monrovia, Calif., by Mr. Robeson," Lewis said.
came a request for 15 bumper "It is most gratifying to have
stickers to be posted on the _this- kind of unsolieited
police cars for the city.
publicity."
One woman wrote, "If that
Some of the requests even
sticker makes even one parent include a small stipend —
take the time to give their kids ranging from a low of 20 cents
a genuine loving hug, you to a high of 20 dollars — to
(Commissioner Lewis) sisely assist with the cost of
must have a special place reproducing and mailing the
reserved for you in the stickers said I.ewis. The
hereafter."
bumper stickers are free.
Another woman wrote that
The most recent reference
she was not in the habit of to the bumper sticker was a
putting bumper stickers on story in the February issue of
her car, but that this was one Reader's Digest, which
she -couldn't wait" to hgye on suggested the message as an
her bumper.
acceptable
child-rearing
One of the most . regular
method.
public relations efforts for the
A successful spin-off of the
bumper sticker has come
bumper sticker is the T-shirt
from a West Coast reporter, which carries the same
George Robeson of the Long
message. These can be obtained from local foster
parents throughout the state
for $3.25, or by writing to
Audrey "Fields, Bureau for
Social Services, Department
for Human Resources, 403
Wapping St., Frankfort, Ky.
Tuesday, April 26
Eva Wall Mission Group of 40601.
Written requests for the
Memorial Baptist Church will
meet with Laura Jennings at bumper stickers should be
addressed to Commissioner
two p. m.,
Jacl(C.` Lewis if the -slime
Tau Phi Lambda Sorority address..

L L

Monday, April 25
Blood
River
Baptist
Associational WMU will meet
at West Fork- Baptist Church
at seven p.m:with Mrs. Carlos
Owens as speaker.
Recovery, Inc., weneet at
First Presbyterian Church,
Main
_ and 16th Streets.,at.7:30

will meet with Jean Richerson, 1602 Parklane at seven p.
with Cathy Zea as
cohostess.

Adult
Great
- Books
Discussion Group is scheduled
to meet at the Calloway
County Public Library at
seven p.m.

Hardin Senior Citizens will
have a social breakfast from
7:30 to ten a, m. with shopping
from ten a. m. to four p. m.

r•H

Ellis Center) will be open
Reservations for ladies day
luncheon on Wednesday at from ten a. m. to three p. m,
Senior Citizens
Murray _Country Club should for Murray
Sacicitineh
at noon
activities.
be made today with Mrs.
and band practice at One p. tn.
William Donald Overbey.

THIS IS A

941-thine944,

Monday, April-25
Joe Smith,chemist for GAF,
will speak at the Maranatha
Christian Center, North 12th
and Olive Streets, at 7:30 p.m.

Senior breakfast honoring
the graduating classes of
December 1976 and May 1977
and retired faculty and staff
members will begin at eight a.
Lit w mimes pa.
in.
in the Beshear Gym,..
Concert by Murray State
Mrs Itaftirre Ovtlend
Student
Center.
University Chorus and Choir,
Phone /S1 Se PO
directed by Prof. Robert
President's
Honor
Annual
Baar, will be at 8:15 p.m. in
Concert by the MSU SymLovett Auditorium, MSU.
phonic Band and Wind SinNight Crafts Group of fonietta will be at 8:15 p. m. in
Welcome Wagon Newcomers Lovett auilltorium. Prof Paul
Club will meet at the home of Shahan is director.
Nancy Weber, Route Five,
Lynnwood Estates, at 7:30
Murray State will meet
p.m.
Austin Peay in a tednis match
Its led I ewe Into•ei NW'
at one p. m. at the University
Tuesday, April 2*
Courts,. Open house will be held at
Murray_ Cooperating
Preschool at seven p. m. for
With a purchase of piercing earrings
parents- and-- parents - interested in enrolling their
•"n "Z"•
children. Call Ruth Tunick
753-3133 for information.

TOWN!

Your Ears Pierced FREE

$799

,ou
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Pror.,
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tail
.11,.le maw. oarovto., woo No.< swripcos1
••
••••••'ess 0,01 •4.••< ,•9 Ova. Po•••••••I
hritteen .5.1e. IC
end
1.•••1 •-dr.

Registration for East
Calloway School's sumiffir
baseball leagues will continue
until seven p. m. today. A
meeting will be held at that
time for all interested parties,
coaches, and committee
members-. -Fast Matrons and Past
Patrons of Murray Star
Chapter No. 433 Order of the
Eastern Star will have a
potluck supper and business
meeting at the home of Mr.
and Mrs. George Moore, 205
South 16th Street, at six p. m.

10•••.•
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Clean your carpet
faster and better
with Steamex:
jets
:6getpower
dirt the

Chuck Flynn will speak at
7:30 p. m. at the Maranatha
Christian Center, 1112 Olive
Street, Murray.

other methods
don't reach!

LaLeche League will meet
at the home of Debbie Shapla,
1002 Fairlane, at 7:30 p. m.
Aglow Fellowship will meet
at Kenbar Inn at 10:30 a. m.
with Ruth Holland as speaker.
Murray Quota Club will
meet at twelve noon at the
Triangle Inn.
Rent

he pro

Murray TOPS Club will
meet at the Health Center at
seven p. M.
Dexter Senior Citizens will
meet at 9:30 a. m. at the
Dexter Center.
Oak Grove Baptist Church
WM1.1 will meet with Clara
Jean Paschall at seven p. m.

•

carpet cleaner a Peavey company
•
Sisi Mirotisits awry
mei e 1//6Y.S.
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STIAMIX is a Iteairtered Service I Trade Mirk
STIMAIX seem Ila• bet meter setre1W1 recess

Big John
S 12th, Murray
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Murray Ledger 8c Times
Nr.

Walter L. Apperson, publisher

R. Gene N1cCutcheon;editOr

MURRAY NEWSPAPERS,Inc

vm..eis loners salhe editor ni failabele. Tie -editorial% and
Van unated artark,are ffirouraged
editor. of this neaspaper strurigh brlie‘c (bat In Lund
thij
Aonamated articles to ont3 those whica parrallei The editorial
of this nettspaper %Thad be a doom*.e to WO reader-,
• c, ri•fore at. urge readers who do not agree a ah An editorial stand Of
presented br an individual welter in is olunin to ra-,Rond
,1n their feelings on The particular iasue being diacuased
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hEARTliNE
HEARTLINE is a service for senior
citizens of all ages. Its purpose is to
answer questions and solve problems —
fast. If you have a question or a
problem not answered in these
columns, write HEARTLINE, 114 E.
Dayton St., West Alexandria, Ohio
45381. Senior citizens will receive
prompt replies, but you must include a
stamped, self-addressed envelope. The
most useful replies will be printed in
this column.
HEARTL,INE: I am 67 years old and
my husband is., 72. We are both on
Medicare, and my husband has been
-under psychiatric care. Will Medicare
covv this? S.L.C.
ANSWER: Yes, Medicare will'cover
psychiatric care theaame as any other
illness, except that it is limited to 190
days over the patient's lifetime and
only for periods of active treatment.
Heartline has developed a book explaining the entire Medicare program
in simplified terms called "Heartline's
Guide to Medicare." It gives a complete listing of covered services,
problem areas of Medicare, how to
figure reasonable charges, and a
sample Medicare claim form with
instructions on filling it out.
To order, send $1.50 to "Heartline's
Guide to Medicare," 114 E. Dayton St.,
West Alexandria, Ohio 45381.
This book has a money-back
guarantee. Please allow six weeks for
delivery.
HEARTLINE: I am 64 years old and I
have been drawing Social Security and
my company pension for two years. I
would like to do some work for some
sort -of public service organization. Do
you know where I can get in touch with
any of these groups? R.K.
ANSWER: Heartline has compiled a
list of over 40 national associations
devoted to public service. FOr a free
copy of this list, write to Heartline —
Public Service, and enclose a long,
stamped envelope.
HEARTLINE: A notice came in the
mail today that my claim for Social
Security disability benefits was appronsd. My checks start next month. I
am also getting Workers' Compensation payments, but they will stop
after 4 years. Does Social Security also
have a maximum time limit for getting
disability benefits? T.R.
ANSWER: No, the Social Security
benefits- will be payable as long as you
are disabled. Of course, at 65, disability
benefits are automatically converted to
retirement payments (in the same
amount) without interruption in the
monthly checks.

!Aitorials and opinionated arUcles on tlus page are presented for
of providing a forum ler the free ratiraaria oigillerairi---

INERGY PLAN
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NotebookBy GENE McCUTCHEON
Murray Ledger 4k.P.Piti Sditfii

Cepirp Now •••....

" MOTU IT Beg"-

10 Years Ago
The Math Team from Murray High
School won the Lone Oak Mathematics
Tournament. Murray members are
Nancy Baker, Guy Battle, and Melanie
Boyd.
Andrea Kemper, Kenneth Thomas,
Joy Swann, Kim Smith, and Christine
Kodman of the University School Won
superior ratings in the Kentucky
Speech Tournament held at Lexington.
Depths reported incllide 'Connie
Florh.
Miss Barbara Brittain, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Brittain,
student at Alino School, was the winner
of the American History Test given for
eighth grade students by the Captain
Wendell Oury Chapter of the Daughters
of the American Revolution. Eight
schools were represented in the test.
A special feature story on Dr.
Theodore Howard,formerly of Murray,
written by Lee Smith, writer of the
Fins' and Feather column for the
Murray Ledger & Times, is published
today.

Sensing The 1-etes
By ANTHONY HARRIGAN
Executive Vice l'rc,At nt

United States Industrial Council
TODAY'S_TOP1C;„THE BREEDER REACTOR =UNDER

HARRIGAN

Recent research by an Indiana State
University professor may change our
history books if the professor's claims
are accepted. Prof. Ray Neff says his
research shows that John Wilkes Booth
really wasn't shot after killing
President Lincoln.
Neff believes Booth escaped and lived
in India until his death in 1883,
Really, we're sorry he brought it up.
Now Congress will probably decide it
needs to appoint an assassination
committee to investigate the BoothLincoln affair and there will go another
couple of million dollars.
0+0
Publisher .Paul Fugleberg4 of the
Poison (Mont,) Flathead Courier likes
to write his "Among Other Things"just
like he talks. That caused problems
when he had a cold. But read part of
Paul's recentZolunui:
Dry say wud good dway do dreat a
gode id da head to hag yore hat ond da
bed post, dake a boddle ob whisky ad
get in bed...ad den dringk eduf ob da
whizky udtil you zee dwo hadts. Whed
you wake ub yor gode id da head will be
gured.
Da drubble iz, da rezulding
headachge will be worse dim da gode.
Adother broblem wid wriding a
golumn wid a gode id yore head is
dryin' do fide a dypezedder do zedt da
golumn idnto dype...id'a godda be a
- dypezetter who aldso haz a -gode id da head.
Negzt broblem idz do fide a
broofreader wid a gode id'do head do
read da ardicle do fide mizclakez id ,da
spelling—ad tidally a-priraider do rud

da press dust dritirto prind da ardicle.
0+0
Gordon Liddy has spent more time in
prison than any other Watergate figure.
President Carter has acted with
responsibility in commuting his sentence to eight years, which will make
him eligible for parole July 9. Mr.
Carter compared the sentence of 20
years imposed by federal Judge John J.
Sirica with lesser penalties assessed
against the major participants in the
scandal.
Top hands in the burglary-conspiracy
.ixon
that drove former President Nr
froii office received eighlsyear sentences.
A spokesman described Mr. Carter's
decision as being taken in the interest of
"equity and fairness."
Judge Sirica's severity, too, is understandable. Frustrated by the
"stonewalling" of the original
Watergate culprits, he used his sentencing power to bring the sordid incident into the open.
Liddy's pleas to former President
Ford went unheeded, due, perhaps, to
criticism over the Nizorf pardon. Only
Mr. Carter — far removed from
Washington in the Watergate period —
was in a position to show Liddy mercy
and push the incident "behind iis."
0+0
"Let honesty and iindustry be thy
cotistant- comp/mons, and spend one
penny less than they clear gains; then
shall thy pocket begin to thrive;
creditors will not insult, nor want oppress, nor hunger bite, nor nakedness
freeze thee." —Benjamin Franklin. .

"The plutonium oxide used in
In scuttling development of
America's nuclear-breeder reactor breeders or obtainable from mixed
project, President Carter is throwing oxide fuel by a complicated process of
away billions -oL.dollars. invPstPd
_—__thelulcal.glatatiQa1341_QLwhatis
scientific research, jeopardizing the in military weapons; but it is, in pure
country's lead in nuclear technology, theory, a feasible nuclear explosive.
"That a dedicated group of
and denying the United States an
enormously important energy source. specialists — in the fields of nuclear
physics, radiation protection, chemical
The demonstration breeder reactor high-explosives, and many branches of
at Clinch River, Tenn., which would criminal activity — should waste its
produce its own energy, was scheduled talents on fashioning a crude nuclear
for operation by the mid-1981k Mr. device rather than, inflicting heavier
Carter's anti-technology decision won't losses by far easier methods is an idea
halt development of this type of ad- worthy of blood-curdling TV fantasies.
vanced nuclear reactor. Britain is close The authors of the Ford Foundation
to putting a demonstration plant into
refiort do not seem overly impressed by
operation. The USSR already has one. it. They commendably point out that a
secretary of transportation, ruled
By LOUISE COOK
France has a breeder reactor on line, completed weapon would make a more
against mandatory air bags Dec. 6,
Associated
Press.
Writer
supplying power to the public utility
convenient target; and there have been
Air bags are back in the spotlight although he did, say they were
net. Only America will lag behind
no diffiOlties in -guarding such
again, despite a December ruling that technologically feasible. Coleman
because Mr., Carter has accepted the
weapons against illicit use in the last 30
ordered further research to determine
deflated supporters of the controversial
otions presented in an anti-breeder
years.
whether there was some way to indevices.
• eport issued by the Ford Foundation.
"What the report does not say is that
Murray State College sold the highest
The federal government is con- crease seat belt usage.
Dr. Peter Beckmann, professor of with breeder technology, the chance of
Coleman's successor, Brock Adams,
priced cows in each of three classes in a
ducting a new study to determine
electrical engineering at the'University plutonium theft is very slim, because
closed sale held recently at Bowling
decided in February to reexamine the
whether the bags should be required
of Colorado and editor of the monthly the amount of plutonium produced by a
entire air bag issue.
Green, according to A. Carman,head of
equipment on cars of the future.
Access To Energy, is the author of a breeder can be matched to the demand
Adams said he favors some type of
By The Associated Press
the MSC Agriculture Department. .
A public hearing on the issue is
pacsive restraint system, but added: "I
Today is Monday, April 25, the 115th
Guy Billington of Murray has been • report which describes the folly of by conveotional reactors."
scheduled in Washington on WedDr. Beckmann warns that scuttling
opposition to the breeder reactor. He
appointed to the State Board of
haven't prejudged what should be done
day of 1977. There are 250 days left in
nesday. Written comments can be sent
warns, in regard to Mr. Carter's the breeder reactor has grave imEducation by Kentucky Governor A. B.
or when or how." He said the lighter,
the year.
to the National Highway Traffic Safety
writes:
security.
He
decision, that "the blunder of letting plications for U. S.
44Today's highlight in history:
Chandler.
smaller cars of the future might not be
Administration (NHTSA) up until May
"A country that cringes from the
several centuries' worth of energy go to
safe enough without additional built-in
On this date in 1945, delegates of 45
Deaths reported include Mrs. Lula
V.
waste will not come home with its full benefits of its largest energy reserve
nations met in San Francisco to
Staples, age 80.
protection.
The hearing is being held in the
will cringe from more painful
vengeance for another decade."
organize the United Nations.
Rev. and Mrs. Orval Austin, Mrs.
Opponents of air bags say that,seat
department auditorium, between 12th
Dr. Beckmann reports that the responsibilities; and an insecure world
On this date:
Charlie Crawford, and B. F. Scherffius
belts — required since 1968 — provide
and 14th Sts. on Constitution Avenue.
possibilities of the breeder boggle the may well look for better security in
West Kentucky
attended the
adequate protection. They say air bags
In 059, construction of the Suez
Written comments should be sent to the
mind. He points out that if no more than nuclear weapons.
Presbytery at Paducah on April 23.
Canal Began. _
would boost the price of cars by as
administration, Room 5108, 400 7th St.,
"A
country
that
understands
energy
the uranium tailings (U 238) now going
In 1898, the United States declared
Murray High Tigers beat the
much as $300 and would limit conS.W., Washington, D.C., 20590. Writers
to waste in storage vessels around the policy as the optimum compromise in a
war on Spain.
Mayfield Cardinals 16 to 4 in a baseball
sumers' freedom of choice. The opshould refer to Docket No. 74-14, Notice
country were used as breeder fuel, popularity contest will not have the
game. Dan Pugh was the Murray
In 1917, China entered World War I
ponents also argue that more tests are
06.
"they could provide the energy now respect of either -allies or adversaries;
pitcher.
against Germany.
needed to determine the effectiveness
At issue is whether the government
imported as OPEC oil for 700 years." it will lose its energy, and its selfshould require some sort of passive
of the air bags in actual traffic acToday's birthdays: Singer Ella
Among the key points in Dr. Beck- respect into the bargain.
cidents and to make sure the bags
restraint system, such as air bags, to
Fit7gerald is 5.4_ Veteran, baseball
_
. "A -government that lets a billionmann',-repast are the- following
protect automobile occupantsin case of
aceidentillY7
executive Fred Haney is 79.
dollar
nuclear
plant
be
put
in
limbo
to
"The usual verses of the Plutonium
. . . speaking the truth in love.
Supporters contend that many people
accidents — even if the individuals take
Thought for today: The grandest
litany, the most toxic substance known accommodate obstructionists seeking
Ephesians
4:15.
do
not use the seat belts properly. The
no
action
to
help
thmselves.
homage we can pay to truth is to use it.
to man' and 'the fearsome fuel toxic to protect clam larvae is no match for
We all aspire in our ilearts to be
safety administration estimates that no
Air bags are balloon-like devices that
— Ralph Waldo Emerson, American
beyond human experience' are mer- nuclear terrorists, and the lesson will
truthful, but truth to be received
more'than 20 to 30 per cent of drivers
inflate automatically and almost inwriter, 1803-1882.
cifully absent from the Ford Foun- not be lost on them." —
must always be expressed in love.
and passengers buckle up. They claim
stantly during a frontal crash. They
Dr.
scientific
by
The
realism
voiced
dation report. But the authors arrive at
begin deflating in less than a second.
almost 12,000 lives could be saved every
the mandatory final ceremony — Beckmann is desperately needed by the
Another type of passive restraint
year if air bags were required and say
United
States
at
this
critical
juncture.
reading the breeder program out of
systems is a belt that is attached to the
that mandatory mass production would
nuclear power; an exercise more This realism offers the best hope for
cut costs. Adams has said he believes
door of the car and automatically
common, but not less absurd, than restoring the breeder reactor project,
wraps itself about the driver when the
automakers could install air bags in all
energy
reading food production out of which is basic to any intelligent
door is closed.
new cars by 1980 or 1981 at a cost to
agriculture. The reason is plutonium, program for the nation.
William T. Coleman, then the
consumers of $100 to $150.
Dear Editor:
in this section of Kentucky.
specifically, its alleged dangers in
Before their performance was over, waste disposal, terrorism,,
This Senior Citizen and wife accepted
and
above
the
the invitation to'attend a performance
we realized they were not just
proliferation.
given by Murray's newest Jazz Trio,
ordinary, but that all three, in''The decade-long delay of its effects,
Let's Stay Well
dividually and collectively, were together with the fact
this evening at the Calloway County
that
(
unlike
Public Library. The trio is composed of
GREAT. Everyone I talked to and chemical and biological
toxins)
Marie Taylar, pianist; Donald Story,
overheard talking to others, echoed minuscule amounts of it
can be
clarinetist; and Chuck Simons;
similar opinions.
detected due to its radioactivity, make
drummer.
Their performance lasted but one plutonium dispersal
utterly unsuited
three
two
or
hour. Next time I hope it is
for terrorism or extortion.
hours and we are willing to pay the
We expected to be entertained
"Between three and five tons of
equivalent of what is charged at plutoninin have been
because the music selections were to be
F.J.L Blasingarne, M.D.
committed to- the
from the era of the 30's, 40's and 50's
cinemas in this area of Western Ken- atmosphere in bomb
bathe
promptly,'
It
is
wise
to
tests;
25
workers
needed
minerals that might be
Then
Dr.
Borris
gave
himself
Q:- Mr. 0.H. wants to know,
tucky, for pictures our consciences tell of the Manhattan Project
with a medley of Gershwin and Cole
and thoroughly, if exposure is
absent from her diet.
poison ivy and used patches on
during
World
just
summer
with
especially
forward
Porter songs, but honestly, had no
us are fit to see. We are looking
suspected, using plenty of soap.
A. You are all wet about the
hiS arms as experimental and
Wel II received 25 times the presently
ahead, if anything new has
to attending another performance by allowed body burden without
Shots against poison ivy are
idea how good they might possibly be.
value of sea water as a source
control areas. Those areas that
been found to help persons senill
effects;
not regarded as effective treatthis Jazz Trio within the near future.
of trace minerals for the body
were enzyme-treated reThe fact they received standing
sitive to poison ivy,
many tons of plutonium have been
ment.
It is true that sea water conmained 'free of rash.
Albert C. Koertner
treatment conbed
A
The
A.
ovations while appearing recently in a
handled in the weapons program; yet
chemist
at
Borris,
a
David
tains many such Minerals in
Arrangements are undertinues to be prevention by
1631 College Farm Road
production of Campus Lights, told me
not a single death has ever been traced
the University of Mississippi,
solution Sea water has been
way to 'produce the product
avoiding poison ivy and poison
Murray, Kentucky 42071
they were above the ordinary, at least
may have made a discovery
to plutonium inhalation.
bottled and sold as a tonic or
and to test it further. It may
oak plants. As you know, they
that could later prove helpful
medicine for years. It is one of
"Many tons of plutonium have also
later be available for treating
contain a highly irritating
in the treatment of this menacthe oldest forms of quackery
poison ivy. The preliminary
substance -- it is known as
been handled and successfully guarded
ing disease.
the
The main ingredient is sodium
research by Dr. Borris repreurushiol. This is transferred to
against illicit use. in the weapons inAfter he developed a severe
chloride (table salt), which is
sents an encouraging approach
the skin by direct contact or
dustry, and without giving rise to a
rash from poison ivy,Dr. Borris
present in many foods and can
to a new method of treatment
may be blown Short distances
police state. Perhaps rhore important,
searched later in the soil near
carriers, 22.50 per month, payable in advance.
be
more economically
that
could
prove
to
be
a
by
the
wind
in
sufficient
quanpublished
&
Times
is
Murray
ledger
The
By mail in Calloway Coady and to Benton, Harthey have also been produced,
the poison ivy plants for bacpurchased at a grocery. store
welcome bletsing to millions.
every afternoon except Sundays, July 4, Christtity to cause skin irritation in
din, Mayfield,Sedalia and Farmington, Ky.,and
the
break
down
which
teria
It is safer and wiser to otsam
mas Day, New 'ear's Day and 7/linkagivingbi
recovered, purified, fabricated, stored,
highly sensitive persons.
Paris, Buchanan and Puryear, Tenn.,$17.50 per
Sea Water Not a Tonic
Murray Newspapers, Inc., 1410_N. 4th St. tilionly, # year. By mail to other destinations, $32.50 per
toxin (urushioft He isolated an
needed minerals through a
and transported for more than 35
Wearing enough clothing to
Ky .42071
oxyear
enzyme
(eatechol
1,2
balanced diet, which'contains
Q. Mri. A.A. writes to ask
protect the skin can be helpful.
Second Class Postage Paid at Murray, -Ky
years."
Member of Associated Press, Kentucky Press
ygenase) from them, and the
vegedables, cereils. tow-fat
whether drinking small
42071.
apparel should be_launSuch
Association and Southern Newspaper Publishers
Dr.
Beckmann
discusses
the
enzyme transformed urishiol
SUBSCRIPTION RATES In areas served by
milk, lean meats and fish
amciunts of bottled sea water
Association.
dered after outings if it is worn
terrorism scare talk in considerable
into a nontoxic sutstance that
can be beneficial and supply
)eri•rieft alr1 Then FThion• sienThaie
near these toxic plants.
washed off the skin.
detail. He says:
a

Consumer Watch

Air Bags Are Back
In Spotlight Again

20 YearsiAgo

Today In History

Bible Thought

Letter To The Editor

Praises For Jazz Trio

Promising Research on Poison Ivy

• M▪ urray Ledger & Times
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Simons Scores First Win Ever On
Pro Circuit, WinsAt New

Orleans
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WKC CHAMPS-The Murray High Tigers captured the WKC Track Championship Saturday for the first time since 1971. Members of the team are top row, left to right, assistant coach Tommie Tumor, Craig Johnson, Kerry Thompson, Claude Johnson,
Henry Greer, Kevin Vaughn, Ricky Swift, Fronk Gilliam and head coach John Hine. Front row, Reed 14ontsby, Is Reed, Brett Norcourt, Randy Orr, Bill McHugh,'kids Richardson, Tim Lane and Grettis Bumphis. Not present for the photo were MNie Skinner,
Nick Hibbard, Mike Stephenson and Bradley Wells.

Yanks' Win Streak Over
Indians Now 10 Games
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East Calloway To
Hold Registration

Local Baseball
Association To
Meet Tonight
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Special Spring Sale

Tigers Will
Play Game At
Reagan Field
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Lesser-Knowns Star In
Sunday Playoff Games

SKIRTS,
SWEATERS,

the
IMP
ody
cons in

RacerWomen Take Fifth
In State Track Meet

Jim Palmer scattered four
By HERSCHEL NISSENSON took a 1-0 lead in the fourth ,three-run homer and Jim hits and Torn Shopay, -Ken
Colborn
recorded
his
third
inning.
AP Sports Writer
May
Two-run singles by Willie triumph as the Royals Singleton and Lee
You might say the New
homered. Shopay's homer in
unloaded
16
hits
in
the
opener.
Graig
Nettles
Randolph
and
York Yankees have the Indian
the fourth inning off Dave
sign on the Cleveland Indians. and a solo homer by Roy Cowens, Hal McRae and Fred Roberts was his first in the
Patek
eactrhad
three
RBI
for
White were the key hits in the
At least since last July 1.
major leagues since 1967 when
. That was 10 losses ago, and nightcap as Ed Figueroa the Royals.
he
hit two with the Yankees.
12-4,
A's
5-11
White
Sox
the last time the Indians have snapped a personal six-game
Twins 12, Rangers6
delivered
a
Wayne
Gross
losing
streak
dating
back
to
beaten the Yankees. New
Hisle's grand slam
iLarry
homer,
double
and
two
singles
York took the last seven 1976 last season and stretched
hjmer
in
a seven-run fourth
meetings and made it three in Cleveland's current string of and drove in four runs and inning helped Pete Redfern
fellow
rookie
Mitchell
Page
losses
to
six.
,a row this year with Sunday's
belted his - fourth homer and gain his first victory of the
-10-1, 7-1 doubleheader sweep.
Brewers
10,
Angels
9
•
drove
inthree runs as the A's season. The Twins raked five
We don't have Yankee-itis,
advantage took the nightcap. Manny Texas pitchers for 14 hits,
took
Milwaukee
or anything like that," said
errors — Sanguillen also had four hits, including three singles by
Manager -Prank Robinson. of three California
baseman Tony and scored four times in the deignated hitter Rich Chiles,
two
by
first
"We're just not getting the
who knocked in foul:runs.The
Ike A's 14-hit attack.
hits with men on base. If we _Solaita and one by catcher
Hampton — in breaking a 5-5, -Ralph Garr and Chet Lemon Rangers scored all their runs
score early and do some
unearned runs in hit three-run homers, pacing in the final two innings on
things with the opportunities tie with five
inning, two On Sat -.Chicago's - triumph in the homers by Ken Henderson,
the
eighth.
we have, it's a different ball
Bando's bases-loaded single. opener. 'Garr homered off Mike Hargrove and Toy
game." '
Harrah.
Don Baylor and Joe loser Mike Torre
Solaita,
Elsewhere in the American
Red Sox 9, Blue Jays 0
Rudi — he hai 24 RBI in 17
League, the Milwaukee
Orioles 3-1, Tigers 1-2
Ferguson Jenkins tossed a
games — hit two-run homers'
Brewers
outlasted , the
Vern
Ruhle
snapped three-hitter for Boston and
for the losers. Von Joshua
Baltimore's six-game winning George Scott and Dwight
California Angels 10-9, the
drove in-what proved to be the
Kansas City Royals clobbered
streak and Mickey Stanley Evans homered. Jenkins
winning run with a grounder,
slammed a two-run homer for - struck out five, did not walk a
the Seattle Mariners 16-1 then
-offsetting Solaita's homer in
Detroit in the nightcap.
lost the nightcap 4-2, the
batter and allowed only two
the eighth and Baylor's in the
Baltimore won the opener as runners as far as second base.
Chicago White Sox whipped
ninth.
the Oakland A's 12-5 and
dropped the nightcap 11-4, the
Royals 16-2, Mariners 14 _
Bwltimore Orioles edged
Lee Stanton tied the score
Detroit 3-1 with the Tigers with a homer and Craig
taking the second game 2-1, Reynolds and Jose Baezadded
the Minnesota Twins out- run-scoring singles in a threeslugged the Texas Rangers 12- run sixth inning that -lifted
6 and the Boston Red Sox Seattle to victory in the
trounced the Toronto Blue'nightcap and ended the
Jays 9-0.
Mariners' five-game losing
The Indians stranded 13 streak. Al Cowens slarrupecla
runners in the opener, 10 of
them in the first four innings
— they left the bases loaded in
the second and third — as Gil
Patterson and Dick Tidrow
kept wriggling out of trouble.
In the nightcap, Bill Melton
grounded into an inningending double play with the
bases filled after the Indians
The Murray High-Paducah
Tilghman baseball game
today will be played at
Reagan Field at Murray State
University.
The contest will begin at
RACER CAPTAINSJThe captains for the Murray State football next- foN are from left to right,
3:30 p. m.
Mike Dickens, Eddie McFarland and Kevin Whitfield.
Murray is also scheduled to
(Staff liberals ay Mike Iniadafi)
play Lone Oak tonight in the
second game of a twinight
doubleheader. The game site
-has not been-decided anon- yet.If Lone Oak can get to Reagan
Field in time, then the game
will begin immediately after
Bill Bailey
the Tiger-Tilghman contest.
for
But if Lone 'Oak does not
Jailer
arrive here in time from their
Your Vote Appreciated
game with St. Mary, then it
David Thompson scored 40
Bullets got some important
By FRANK BROWN
May
24
DeMocratic
will be played at 6:30 p. m. at
points
and pulled the Nuggets
Mitch
help
from
.rookie
Primary
AP Sports Writer
Holland Stadium, if the field is
Paid for by the candidate
record a within 107-106, but Gilliam
Kupchak
23
points
to
The
previous
playoff
games
in playable condition.
had been won on dazzling 93-90 triumph Over the scored three points in the final
displays by the big stars of the Houston Rockets: the Por- 15 seconds to help the Trail
National
Basketball tland Trail Blazers beat the Blazers hold off a late DenverHOUR
Association: the Adbul- Denver Nuggets 110-106 in a rush.
Maurice Lucas scored 27
Jablors, the Issels, the game "our bench won for us,"
DRY
points
for Portland while Bill
Jack
Coach
according
to
Ervings.
Sunday was a day for the Ramsay, and the Boston Walton added 26 points plus 13
lesser-icnowns — those whose Celtics got strong .play from, rebounds.
Celtics 124,76ers 119
names may be household their-substitutes after • losing
words only in the homes of Charlie Scott,_ Sidney Wicks "We overcame the NBA,the
and Curtis Rowe on fouls to 76ers, and two referees - `-2 two
their families.
Mel s 8, Ladies
record a 124-119 victory over bad referees — to win this
garne," said Boston Coach
For example, Charles the Philadelphia 76ers.
Johnson of the Golden State
Possibly Kupchak's rrirrt Tom Heinsohn after Dave
Laundered
Warriors. His first reaction, important contribution v as Cowens collected 37 points to
after scoring 16 points in the drawing a charging foul from help the Celtics past
And
Pressed
MIS OP
fourth period to help his team Houston's Mike Newlin with 11 Philadephia in a game ofTo Perfection
MATCH
to a 109-105 triumph over the -seconds remaining and the ficiated by two Eastern
NO
finnel all
LIMIT
Los Apgeles Lakers, was: Bullets ahead, 91-90. 'With League referees because of
Week long
"How do I feel? Tired, that's Newlin driving for p potential the continuing officials strike.
- -0
all. I'm not used to that much go-ahead basket, the rookie
39c
Good
Philadelphia
trailed, by 72
playing
time."
Carolina
from North
89
Tue.
3/1
Johnson worked 31 minutes playing with five personal points at one stage and 16
Wed
On Hangers
Ttiut
in the encounter which helped fouls — drew the fold which early in the final period, but
Ca Folded
Apol
the Warriors cut the Lakers' led to two foul shots and in- pulled within 116-115 with 1:15
26 27 28
remaining. Doug Collins led
lead to 2-1 in the best-of-seven sured the triumph.
quarter-final series. "The Trail Blazers 110, Nuggets 106 76ers scorers with 36 points.
Warriors 109, Lakers 105
It was not one but four
Warriors did exactly what any
Barry scored 40 points for
good team would do: they had Portland players who carried
a man with a hot hand and the Trail Blazers past Denver • Golden State, which will seek
Freer Insurance!
they. went to him for the Lloyd Neal, Robin Jones. to even the series on Tuesday
shots," said Lakers Coach Wally Walker and Herm night. Kareem Abdul-Jabbar
Free Mothproofing!
Jerry West.,
Gilliam. "Give this one to ,he had 22 for 1..os Angeles with
Pay Only The Regular Cleaning Price
It was the same elsewhere Portland bench," said Denver rookie Earl Tatum added a
as the NBA playOffs con- Coach Larry Brown, • •Tt.o., personal pro-high 26 and
Cazzie Rusiell 25.
tinued. The ,Washington played terrific."

One
cLeaneRs

be

By AUSTIN WILSON
tournament after chipping in - carded eight birdies and five finish was a tie for third at
for birdies twice in hisfirst bogeys in his final 69. He had Tallahassee last week, earned
AP Sports Writer
NEW ORLEANS (AP) — round Sunday.
rapped in four straight bir- $35,000 for the victory. Lee,
"I was just trying to get dies, on holes 12-15, when he who had won $203 before
Three unlikely birdies put
unheralded Jim Simons in the close and it went in from 25 saw Simons miskthe green on Sunday,received $19,950.
lead, but it took a late bogey, feet on the 16th," recalled the the par-three 17th.
Watson's $1211125 boosted his
of all things, to shake his fifth-year -pro from Tequesta, "At 16, I had a 25-fgoter to total to $280,260 for the year,
nearest challenger in the Fla. "On the 18th, I hit a Mlle, make," Lee-said. "JtIst before: best on thelour.
$175,000 New Orleans Open iow pitching wedge from I putted, I noticed that Simons
Dougherty played himself
&lout 50 feet and it went in like had bogeyed,17 so I was tied out of contention with a 77,
Golf Tournament.
Simons
for the lead. For the first time finishing in a tie for 19th and
carved
out it had eyes."
He felt he wrapped it up with in the tournament, I became a winning $2,275.
consecutive 67s Sunday for a
15-under-par total of 273 in.,a birdie on No. 9 during the defensive putter."
posting his first victory on the final 18.
Defensive, indeed. He threeFord To Play
"It was a 70-footer with a putted from 25 feet on 16,from
pro tour. The golfers had to
play 36 holes because rain had double break — right,then left 35 feet on 17 and from 50 feet
MEMPHIS, Tenn. 1AP) —
washed out an earlier round again," he said. "It went right on 18, knocking himself out of Former President Gerald
on the 7,080-yard 'Lakewood in."
the running.
Ford will play in the proLee, a second-year pro,
Simons, whose best prexious amateur golf tournament
Country Club course.
Savoring his three-stroke
preceding the Davey Thomas
victory over equally obscure
Memphis Classic, tournament
Stan Lee, Simons Pointed to
officials said.
two chip-ins and a 70-foot putt
The pro-am competition will
as the keys to his success.'
be June 8, the day before the
Lee could point only to his
Memphis Classic begins.
'gutter and shake his head.
To, • nament
Chairman
After Simons bogeyed No. 17,
The Murray State women's 19:57.5 for fourth in the 5000- Vernon Bell said that the
Lee needed only to par the
track team placed fifth in the meter run, Betty Fox had a former chief executive's
final three holes to force a
KWIC Meet held at Lexington 14.9 for fourth in the 100-meter appearance was arranged by
playoff- Instead, he threehurdles, Lisa Brockett had a entertainer Danny Thomas.
Saturday.
putted all three holes for
Thomas was the founder of
Kentucky won the title with 12.4 for fourth in the 100-meter
bogeys and second place.
156 points while Eastern was dash, Mary Jane Gates St. Jude Children's Research
Lee carded a 70 and 69
second with 135. Other scores. cleared 5-1 for fourth in the Hospital in Memphis, which
Sunday. Third was Masters
included Western Kentucky high jump, Kim Coates had a receives the proceeds from
champion -Tom Watson, who
12.3, Murray O. Murehtatl 71, _fourth in the discus with an the tournament. The hospital
shot 71-70 for 277. Next; at-278,
Louisville 20, Asbury College effort of 109-11-end Michelle treats children's diseases,
were Lou Graham (69-69) and
2, Centre College 0 and Berea Bowen finished fourth in the such as leukemia and tumors.
Ben Crenshaw 171-69).
College 0.
200-metet dash with a 26.25.
Simons was three strokes
Murray had five secondEatning fifth places were
'behind Watson and two behind
place finishes in the meet.
Glenda Calabro with an
Lee going into Sunday's play.
The 880-medley relay team 11:26.8 in the 3000-meter run
After the third round, he held
was second in 1:50.5 with legs and Sherri Jrarrunel with
a one-shot lead over Lee,
The East Elementary
being run by Michelle Bowen, 2,526 points in the pentathlon.
Watson and Ed Dougherty.
Karen Wilson, Susan Mc- Sixth places came from Lee ,School Summer. Baseball
Simons said he started
Farland and Mary Jane Cates. Stokely with a 101-4 in the Leagues will hold registration
thinking about winning the
The 440-relay team com- javelin, Jewell Hayes with a for the summer program
posed of Lisa Brockett, Betty 70.0 in the 400-meter- hurdles, through Tuesday, April 26, at
Fox, Dorine Cargle and Karen the-"B" team in the two-mile .seven p. m. at the gchnilL
A meeting will be held
Wilson recorded a 49.5 for relay and Sharon Macy with a
Tuesday
at seven p. m. at the
second place.
13:26.0 in the 3000-meter run.Wilson had a pair of
The Racer women will school for interested -parties,
seconds.She-had a 14.5 in the - partieipate - in -the- Becky coaches, .and committee
100-meter hurdles and a 12.15 Boone Relays this weekend at members concerning the
baseball program.
in the TOO-meter- dash. Also Eastern Kentucky.
getting a second was Mary
The Murray-Calloway
Jane Gates -with 59.55 in the
Baseball Association will
400-meter dash.
Neese Vote For
meet tonight at 7 p. m. at
The Racer women had two
Calloway County High School.
ELBERT "SALTY" THOMASON
third-place finishes in the
All league presidents and
For
Meet. Carol Schafer recorded
commissioners are urged to
Coencilmon-Ward
a 60.4 for third in the 400-meter
attend the meeting.
Subject to Democrat Primary
dash while the two-mile relay
Kay 24,_1,17
team was third in 10:10.2.
Your Support And traumasInn
Be greatly appreciated,
Murray had a bundle of
Port /trot ant pood for by
fourth places.
Glenda Calabro had a
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Baseball Standings

sports

By The Assoriated Press
Axon-leas League
East
W L Pet. GB
9 4 en —
Milwkee
1St 11
2
/
7 5 '
Balt
7 8 .487 3
Toronto
3
8
.
.467
7
N York
2
/
5 7 .417 31
Boston
2
/
6 10 .375 41
Detroit
4 9 .308 5
Cleve
West
9 5 .643- —
Chicago
10 6 .625
Oakland
2
1
9 6 .600 /
K.C.
2
1
10 7 .566 /
Minn
7 7 .500 2
Texas
2
/
7 10 .412 31
Calif
2
/
7 12 .368 41
Seattle
Sunday's Results
New York 10-7, Cleveland 1-1
Baltimore 3-1, Detroit 1-2
Boston 9, Toronto 0
Minnesota 12, Texas 6
Chicago 12-4, Oakland 5-11
Milwaukee 10, California 9
Kansas City 16-2, Seattle 1-4

scampers for yardage in the Blue-Gold
DANCING IN THE RAIN—Quarterback Mike Dickens (14) does a dance in the rain as hewin.
15-7
a
to
team
Blue
the
directing
in
Game Saturday night. Dickens hit on six of 13 passes
(Staff Photos by Mike Ikewl•a)

Blue Team Swims To
15-7 Win Over Gold

National League
East
W L Pct.
9 6 .600
S Louis
7 6 .538
Montreal
76.538
Pitts
6 6 .500
Chicago
6 8 .42s
N York
5 7 .417
Ptula
West
11 3 .786
Los Ang
8 7 :533
Atlanta
8 9 .471
S Diego
7 7 .500
S Fran
6 9 .400
Houston
4 10 .286
Ctrici

GB
1
1
2
/
11
2
1
2/
2
/
21

2
1
3/
2
/
41
5
2
/
51
7

Sunday's Results
Pittsburgh at New York, 2,
ppd., rain
Philadelphia 6, St. Louis 3
Chicago 7, Cincinnati 1
Los Angeles 16, Atlanta 6
San Francisco 7, Montreal 5
Houston 9, San Diego 8, 10 innings

Mirrray Ledger 8r Times

Flyers Fall Behind Early Again
But Fail In Comeback This Time
By RALPH BERNSTEIN )
AP Sports Writer
PHILADELPHIA (AP) —
The Philadelphia Flyers'
habit of falling behind early
cost them, this time against
the Boston Bruins,
The Flyers, in their recent
Stanley Cup quarter-final
playoff series against Toronto,
fell behind the Maple Leafs by
two and three goals, then
rebounded to win — twice in
overtime.
Philadelphia, fell behind
Boston 3-0 after two periods
Sunday night, rallied with
three final-period goals to tie,
but lost the first of the best-ofseven semifinal 4-3 on a 25-foot
goal by Rick Middleton after
2:57 of sudden-death overtime.
In the other semifinal, the
Montreal Canadiens lead the
New York Islanders 1-0 as a
result of a 4-,3 triumph at
Montreal Saturday night.
Game 2 in each series will be
played Tuesday night.
Boston won when goalie
Bernie Pprent stopped Middleton's drive, but allowed the
puck to roll behind him, and
either pushed it in with his
glove or his stick as he tried to
fall on it before it crossed the

filling in for Tony Franklin sidering 'the playing con.Monday's Games
The Blue team, lost five who is still recovering from ditions," Furgerson added.
St. Louis Rasmussen 1-21 at
team
Gold
fumbles while the
Of course one of the things Chicago 1Krukow 0-1
his broken arin. We also had
lost four. Houk had an in- Bruce Martin, one of our that. must be mentioned is
Cincinnati (-Billingharn 1-1) at
It was stormy weather terception and two fumble. betterdefensh:e tackles, out of Mere will be even more depth Atlanta (Messersmith 2-1), (n)
Los Angeles (fthodeh 2-0) at
Saturday night at Boy Stewart recoveries for the Gold.
than the fans saw on the field San Diego (Jones 1-2), (n)
the spring game."
Stadium.
The Blue team had 137 yards
Only games scheduled
Besides having a lot of new Saturday night. _
Not only was it stormy on on the ground and Dickens
There are some outstanding
there has
club,
the
on
faces
the outside as showers soaked wage4to
itli of 13 with two -in- been a lot of changes in the freshmen who will be coming
the- already soggy -turf _but it ter
rift for • a total of -69- personnel.
in from the high school ranks.
got stormy on the inside too. aeriat Y'ards, giving the Blue
PLEASE,
Among some of the- top
nioved
been,
has
Rushing
,
After playing a scoreless tie 206 total-yards.
to his prospects for-next season are
runningbaek
a
from
for a half, the Murray State
The Gold team was minus original quarterback position. tailback Lindsey Hudspeth of
NO HARD
football team came out in- one on the ground while
QUESTIONS
star Murray High, center Doug
High
-Murray
Former
spired in the second half and Rue-eh was four for six for 46
Tfri15
is now a cor- Towne of Paducah Tilghman,
Shelton
Doug
scored 22 points as. the Blue yards and Roger Rushing two
tailback Danny Johnson of
,
"%
0RNING
1
Wolberion
Cecil
and
nerback
team won 15-7 over the Gold for eight with two inbeen moved from center East Prairie, Mo., and kickoffhas
Racer
annual
the
end
team to
terceptions for 65 yards, to offensive tackle, giving the punt return specialist Billy
spring practice.
giving the Gold team 64 yards Racers more size and depth on Lewis of Hopkinsville.
We had a serious talk at in total offense.
"I'm really proud of all of
the offensive line.
halftime about our offense and
Perine carried the ball 21
is our freshman recruits but
Dickens
Mike
think
"I
in the second half, they times and finished with 91:
much improved with his year Those people are the ones we
decided to play a little better," yards on the ground for the
I HAVE
_added experience and feel can help us in the fall. We
Of
said Murray State head coach SOME GOSSIP
maturity and Ruzich and also have recruited a Couple- of
Bill FurgersOn.
"It was just a miserable Rushing both performed well quarterbacks and defensive
ABOUT NANCY
It was the Gold team that night for playing. You work 19
backs out of high school and
conditions,"
in
terrible
decided first to play a little days and then y‘lu have to play
Furgerson said of, his quar- feel they can help us in the
better.
in • weatlier like this," terbacks.
future," Furgerson added.
Freshman defensive back Furgerson said.
At halftime, senior-to-be
the
with
"I
pleased
was
also
Thomas Houk recovered a
What did Furgerson and his running of Larry Dostal Eddie
was
McFarland
34-yard
fumble on the Blue
staff learn from the scrim- against the first team defense presented an All-American
line early in the third period. mage?
and Houk certainly proved he certificate.- He was voted to
There were two big plays in
"When you spend that much can play. We feel we have the the honor by the College
the series which helped to lead time working against' your
it Sports Information DActors
to lie first touchdown of the own people, everyone knows depth needed to make
of America.
11an
of
the
grind
through
game. The Blue team was what everyone else is going to
McFarland, along with
Furgerson
season,"
game
called for pass interference on do. But we did find out we
Whitfield and Mike
Kevin
added.
a fourth and two situation have quite a bit of depth.
Dickens, have been voted as
this
of
purp_ose
"The
whole
from the 37. That gave the
"We had eight people who
to come up with a final the team captains for the
Gold team new life with a first played at the - linebacker is
We'll evaluate the coming season.
evaluation.
and 10 at the 25.
positions and we have some film and establish a depth
The season for the Racers
On a second and 10 from then more who can play.
will . open September 3 at
ready
we
get
when
and
chart
Ruzich
25, quarterback David
"I think Austin Perine is
in August, we'll Southeast Missouri.,
connected on a 24-yard pass going to add a lot to our of- to go again
Last year, Murr'ay State
down the left side to freshman fense. And I was really know where to start.
thing was 5-6 overall and 4-3 in the
only
negative
"The
wideout Keith Swearingen.
pleased With Randy Jones
the game was the 'hit- league, good enough for a
After three unsuccessful I fullback from Mayfield). about
and I really wasn't too third-place finish and the
foyers
attempts to move the ball in Jones has done quite a job
about those, con- future looks even better.
disturbed
the Gold team finally got the
freshman
hit
Ruzich
as
lead
fullback Owen Oakley for a
two-yard pass good for six
points. Sophomore kicker
Robert Dunn hit the PAT and
with 7:47 left in the third
period, the Gold led 7-4.
The remainder of the third
period saw the Blue team lose
three fumbles while the Gold
team had a pass intercepted
as the playing conditions
made it almost impossible to
,play football.
Early in the fourth period, a
bad snap from center caused
Wes Furgerson to fumble the
ball on a punt attempt and the
Blue team recovered on the
CD LIKE TO GET
A WATCH BAND
Gold 11.
POR MY
In four plays, q—uarterbaCk
wipe
Mike Dickens directed the
Blue to their first score as he
pitched out to Tyrus Brown
who went three yards for the
six points The Blue went for
the conversion and got it when
DickenA hit David Thomas
with a pass making it 8-7 for
the Blue with 6:45 left in the
game.
On the first play of their
next series, the Gold team
fumbled and defensive end
Sam Franklin recovered for
the Blue at the Gold 34.
On the first play from
scrimmage, Dickens hit
Thomas with a 24-yard
completion and the Blue team
was again knocking at the
door.
In three plays, the Blue
scored as junior college
transfer tailback Austin
David Ruzich fires a pass toward the sidelines for a completion.
ANOTHER ONE
Perine went in from a yard out
Blocking is Larry Dostal(211) while Kevin Whitfield (65) rushes
attempts.
hit
six
of
on
Ruzich
four
and Henry Lagorce added the
in from the side.
PAT for a 15-7 Blue lead.
(Stuff Photos by Milo Brundon)

By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger &Times Sports Editor
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goal line.
Parent did not enter the
game until the third period,
replacing Wayne Stephenson
with the Flyers trailing 3-0.
The Bruins went into a
defensive shell, taking just
two shots at Parent in the
entire third period.
The Flyers, meanwhile,
fired 15 third-period shots and
scored three times, the last by
Bobby Clarke with just 29
seconds left. It looked like
another Flyers' comeback
victory was in the offing.
But Boston Coach Don
Cherry rallied his team. "I
told them, 'let's go out there_
and get them, give it all we've
got, and if that's not enough,
well ..."'
Parent, benched after losing
the first two games to Toronto,
tried to explain Middleton's
winning goal. "I made the
save, but it ended up behind
me,near the redline,not over.
I took a swing to bring it (the
puck) back in and missed. And
on the second attempt I
pushed it in."
Boston'gained its 370 lead on
a first-period goal by, Jean
Batelle. and second-period
goals by Bobby SChmautz, on
a power play, and Don Mar-

THE SUN IS SHINING...
IT'S A.6EAUTigUL
LET'S NOT SPOIL IT..

cotte, while shorthanded.
Clarke started the Flyers'
comeback with a goal at 1:45
of the final period. Bob Dailey
made it 3-2 at 16:35. Then, with
time running out, the Flyers
swarmed around the Bruins'
goal. They took four shots,
with Clarke poking the fourth
rebound into the net.
Canadiens 4, Islanders 3
Montreal's Steve Shutt,
often called a garbage
collector, for his ability to
finish off a teammate's play,
did it again Saturday night,
steering in the winning goal
past goaltender Billy Smith.
Billy Harris, had provided
the Islanders with three goals
in the first 20:49 of play.
Peter Mahovlich scored for
Montreal in the first period
with Murray Wilson scoring in
the second before Guy Lafleur
tied the score with 2:25 gone in
the final period.
The Islanders lost the
services of winger Bob Bourne
in the first period after he
suffered a shoulder separation
when checked into the boards
by Mario Tremblay.
Coach Al Arbour said either
Walt .Leclingham or Rich
Hansen would replace Bourne
in the Islanders' lineup for
Tuesday night's second game.
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TigersWin-RitinWKC Class A Meet
s '

The most impressive effort
By MIKE BRANDON
won in 22.0 while Craig was County with a 43-0. The 880-relay team com- in the entire meet came in the
Ledger ArTimcs Sports Editor second in 22.3.
John Hine doesn't have his
Murrty• picked up 15 more posed of Harcourt,- Kerry Glass -A. discus ..comptition
motel reservations made yet points on three other first- Thompson, Randy Orr and where Pete Walters of WebHenry Greer easily won the ster County won with a 154-4, a
but there's a chance his track place finishes.
in 1:36.5, almost two mark which should easily
event
team could become the second
Tim Lane won the shot put
team from Murray High to competition in a breeze, seconds better than second make him the best in the state.
The best mark in the Class AA
make a trip to the State taking first place with an place Trigg County.
discus competition was only
880-yard
freshman
the
In
Tournament.
effort of 46-1, a new personal
With some outstanding best. Second place went to relay, Murray High won with 123-4.
Also impressive in the meet
some Pete Walters of Webster a 1:42.9. Running the legs
performances in
were Bo Reed, Nicky Swift, was Doug lrvan of Hopkinpathetic weather conditions,
Nick Hibbard and Bradley sville. He won the 100-yard
the Murray High track team
dash in 10.2, the 220 in 23.2 and
Wells.
captured the Class A cham440-yard dash in 51.0. He
the
more
four
had
Murray
pionship in 'the Western TEAM SCORES
M 494
was
the only triple winner in
day.
the
on
places
second
Kentucky Conference Track Ines County i Ti, 44. Russellville IR
f
Campbell I Ft C 211. Webeter County
cleared 6-2 the meet.
Richardson
Richie
Meet Saturday at Roy Stewart
Fulton City /Fel, 12, Heath
For 'Murray High, the
to take second in the high
H1,12, Ballard Memorial /B1.4
Stadium.
the Tigers
DISCUS - Pete Wolters, W, 1$4-4 I NEW
The Tigers racked up 4912 OK( RE:CONDI. Hughes. H. 1214. jump, Mike Skinner had a 20-7 victory establishes
as the team to beat in the
in
40-7
a
and
jump
long
the
in
Hobawl
M.
116-18.
T.
Layne.
McGee.
points while second place
in the 440skood, W, 116-.5
Class A Regional which will be.
TIGERS IN FIRST-Brett 14nrcmirt (left) and Grattis Bumphis are shout ready to hit the tope is tie for first piece
Trigg County had 44. „Other HIGH JUMP Tim Rose, EC, 6-2, the triple jump for a pair of
caning
is
heck
the
on
water
The
event.
the
in
seconds and Bill McHugh held the second weekend of
yard dash. Both runners were docked in 54.5. The win gave Murray tight points
Richardson. MI, 69, Williamson, R. 54.
'stores
included
Russellville
war
...
•
I iav is. W.54
recorded a 2:11.6 for second in May.
the shadows of the runners to appear in the picture.
31, Fort Campbell 22, Webster SHOT PUT 14, 441.
This coming Saturday, the
(Stuff first's by Mike Bromism)
the 880-yard run.
Walters. W. 434. McGee, T 434‘v,
County 12'2. Fulton City 12, Stephenson,
44.41.1-,
Tigers will be participating in
Henry
dash,
220-yard
the
In
Heath 12 and Ballard POLF: VAULT David Roach, T, 10-0,
Greer finished third in 24.2 the second annual Murray_
1:1011321, -FT C TWO' MTKmSI& W, 94.
Memorial'4.
•
McHugh, M.9-0
State Invitational. But before
In the Class AA standings, LONG JUMP Dennis Sydnor, R, II while Randy orr was fourth
they do that, they will be
24.3.
in
20-7, Harry,. Ft C.. 39
I.., Skinner,
Tigers
the
for
Bowling Green won with 63 Radford,T.20-0
Other fourth places came hosting a triangular Tuesday
points while Hopkinsville was TRIPLE JUMP Dennis Sydnor K. 41
9.. Skinner. M. 40-7. Rose, IC. 4044
from
Lane with a 116-5 in the with Iteidland and Fulton
second with 53, Christian Buchanan. It, 39-9'.
County.
County third with 49, Marshall 120-YARD HIGH HURDLES - Tim discus, David Stephenson with
The Tiger girls will also be
Rose. VC. HI 2. Buchanan, B, 172.
Bill
and
put
shot
41-811
a
the
in
County fourth with 6 and Langley. Ft C ;17 5. Collins, W,172
the same two schools
hosting
9of
clearance
a
with
McHugh
104-YARD DASH - Charles Alestinder.
Mayfield last with 3.
Tuesday in a triangular.
1 103. Turnley. 1'. l64. Sydnor, Ilt, 10-2; 0 in the pole vault:
the
Tigers Weatherford. R.10 6
• It seemed that
MILE RUN - Todd Jacobs. Ft C .
were able to Come up With
4 45 IL Dawson. T. 4 462. Raley. T,4 464.
fly
sacrifice
Madlock's
carried San Francisco over
"that little extra" all day long: 1 eehouLs.PI C .4 345
1971.
in
Ras
Cincinnati
By KEN RAPPOPORT
VARSITY 1180-YARD RELAY - Murray
McCovey, who went produced the Giants' sixth and
The most impressive races
In other National League Montreal.
/ Harcourt,'Thompson,On', Gner I. 1 36 2,
AP Sports Writer
eventual winning run in the for the Tigers were the 440- Trigg
camp
training
Giants'
the
to
County, I 362. Fort Campbell,
the
Sunday,
When a player for the games
this spring as a non-roster ninth. It was just enough to yard dash and the 180-yard. I 30!. Heath, 1 39.5 Brett
the
beat
PhiRies
Philadelphia
Harcourt, M.
410-YARD RUN
Atlanta Braves hits a home
player, hit a 1-1 pitch from overrule a two-run rally by the low hurdles.
245. Burnt:Am M. 345. Thomasson. H.
-run, Chief Noc-A-Horna does a St. Louis Cardinals 6-3; the loser Don Stanhouse after a Expos in the bottom of the
32 Gough R 25
senior
Brett
In
quarter,
the
188-YARD LC/W HURDLES -- Claude
"run" dance at Atlanta- Chicago Cubs routed Cin- single by Bill Madlock.
miung.
Harcourt, and junior Grel.tis Johnson, M.22 0. Johnson.
cinnati 7-1; the San Francisco
Stadium.
8
'
Stanhouke got into trouble • Astros 9,Padres
Bumphis -Ofossed together • in mr7fi-rth;sr7ri:it.tf5--RUN - lortny Raley. T.
When a visiting.player hits Giants edged the Montreal' later in the inning by walking
Rob Sperring stroked a 54.5 for a one-two finish, O 1196VARD
2. McHugh. Pi, 2.141. -Reynolds, T.
Houston
the
and
6-5
Expos
one over the fence, he sits it
Marc Hill ground-rule double with one' giving the Tigers eight points 2 11 6. Mathis. ft, 2 15 1
- FRESHMAN NO-YARD RELAY Astros stopped the San Diego Gary Thorhasson.
out.
and then out in the 10th inning to drive in tjae- gvent.
single
a
with
followed
I 413. Ruesellville, 1 429. Fort
Well, the Atlanta mascot Padres 9-8 in 10 innings. Rain Tbomasson mired on a single_ home Bob Watson with the
Campbell. 1'43 1 Heath, I 43 2
found
.18.0-low
hurdles
The
224-YARD ft_tIN - Dennis Sydnor. It.
was really on his toes &nifty pcistponed • a doubleheader by winner Jim "Barr. Hill winning lip as Houston breke - brothers 'Claude and Craig - 234
Alesander. T. 231. Grier. ht. 242
- but he did-more sitting than between the Pittsburgh scored -on a single by Derrell an eight-game losing streak
Orr. M.141 •
and
first
placing
Johnson
Fe3ton barson. T.
Mets.
York
MILE RC N
W
TO
New
standing while watching his Pirates and
by beating San Diego.
Thomas.
second respectively. Claude 10 17 1. Raley, T. 10 18 6 Jacobs, Ft C
3
Cardbuds
6;
PhMles
Los
the
engage
,
Braves,
10 429; loehouts. It C .18 44 9
Heath / Thomasson.
11111.F. RELAY
Consecutive home runs by
AngelesiOodgers.
Wright. Haaris I. 3.45 I.
K lop•
Russellville. 3 4* 4. Fort Campbell
The Dodgers and Braves Garry Maddox and Larry
1 50 3, Murray. 3 2..14
combined for an astronomical Bows in the fifth inning paced
Bowling Green (BC;
TEAM SCORES
total of nine homers. But the a 12-hit Philadelphia attack
63, Hopkinsville Hi, 23, Christian County
Dodgers hit one more and that included seven extra base
Mayfield
/CI . 49, Marshall County / M
/ May 3
after the dust had cleared at hits, powering the Phillies and
123-4.
H.
George
Mentt,
DISCUS
the hitter's paradise known as Steve Carlton over St. L.C.41iS.
Shannon. H. 1114, Sanders, C. 1314;
threea
for
dented
Carlton,
111-3
SG,
Eagherley.
the "Launching. Pad," they
HIGH JUMP - Anthony Newell...C. 6-2;
run home Tun by hot-hitting
had a 16-6 victory.
Rhoades,BC., 54; Leann
Boone. BC., 541; "
If.5-8
"They got theirs with men Ted Simmons in the first
-tall liteltrSaiCiT-P-11-T
shaky
the
survived
inning,
on, and we got- solos," said
Sanders. C. 41-12., Waite. H, 401, Everly,
KG,37-11
Atlanta Manager Dave start to post his second victory
Mike Duff; BC. 194
POLE VAULT
Bristol. "That was the dif- in three decisions. Carlton
Cueall , BC, 10-0. Buck ner, C,94
out
striking
hits,
gave up eight
IA/Mt JUMP - Bally' Lewes. H. 22-2,
ference."
Bryant. KG. 214... Barnes. SG. 216-94.
seven and walking four.
C. 199.1
lens,
Specifically, three of the
Cubs 7,Reds 1
Anthocy Ne.ell, I:,
TRIPLE'JUMP
5. Barnes, 80,44Lewis, H. 41-4,
41-10..,
five Dodger home runs were
Bobby
Home runs by
.
3,
hit with men on base, in- Murcer and Jerry Morales
John
134-YARD HIGH HURDLES
Deller, KG. 749. Reese, C. :25. Perry. M,
cluding a grand slam by Ron capped a five-run first inning
1
0
4
14,
Williams.
lit,
Cey in a seven-run eighth and powered Chicago over
Doug Irvin. H, III,
108YARD DASH
Morse. H. 10 4. Bryant, BC, ISO, Taylor.
inning. Atlanta's four homers slump-ridden Cincinnati. The
GOT HIM SILL!-BM McHugh of Murray High just manages
RI;, 10 1
were all struck with-the bases loss was the fourth straight
David Rue, BC. 4 434.
MILE RUN
to nip Kevin Reynolds of Trigg County at the finish line in the
Brown, C. 4 47 2, hladckia. May, 4 531,
'empty.
and the 10th in the last 12
SRO-yard rim. McHugh placed second in the event.
Reid. H,5 200
"We hit everything they starts for the defending world
VARSITY 110-YARD RELAY -- BowlTaylor. Bryant. Beasley,
trig Green
threw up," noted Steve champions.
Miller 1, 1 330. Christian County, I 36
Garvey, who contributed a
Doug Irvin, H. 214.
440-YARD RUN
Cincinnati starter Woodie
Buren. H, 51 2. Russell. C. 51.3. Beasley.
three-run homer to the Deflger Fryman was unable to retire a
0
54
BC.
cause. "It was an ideal con- batter in the first inning. Ivan
146-YARD LOW HURDLES - Mike
Reese, C.301.Delles. BC. 220, Pearl. M,
dition, f-.•„r balls hit up in the DeJesus, Jose Cardenal and
223. Williams, M. 227
write
air."
803-YARD RUN - Noble Jones. C. 2 06;
Bill Buckner singled for one
Kecic....kG. 2 06. erector. HG. 2 04 5;
The Dodger homers started run before Murcer slammed a
Cowen H.2106
with Garvey's blast in the three-run homer, his fourth of
FRESHMAN 880-YARD RELAY
Hopkinsville. 1 44 7
third inning. Cey's slam and the season. Morales followed
Box 307, Murray,KY 42071
222.
H.
290-YARD RUN- Doug Irvin.
Dusty Baker's two-run shot with his first home run,
Burnt, H. 235. long. C. 93,8. Miller. BC..
14 5
highlighted the eighth. Then sending Fryman to the
TWO MILE RUN - Devryane Payne.
44.5, Rue, BC,
KG. It It 4 _Brown, C,
Lee Lacy and relief pitcher showers.
10 470. Adams, May. 10 51 8
Charlie Hough, two unlikely
MILE RF.I.AY - Christian County.
BIG NIGHT-Austin Perin (29) had. big night in the Blue-Gold game as he splashed his way
Giants 6, Expos 5
3 31 9. Hopkinsvilles 3 36 4
long-ball hitters,smashed solo
for 91 yards. Perin* is a transfer from Gulf Coast Junior College.
Willie McCovey's fourth
homers in the ninth.
The nine homers were one homer of the season,a two-run
short of the Atlanta Stadium shot in the fourth inning,
record set by the Braves and -keyed a four-run rally that

-.Mur ay

WKC Results

Chief Noc-A-Homa Has
Busy Day, Nine Homers

sport

s

ierray Ledger & Times

Free for the Asking!

BIBLE CORRESPONDENCE COURSE

SALE OF DIAMOND
SOLITAIRES!

ionsi•-• a

GOOD NEWS GOOD BUDDY!

WIN A FREE
MOTOROLA
CB UNIT
IN THE
CAREER CLUB'
SHIRT-STAKES.

--

Forty channei CB IWO rntrl antenna

Other Size Solitaires Also On Sale

COME IN FOR FREE ENTRY FORM.
Just

tharge If 4 Ways To Pay

n yoke none and ackkess No purchase necessary

tilusiretion EnTortod To Show Dototh
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MICHELSON'S
t.
*KC
LETTING GO-Tien Lime lets go of the discus in the
Track Meet at Stewart Statham Saturday. Lane, who won the
shot port, finished fourth in the iiiscus competition for Murray
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SPLASHING TOWARItifICTORY -Claude Johnson splashes
toward a win in the 180-yard low Wadies while his brother,
Craig, partially hidden in the next lone, takes second in the
event.
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Birds Pulling Sprouts
Can Be Controlled
Birds generally are considered a boon to agriculture
— but some species of birds
have quite an adverse impact
on the economic potential of
corn fields, according to a
study made by the U. S. Fish
and Wildlife Service.
The study viasn't limited to.
was a
Kentucky, but
•- nationwide research effort,

according to Morris Bitzer,
extension agronomy specialist
at the University of Kentucky.
The study was in connection
with "sprout-pulling" in corn
fields by certain species of
birds.
"Researchers found that in
individual fields, sproutpulling by birds caused losses
of up to 50 per cent," Bitzer

BENNIE JACKSON
for Sheriff
May 24 Primary

YOUR VOTE AND INFLUENCE
IS APPRECIATED.. THANKS
Din advertisement paid lor by Donald Croviord lreasurer

Individual
Retirement Accounts:
TODAY'S plan for
TOMORROW'S security

How much can I contribute to
my IRA?
Federal law allows a maximum annual contribution of $1500 or IS% of wages, whichever is
less. Of course, smaller amounts can be contributed each year.

What happens if I contribute
too much in any year?
If you contribute more than the maximum
allowable in any year, a 6% tax will be imposed
on the excess contribution. The tax will continue
to be imposed until you "undercontribute" in a
later year.

Are My contributions tax
deductible?
For Federal income tax purposes, contributions to an IRA are fully deductible from
gross income up to the maximum allowed by
law. You can deduct your contributiop even
though you don't itemize deductions.
We would like the opportunity to discuss with you,
first hand,how such an account might benefit you.

revealed. "In some counties it
wasn't uncommon to find a
five to 10 per cent loss as an
average for the entire county."
In 25 states, the research
indicated a $9.5 million loss in
replanting costs alone, he
• said. "If corn hadn't been
replanted, there would have
been an estimated loss of 32.5
million bushels, or nearly $49
million."
Common grackles, redwinged blackbirds, crows. and
the troublesome starlings
were the primary_ species
involved, Bitzer said, noting
most of the damage occurred
when large migratory flocks
of these species were around
during plant emergence.
were
Several factors
associated with bird damage
to sprouts — fields- located
near resting or roosting areas
— fields planted at the wrong
time with respect to bird
migrations — lack of alternate
foods — lack of enough other
corn nearby — seeds not
planted deeply enough — and
planting on loose soils or
during cool moist conditions.
`=.Chemical sprout-tralling
repellents have been available
and used for a number of
agronomy
the
years,.
specialist said, but noted a _
new repellent Proven to be
very effective is now also
available.
He said the repellent —
Measural 50 W — should be on
the shelves of most farm
supply stores. "It's relatively
inexpensive and easily applied," Bitzer added.
According to directions, a
one-pound bag is mixed with
100 pounds of seed corn in the
hopper box.
the
explained
Bitzer
chemical doesn't kill birds,
but its repelling action lies in
distress calls from birds who
have eaten one or two grains
treated with the repellent.
He' advised that all corn
growers who have exsprout-pulling
perienced
damage in the past should
treat their seed this year
before planting.
For a quick salad use drained
canned asparagus or green
beans and marinate with
French dressing. Arrange on
lettuce and garnish with strips
of pimiento.

Bank of Murray
FDIC

sPR'
sA

6,200 Bushel

.BUTLER

Bin $4150

Price of each bin includes an outside ladder, inside ladder,
drying floor with steel floor support, 8" Auger tube and sump,
transition, 24" 7.5 N. P. fan with controls.

10,000 Bushel Butler Bin

$5750

Hillman Coles
Construction Co.
Route 4, Murray
—Offer Expires June 1, 1977

Phone 502-753-3897
502-489-2488
502-753-5448

Bergland
'Too Hasty'
Dee Says WASHINGTON — Senator
Walter (Dee) Huddleston said
Friday ,gthat Agriculture
Secretary Robert Bergland
spoke top hastily in coming out
against loos&leaf sales of
•
burley tobacco.
year's
this
"The results of
experiments in loose-leaf
sales are not yet in, and I think
it is unwise to be making
judgements before that time,"
said Huddleston, whose
Senate agriculture subcommittee handles tobacco
legislation.
More than 130 burley farmeits in Kentucky took part iii
the loose-leaf experiments and
four major tobacco companies
are to report next month on
how the loose-leaf sales
worked for them.
"In addition to these
reports, it is vitally important
for the Agriculture Department to receive the comments
of burley farmers themselves;
especially those who took part
in the experiment, before any
final decisions are made,"
Huddleston added.
"And certainly it is. important for the Kentucky
„tobacco groers to explore
every possible way to reduce
the cost of purchasing and
marketing his crop."

American Farm Bureau President To
Speak At UK's Agriculture Seminar
Allan Grant, president of the
American Farm -Bureau
Federation, will be the guest
speaker at a UK College of
Agriculture seminar at 3 p.m.
Thursday (April 28) in Seay
Auditorium adjacent to the
Agricultural Science Building
- North on the UK campus.
The California native, who
resides on a 640-acre farm in
near Visalia, Calif., has been
president of the national Farm
Bureau organization since
January of 1976. He as AFBF
vice president from-1971 until
assuming the presidency. His
activity in the nationar
-organization began- an. 4963,
when he was elected as a
director of the AFBF.
Grant is a member of the
U.S. Agricultural Policy
Advisory Committee, which
provides policy advice on
overall agricultural issues in
trade negotiations under the
Trade Act of 1974, and in May
and June of last year attended
trade conferences in Europe
and Japan. Only recently he
led a delegation of 12 state
Farm Bureau presidents from
the United States on a tour of
four European countries —
Belgium, Switzerland, West
The
Germany
Netherlands — consulting
with trade officials in those
countries and with U.S. trade

negotiators stationed there.
During his service with the
California Farm Bureau
Federation, he also traveled
widely overseas in the interest
of agricultural trade and
international relations, in 1966
leading an agricultural trade
study mission to Thailand,
Hong Kong, the Philippines,
Taiwan, Korea and Japan.
Other missions have taken
him to India, Mexico, South
America and the Caribbean.
At the State level of Farm
Bureau, Grant served as
president of the California
Farm Bureau Federation for
12- years, his
-- -tenure ending
when he assumed the national
presidency. He was also vice
president and a director of the
CFBF, dating back to 1953,
and has served his county
Farm Bureau in a variety of
capacities.
In 1971 he was reappointed
to a second four-year term as
a member and president of the
California State Board of
Agriculture and in that
position was a voting exo io member of the Board of
Regents of the University of
California.
Activities outside Farm
Bureau have included serving
as president of the Visalia.
Production Credit
Association, director of Valley

Nitrogent Producers, Inc.,
member of the advisory
committee for Stanford
Research Institute Study on
Agriculture, member of the
California advisory comagricultural
on
mittee
education aud a member of
the statewide agriculture
committee of tbe California
State Chamber of Commerce.
The Farm Bureau leader
was born in Los Angeles
County in 1906 and received
his education in agricultural
economics at Montana State
and the University of

Research Reveals Furazolidone
Is Aid To Growth In Young Pigs
Furazolidone is an effective
growth promotant in young
swine, according to a
cooperative research_ study
conducted at three land grant
universities, including the
University of Kentucky.
Gary Cromwell, swine
nutritionist, at the University
of
Kentucky, recently
reported on. the findings at a
meeting of the Southern
Section, American Society of
Animal Science at Atlanta,
Ga. In his report he revealed
at furazolidone in the diet
for young pigs resulted in a 15
per cent improvement in
growth rate and eight per cent
improvement in efficiency of
feed utilization during a twoweek period.
with the
Cooperating
University of Kentucky in the
study were Kansas State
University and Texas Tech.
The entire study involved
,528 pigs. Three trials were
conducted at each of the three
experiment stations of the
cooperating universities,
Cromwell said. Furazolidone
was fed at a level of 200 grams
per ton for two weeks, 150
grams per ton for three weeks
or 100 grains per ton for five
weeks. A non-medicated
control diet was also included
in the experiment. After
furazolidone was fed, all pigs
were switched to a nonmedicated control diet. The
non-mediated ration was fed
to market weight.
Pigs were started on test at
an average weight of 26
pounds and the trial was
terminated
when
they
averaged 205 pounds.
At the end of the first two
weeks, pigs fed the three
levels of furazolidone gained
faster and required less feed
per unit of gain thao pigs fed
the non-medicated diet,
Cromwell said. There were no
differences in the performance of pigs fed the three
levels of furazolidone. At the
end of five weeks the same
trends of gain were observed,
owever, the differences
een treated pigs and pigs
on the ontrol diet were less
than at t
eeks.
By the en of the experiment, performa e of pigs
which
had
been- Eed
furazolidone in their grower
diets were similar to that of
pigs fed the non-medicated
control diet throughout the
entire trial. "In other words,"
Cromwell said, "the early
beneficial response in growth
rate and feed efficiency from
feeding -furazolidone was lost
by the end of the experiment."
He noted that other studies
at the University of Kentucky

involving other growth
promotants have shown this
same response to occur in that
the beneficial response from
feeding antibiotics during the
entire growing-finishing
period is greater than when
they are fed -during the
growing phase and then withdrawn from the finishing diet.
He said it was significant
that the results of the research
at all. three experiment
stations of the three
cooperating universities were

similar, despite the vast
difference in the geographical
locations,the breeding of pigs,
management,type of housing,
pen size and type of diet — two
of the stations fed mil, while
the other fed comas the grain
source. Cromwell noted the
similarity of the results gave
indication that "we should not
be hesitant to accept research
data of this type from other
stations just because their
conditions might differ a bit
from ours."

California at Los Angeles.
In his farming operations,
he now produces beef cattle,
field crpps and permanent
'
pasture. At one time he
operated a 600-cow dairy. He
raises Belgain draft horses as
a hobby.
He and his wife are the
parents of five children.
Grant will be introduced to
the seminar audience by
Charles E. Barnhart, dean of
the UK College of Agriculture.
The 'seminar will be- -the
climax of a two-day visit by
Grant to the campus.

z

Farmers Grain
And Seed Co.
Murray's fastest unloading facilities
Buyers of

CORN•SOYBEANS *WHEAT
Distributors Of

Wayne Feed DeKalb Seed Corn
Ky. Registered and Certified
Soybean Seed
Direct teletype continually reports Chicago Board
of Trade and Prices of Corn, Soybeans and Wheat

FARMERS GRAIN
AND SEED CO.
Railroad Ave. Murray, Ky. 7534404
Dan Boaz, Owner — Bobby Meador, Mgr.

but our big Massey-Ferguson

Spring Fever Sale!
is almost over!
There's still time to take advantage
of special Spring Fever savings on
these new Massey-Ferguson
Buy now
and save:

Model
MF 245 farm tractor
MF 275 form tractor
MF 1155 farm tractor
MF 129 chisel plow
MF 124 Baler

Don't wait, sale ends April 29.

Dealers
At
Cost
Lindited

10

available inv•ntery

MP Personalized 114 financing, parts ancrService available.
Massey Ferguson

Stokes Tractor /1
Implement Co.
Industrial Road
S.

753,1319
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Horn Flies And Face Flies Are
Major Pests in Cattle Pastures .
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He said that is one factor open areas where they are
that limits the development of found."The-sanitation method
the two flies around the barn, is essentially out of the
noting the house fly and the question, because it would be
stable_ fly, two of the major_ impossible to hire someone to
insect pests around the bar- run around and clean uP every
nyard, lay their eggs in cow manure pad that hits the
manure up to several months ground to destory it before a
fly breeds in it. And
old.
Christensen described the mechanically, there's no way
horn fly as a very small, black to screen off epasture to keep
fly, only a quartet of an inch them out — and there are no
long. It is usually found on the brushes available in a- pasture
back and shoulderS of the to continually keep theta off
animal, although- in. hot- an animal. So fly control is.
weather or when it rains, it limited to insecticides,"'
moves .„doi-vri..around the - Christerlien pointed out.
Spraying the cattle is one
animal's belly. Since they stay
with the animal they are fairly method of fly control, but it
44...the _ requires ..14_19t. of time and
t9...c.ontrA. He 40
only time the horn fly leaves is effort to bring the cattle up
to move to another animal ,,,or _from a pasture to periodically
spray them. "Then, too, other
to lay its eggs.
-The horn fly does its things with higher priorities
damage by sucking blood," come along and you just can't
the ettomologist stated. "Both consistently bring the cattle in
the male and female adult for spraying," he said.
One method of pasture
flies have piercing, sucking
mouth parts, piercing the skin- • control is the use of a "back
of the animal to suck their rubber," which is a selfblood. They build up to very applicator device — the
large populations ranging up animal applying the into 200 or 300 per animal. They secticide itself. "The back
are very jrritating and a rubber works best when it is
certain amount of blood loss set up around a watering
results •-from the heavy- source or a mineral ,source
where the cattle have to walk
population."
He said the face. fly is a .undec the device to get
more recent addition to the fly water or minerals — and -in so
pest population, "only hiving doing apply the insecticides
been around for about 15 years themselves," the entomologist
in Kentucky." It was said. "Unfortunately,the back
__ described as having sponging_ rubber doesn't work very well
type mouth parts like a house for face fly control because
fly. Its damage is primarily in you get very little insecticide
irritation,
feeding
on on the face.
"Some back rubbers have
secretions around the eyes
Tom and Peggy are busy people. They
and nostrils of an animal. face flips — strips of cloth
"They irritate the animal so hanging down that drag over
chose PCA because they wanted to do
much that it is almost con- the animal's face as it walks
business with someone who really
stantly trying to keep the flies under- the rubber. But, even
knows ag finance ...they don't have
away — consuming time the so-, they're not as effective as
-animal could be grazing," he other means," he continued.
time for anybody who doesn't.
He emphasized, however,
said.
Want to talk ag financing? Come see
According to Christensen, the back rubber is very efthe people who will know what you're
the face fly has also been fective against horn flies
associated with the tran- because it applies the intalking about...PCA.
smission of pinkeye, since the secticide to the animal's back
disease is found in increased where the insect spends most
You talk, we'H listen.
incidence where ,a large of its time — and thus kills the number of face flies are noted. pest very rapidly.
Another means of inAs for controlof the two fly
species, Christensen said secticide application — and
305 N. 4th St.
mechanical and sanitation which works very well in the
methods of control are not control of the face fly — is the
Murray, Ky. 753-5602
feasible because of the wide dust bag, a canvas bag about
three feet long and two feet
high. Insect dust, labeled forS"`114/E.Mile,W.:Itt$1000Whz4,4"
4. use
on cattle, is placed in the
bag and set up so the animals
will have to use it. Fencing of
the'water source so the animal
will be required to go through
a gate and rub against the dust
bag was said the best method
of use. "It's surprising that
the cattle will often start
st,
playing with the bag to get the
dust on their face, seeming to recognize that it eliminates
the source of face fly
irritation," Christensen noted,
He considers the dust bag as
one of the better ways of
controlling flies in the pasture.
since it also controls-the horn
flies as the bag drags over the
animal's back and applies
insecticide to the animal's,
hair.
Use of this type of control is
sometimes difficult because it
'sn't easy to fence off a water
source — for example if the
cattle get their water from a
stream, be. said.
"But in any case, make sure
that the bag is set up to force
the animal to use it — that the
animal must go through a gate
and rub against the bay„
leaving no space, that the
animal can go around it,"
Christensen said. •
There is yet another method
of controlling flies — the
"feed-through" type of insecticide, which is used to
control flies before they
become adults. Christensen
explained the "fe41-through"
our Direct Hot- ne to Form Ma- mery At It's Best.
type is an insectifide that is
Just Another Service From Tommy's Equip.
fed to the animal either in a
Dial Toll Free 753-5299
mineral mix or as, a feed
additive it,eats every day It
passes through the animal's
WE DON'T WORRY ABOUT THE COMPETITION
system into the manure and
WE ARE THE COMPETITION!!
kills the fly larvae as they
develop in the manure.
To be effective, the beef
producer must make certain
enough is available so that the
animal will eat it daily, for if
the animal misses only two
days, the flies can breed and
the
develop
larvae
Christensen Saw another
problem in the "feed-through-

Horn flies and face flies are
two of the major pests of cattle
in pasture and efforts should
be made now to control them,
says Chris Christensen. UK
extension entomologist.
He said the two species of
flies are not as big a pest in a
barnyard or in a feedlot,
primarily because both breed
in a grassy type of • manure
produced by cattle on.pasture,
noting the reproduction
makeup of both requires them
to lay their eggs in that type of
manure.

The horn fly female is
attracted to the manure within
two minutes after it hits the
ground," Christensen explained. -After that, it is not
suitable for her to lay her
eggs.
"The face fly female lays
her eggs within 15 minutes
after the manure hits the
ground," he continued. "It's
just their nature that ..the
females of both species must
reach the manure very
rapidly in order to lay their
eggs."

"Tom and Peggy have
their farm, and jobs in
town, too."

to the

Jackson Purchase PCA

OUR FARM

MPLEMENT LEAS
PROGRAM
MAY BE THE ANSWER TO
YOUR EQUIPMENT PROBLEM!

IF YOU'RE SHORT OF EQUIPMENT, AND NEED
ANOTHER TRACTOR, OR OTHER FARM
IMPLEMENT, WE HAVE IT .. TAILORED FOR
YOUR OPERATION.
— FOR LEASE —
•4630 JOHN DEERE
1370 CASE
•4020 JOHN DEERE
• 1066 INTERNATIONAL
•3020 JOHN DEERE
SEE US FOR COMPLETE DETAILS
ON OUR LEASING PROGRAM.

TOMMY'S EQUIPMENT CO.

JUNCTION OF HIGHWAY 121 & SEDALIA ROAD - HAYFIELD
PHONE 247-6020 - AFTER 5.00 P.M. - PHONE 753-7452
OPEN FROM 7:30 A.M. MONDAY THRU SATURDAY

insecticides in that they have
no effect whatsoever on the
adult flies, which can move in
from other sources.
"If you plan to use the feedthrough type insecticides, be
sure to use them as a part of
your total fly control program
— using dust bags, back
rubbers or sprays to be certain to kill the adult flies," the
entomologist urged.
-Big fly populations haven't
emerged as yet, but now is the
time to get your control
program started," he continued. "We want to kill flies
as they emerge." He noted the
flies overwinter either in the
pupal stage or-as an adult fly:
"It we can kill these flies as
they.,emerge, we -can hold
back our problem and can
reduce the overall population
considerably," Christensen
concluded.

FFA Field
Day Slated
At University
Murray State University
Department of Agriculture
will sponsor its annual FFA
Field - DAY, APril 29, for _the
FFA Chapters in Western
Kentucky. The 1977 event will
be held at the West Kentucky
Livestock and Exposition
Center on the campus of
Murray State University.
Registration will begin at
7:30 a. m. and activities will
begin at 9:45 with a welcome
by Dr. Constantine Curris,
Presidentof the University.
Field day activities will
include judging events,
tobacco grading, seed and
weed identification, auetioneering, tractdr driving.
horsemanship and -horticulture contest. Last year
approximately 1300 FFA
members from 35 schools
participated.
studying
Students
agriculture at Murray State
will be in charge of conducting
the contest and activities.
FFA members will compete
both as individuals and teams.
Awards will be given for
winners in each event as well
as overall high individuals and
overall high teams for the
days activities. Representatives from agriculture
businesses in West Kentucky
will serve as official judges.

Grads Of UK Agriculture
College To Be Honored
College of
The
UK
Agriculture and the UK
Agriculture Alumni
Association will honor the
graduating students of the
class of 1977, as well as the
agriculture doctoral candidates, at a luncheon in the E.
S. Good Barn on the UK
campus on Thursday, April 28.
John
C.
Robertson,
associate dean for instruction
for the college, said the
graduates who completed'
their work last August and
December are included as the
honorees.
An infertnal affair keginning with a reception at 11:30
a. m., the event has become a
tradition not only to honor the
-graduating students, but also
as a welcome ink! the "fold"

UK Dairy
Field Day
Scheduled

fp

alumni association.
of the
The alumni organization
_designates each graduate as
an "Ambassador- of the UK
College of Agriculture, according to Paul Appel,
assistant to the dean and who
directs alumni activities on
behalf of the college. Each
alumnus is presented a free
-one year membership card
and during that period
receives the alumni "Ainbassador" newsletter.
alumni
Actually, the
association is hosting the
luncheon, with the association
president, Ronald Ryan
Maysville (class of 19561, to

preside.
A special guest at the event
iwll be Allan Grant, Visalia,
Calif., president of the
American Farm Bureau
Federation, who will be
making a two-day visit to the
campus and will be the
speaker at a College of
Agriculture seminar that
afternoon in Seay Auditorium.
Charles E. Barnhart, dean
of the college, will also be a
special guest at the luncheon._
A meeting of the officers.
and directors of the Ambassadors, the college's
alumni association, will be
held-- following the Itinehion.

For Fair Law Enforcement Elect

Joe Beard
YOUR SHERIFF
,
EXPERIENCED AND DIPENDABLE
Pr wcry WIN,
:
4

pod for by Joon Coo‘sey

The annual- ,University of
Kentucky,
College
of
Agriculture dairy field day
will be held on the University's Coldstream Farm on
June 24, according to Garland
extension
Bastin,
UK
livestock. specialist.
He said a tour of research
stops will begin at 9:30 a.m.
( Lexington time).
Lunch will be served at noon
after which Charles A.
Lassiter, head of the Animal
Sciences Department of North
Carolina State University,
Raleigh, N.C., will discuss the
role of research and extension
as they apply to the
management. of the dairy
farm. LaSsiter is a former
staff member of UK's College
of Agriculture.
-Bastin said the field day is
open to anyone interested in
dairying and dairy related
activities.

Carrier
Quality Service
Company, Inc.
* Neat Pump and Air Conditioning
Specialists
*Modern Sheet Metal Shop
*Superior Servile On XI Brands
*Free Estimates
*Financing Available
For further information

Call Larry Wisehart
753-9290

Soybean Producers!
We have

A Consumer Tip
from Extension Specielists at
the UK College of Agriculture

Save money by saving on
fuel. Overcooking food not
only uses extra fuel,-it causes
more loss of food value. One
of the best methods of cooking vegetables to conserve
When you can find celeriac maximum food value is to
(celery root) in a market, it cook them only until tender
will make a delicious dish if
water to
you treat it this way. Pare, in just enough
slice thin and then cut into fine prevent .scorching.. Use. a
strips; parboil, drain and cool. saucepan with a tight-fitting
Toss with a dressing made with lid. Cover the pan to prevent
olive oil, white wine vinegar, the escape of steam so that
Dijon mustard, salt and vegetables can be cooked
pepper; serve on lettuce with a
in a small amount of
sprinkling ortninced parsley or quickly
water.
fresh tarragon.

Certified Essex
v Non-Certified Essex
v Inoculation
v Moly Mix and Soy-A-Live
v-Treflaji
v-Dyanap
v- Lasso
v-Basagran
v•Soybean Storage
v- Teletype Service

MURRAY
WAREHOUSING CORP.
Old Concord Rood-Murray, Ky..
Phone 753-8220 or 753-8225

Oct 4n on the $400 rebate on Case low-.
Drnfile tractors Case will send you a $400
check for buyi-ng your new Case tractor -any model from 43 to 80 PTO horsepower between- now and June
30th or if iou prefer. the $400 may be
applied toward your down payment
That s a good deal - and a good deal
more from your participating Case

$400.00 — that ain't hay!

Mal
503 Walnut

McKee!Equipment
C

42071
o.,Inc.Murray,KY

(502)753-3062

•
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COMMONWEALTH OF
WANTED SOMEONE tot
KENTUCKY
break garden. Call 753DEPARTMENT OF
7207.
There will be a Public Hearing held on an amendTRANSPORTATION
ment to ordinance No. 0491 the City's Zoning
orBUREAU OF
dinance. The hearing will be on a Purposed Screening
HIGHWAYS
regulation that will require buffering between nonMEN/WOMEN
NOTICE TO
compatible land uses. All interested parties are invited
CONTRACTORS
PART-TIME
to attend. The meeting will be at City Hall, May
3 at
Sealed bids will be
EMPLOYMBIT
7:00 p. m. For further information call Steve
Zea, received by the Bureau of
%WM pot hie day weaved
. ,
Murray City Planner at 753-1225.1.
fir vilified opplawres. The
Highways, at its office,
U.S. Andy Itmerver ors
Frankfort, Kentucky unisoldup for prior woks proHOUSE OF THOUtil 10:00 A. M. Eastern
soosol, tried In 11•Mool,
End of Month
SANDS, Murrays only
Daylight Tune on the 5
sod
Adroloistr•tIve
complete needle craft
day of May,1977,at which
Mothmisol &Ms. Good pal
shop. Fox Meallows
time bids will be publicly
plus PS Coulosory
South 16th Street. 753privIlopso sod ',Orefield
opened and read for the
Designer Cut
Masflto wooloido for wore
3855. 15 per cent
improvement of:
Iaformatioa, coatact lie
discount to Senior
CALLOWAY COUNTY,
1417th COMBAT SUPPORT
Citizens.
SP 18-128: The ProtemusNOSPITAL of 2410 OromMoy,
Williams 'Chapel Road
Podocoh, Ky. or pious 502Protemus-Sugg
from the
442-7113.
SCOTSMCMAI
Road(CR 1229) extending
,S'ENS 1.0.4 l i m.rINS
,
northeasterly to the Dan
Drink Systems
ard$100
Caldwell Road (CR 1296)
N.L. Rowland
a distance of 1.910 miles. WANTED A SALES.
flefrigeration Sales
person to sell Jim
Bituminous Concrete Sur&Service753.45
Walter Homes in the
753-2125
face.
Murray area. This is
The Bureau of Highyour opportunityv to
all
notifies
hereby
ways
PORTRAITS,
COLOR
make good money/as a
bidders that it will afbring us yours for extra
person. If insales
price
that
insure
firmatively
copies. Made from any
terested call Gene Allen
into
entered
contract
the
With Purchase
size into any size.
pursuant to this ad- 502-442-7368, Paducah,
of Fabric
Wallets low as 24 cents,8
Ky.
vertisement, minority
service.
Fast
x 10 $2.40.
will
enterprises
business
Artcraft, 118 South 12th,
op753-0035. Free parking, be afforded full
bids
submit
to
portunity
lot, use our rear enSALES
in response to this intrance.
TRAVEL
LIMITED
vitation, and will not be
S.W. Ky. and N. W.
discriminated against on
GOD KNOWS YOU. Do
Tenn.
the- ground of race, color
you know him? May I
Guaranteed weekly
Bet-Mr Center
origin in connational
or
inof
honor
the
have
7533323
phis training indraw
award.
an
for
sideration
exand
troducing you
from $200.00
centives
all
Bid proposals for
plaining his plan for you
to $350.00 against
projects will be available
here on earth? Call 753liberal commission.
M.
A.
9:00
until
0984. Please do not
ADVERTISING
Senior salesmen earEAST/4M _ DAYLIGHT
delay.
ning $18,000 to $45,000.
DEADLINES
TIME, THURSDAY, May
Management opportuAll display ads,
the Division of
LARRY
nities.
GARAGE, 5, 1977, at
classified
displays
Contract Procurement.
include:
mechanic on duty 8-6 p.
Fringes
and regular display,
Bid Proposals for all
6
m.,
a
days
Hospitalization, Life
week.
Tires
must be submitted
available
projects will be
changed, oil changes &
Profit.
Insurance,
by 12 noon, the day
at a cost of $2 each and
tubes, and ac. welding,
Shartng, Retirement.
before publication.
to
payable
remittance
on Hwy. 94 East next to
You receive sales
All
reader
State Treasurer of KenMorris Grocery.
the
in
training
classifieds must be
tucky must accompany% territory.
submitted by 12 noon
proposals.
for
request
the day
before
Our products are
WATKINS
FOR
(NON REFUNDABLE)
publication.
and
non-technical
Contact
Products.
BID PROPOSALS ARE
readily learnable.
Holman Jones,217 South
TO
ISSUED ONLY
We sell chemical
13th, phone 753-3128.
PFtEQUALIFTED CONspecialties to the InIf You
TRACTORS.
Food
dustrial,
Specimen Proposals for
Need Them:
-Automotiprocessing,
all projects will be
Fire
7534411 ve and Institutional
available to all interested
Police
753-1621
markets. High quality
parties at a cost of $2 each
bring
products
Rescue
7534952
(NON REFUNDABLE).
repeat
profitable
Ambulance
753-9332
canProposals
Specimen
sales.
Hospital
not be used for bidding.
You must have a
Emergency . .
75)-5131
successful work or self
Homane Society
WHAT WE de best is
employment history.
753-3994
care. NEEDLINE, 753Sales background opComprehensive
6333.
tional. A late model
Care
7534622
car required.
Poison Control
753-1581
News, Society and
WE BUY AND SELL used
Interviews Tuesday
753-1918
Senior Citizens
753-0929
sports
air conditioners. Call and Wednesday
•
Neetiline
753-NEED
Retail Display adDill Electric 753-9104
QUALIFY?
YOU
CAN
Learn To Read
vertising 753-1919
753-2/$11
days, 753-1551 nights.
Classified Display,
Chntact:
Classified, CirculatiYOU NAVE TIN OPPORTUNITY
GEORGE FOUST
on and the Business
TO GIVE TO THE COMMUNITY
502-442-7341
be
may
Office
BLOOD RANI TODAY.
Pedeceli, Ky.
in
35
7
on
reached
For Appointment call 7531916 and 753-191 7
5131
I.
If unable to reach
Send Resume to:
6 Help Wanted

PUBLIC NOTICE

Sale

Polyester
Knits
Patterns

1/2

Murray
Sewing
Center

Phone Numbefs
For The
Ledger & Times
Departments
Are As Follows

cial Concerns
Committee and
The Ledger &
Times

r

HELP
WANTED

ELECTRONIC
TECHNICIAN. Must
have experience in T.
V., radio, and stereo
repair. Also second
class radio telephons
license. Send resume to
Box 32H, Murray.

General Maintenance. Excellent benefits, including
paid retirement plan. Apply at Personnel Office,
Murray Calloway County Hospital. An equal opportunity employer.

DELTA FOREMOST
CNEM1CAL
CORPORATION
P.O. Box 30310
Memphis,Tenn.
38130
An equal opportunity employer
WIN

Crossword Puzzler

Answer to Saturday's Puzzle

!WM

DOWN
ACROSS
WEI Roam
1 Imitate
Suitable
1
,
4 Bone
2 Promise
6 Body of
3 Babylonian
water
111133
city
11 Lamentation
4 Units
(poet )
Brand
5
OW= 03000
13 Tattered
6 Acquaints
15 Symbol for
DURUM BOO OOM
oneself with
tellurium
MOO MOM
MEMO
the situation
16 Apportionincf100000 0E10
7 Container
18 Chaldean
MUD MUM OQUI
8 Urges on
city
9 Symbol for
LIOW WOW UOU
1Pretie down
silver
WWW UWI1N1'.1 OMIO1
21 Pintail duck
10 Of neither
22 Location
sex
24 Site of Tel
12 Cyprinoid
37 Cease
53 Projecting
Mahal
tooth
fish
38 Showy
26 Shallow •
flower
57 Southwestern
Vision
14
vessels
Indian
17,Meadow
39 Extras
28 Beverage
58 Initials of
eagles 41 Young
29 Depressions 20 Sea
26th
salmon
23 Pronoun
31 Heavenly
President
24 Paid notice 43 Wiped out
body
44 Sun god
Poem
The
60
25
33 Room
4S Article
62 College
sweetsop
labbr I
degree
27 Man's name 48 Leaks
34 Switches
through
labbr I
30 Trade
36 Petitions
Compass
64
to
Check
Command
51
32
38 Conjunction
point
Besmirched
35
Cat
40 Coarse
horn fly
2
1
.•:-... 4
3
3 '
.'.6
-- ;'.'.
10 K.'•
9
a
. 7
'.'.
'.
'.....•
42 Liquid
......-.....,

nmn nnommriflER
mini
nno annul
nrirmi

cimn
Emma

wawa

non Gm mama

measure

45 Resort
47 Edible
seeds
49 Woman s
name
50 Makes into
leater
52 War god
54 Parent
lcolloq I
55 Teutonic
City
56 Prevalent
59 Conjunction
61 Refund
63 Analyzed.
. as sentence
65 Satiated
66 Senior
grade
WOW
67 Dutch town

11

'''-':
20 :-.:-....' 21

#
,
,,....•

W.2?

26
'''......,,,
'.,:.j.,S1

r..
.,

Help Wanted
Mile or female night
time help, must be 18
or older. Part time or
full time. Apply in
person only, no
phone calls will be
See
accepted.
Richard Parker

23

.0.
33
2 e.
.....

30

29

$200.00
WEEKLY
POSSIBLE
stuffing
envelopes. Send a selfaddressed
stamped
envelope to Fischer
Enterprises, Box 127,
Eureka, South Dakota
57437.

14

''.'. 13

12
- -.
.. . 16

15

Nair* 1211

.•,1 :... :34
38
45

39

41
47

46 4

50

51

55

.'"'•'.
..,"/„.... 56

13

.., 42
I'le2,,,%,

-wiry..
'
48 ••,..„, /9
';:,:•'
53 ::,.„4

14

,

0
.1.
eV.
'
417450 60
....,..te". -

e52
ke
57

4-67
7
1
v:r..
Iii tr Er United Feature Syndicate, Inc
0
•:•:./

15 Articles For Sale

6 Help Wanted

6 Help Wanted

LOSING THE BUDGET
RACE? A business of
your own can help income keep up with
outgo. For less than
$50.03 gets you started.
Call 753-3763 and get the
whole story.

1300NE LAUNDRY and
Cleaners is now taking
applications for
janitors, and washroom
personnel. Apply at 605
-Main.
BABYSITWANTED
TER, days. Two small
children. -Call- 753-1813.

roomy.-

TOBACCO AND tomato
sticks. 13 cents each.
Call 489-2126 or 435-1263.
DISCOUNT MACRAME.
Natural jude, white and
colored nylon. Towel
hangers and others. Call
492-8469.

-ki1PW.

diaillows040.3,...... Malt;

•r•••••••••Ii.-

-AA

19 Farm Equipment
CONTACT WEST KY.
Grain Handling
Equipment, 1-345-2120 or
345-2633 for Farm Fan
Dryers. Dealer for
Baughman Grain Bins,
alko your Read bin and.
long bin. Early season
on Baughman during
March.

32 Apartments For Rent

24 Miscellaneous
CUSTOM MATTRESS
made any size, for antique beds or campers.
Buy direct and save on
a11
mattresses,
Healthopedic or foam.
WEST KY. MATTRESS,
1136 South 3rd, Paducah,
Phone 1-443-7323.

SHUTTERS - Black
plastic. Sizes 39 through
• 20 Sports Equipment
26 TV Radio
67 inches. Inquire at
WANTED - CHAUFMurray
Lumber FOR
14'
SALE:
FEUR,license required.
WANTED SOMEONE to
Company 104 Maple or
CHEROKEE bottom
Apply at Murray Ice Co.
take up small monthly
call
753-3161.
Johnson,
boat, 20 horse
753-1813.
payments on color TV. J
heavy-duty tilt trailer,
B Music, Murray,
HOSPITAL BED. Call
shaft,
36"
motor
trolling
TWO PERMANENT
Call 753-7575.
Kentucky.
753-7803.
Die-Hard battery, the
positions in laundry
crappie
Complete
department. Male or
STEREO FISHER 35A.
CLEANINGEST
CARfishing rig. Call 753-8351.
female. Apply in person
Stereo receiver with
PET cleaner you ever
with Jimmy Boone at
BSR turntable. 90 watts
• used. So easy too. Get
£r. CONVERTIBLE
18
Boone Laundry and
RMP,$300. Call 753-1469.
Blue Lustre. Rent
cruiser with 125 h. p.
Cleaners, 605 Main.
electric shampooer. Big
outboard motor. Must
K, Bel Aire Shopping
sacrifice moving out of FOR SALE - Fanon CB
10 Business Opportunity
Center.
Radio - 23 Channel.
state. Priced to sell
Signal Kicker antenna
quickly. Call 753-2957.
FIVE POINTS Amoco
brand new. $60. Call 753Service Station for AQUA SPRING water
purifier from New
8769 sifter 5:00.
16'
Mese. Contact Larry
BEAUTIFUL
Medical Techniques.
115
Egstrom, 753-9189.
with
Glastron
Retail $120. Sell for $75.
MUST SELL. ElecJohnson: Call 753-2932.
Slightly used. Call 753trophonic tape and
6564.
record player with builtFACTORY
H.P. Johnson for sail
in AM-FM radio all one
boat, practically new.
DIRECT
16 Home Furnishings
unit speakers and head
Heavy duty trolling
WHOLESALER phones come with it.
motor. 35 h.p. Evinrude.
16'
TYPE
CHEST
ASSOCIATE
Will take best offer 753-8127.
Call
Freezer. $150.00. Call
4 BILLION DOLLAR
originally $300. Call 753INDUSTRY 753-5257 after 4 p. m.
5091.
SUPER SLICK, low
100% MARK-UP
profile new 1977 Apollo
formal
NICE
VERY
NO SELLING
27 Mobile Home Sales
jet boats. Call 527-1436
couch. $100. Can be seen
Eflabr.theld 04anonel Corn!f
nights.
527-8814
or
days
at 1202 Dogwood Drive
pany with Menu1aClunng
Currenlly expend,ma nation •
Located at Edwards EIGHT ACRES. 12 x 70 3
or call 753-5402 after 5 p.
•41 network Or ,ridapen
bedroom mobile home,
Motor Co., 305 E. 4th,
dont -FACTORY CURECT -•
,
in.
ronoeteentr -Assoc,a1ss 10 for
electric heat and central
Benton, Ky.
vICO retai SCCOUMS. MOCWOO
_air.. 28 x 32 heated
by Company n thy area
EXTRA FIRM KING size
IMMEDIATE -INCOME
POOJI: TA-B,UES, -workshop. New 4" deep
ifiattress and springs.
'
Well. Water pipe Us all 8
Comercial, 800 lb. slate
PRODUCT RETURN.
Call 753-4031 after 5.
acres. All within 2 years
bed, delivered and set
PRIVILEGE
up with all equipment. old. Beautiful location.
DOUBLE OVEN stove,
COMPLETE TRAINING
Call after 6 p.m. 901-247From
$650.00. Seven
best
over
offer
$110. Gas
- MAN OR WOMAN
Puryear, Tenn.
5457,
models on display many
heater, $10. Hitch for
FULL TIME
others available. Also
Hornet$15.
car,
PART TIME
coin operated tables. MOBILE HOME 1971.
Seasoned lumber
iiCtOfy and
You may roV4
Milan Pool Tables sales.
Good condition. Central
sizes. Call 753-5206.
1 141,onal Headquarlys
,
901-686-1177.
$4250
electric air, central gas
MINIMUM CASH
BROWN NAUGAHYDE
heat, underpinning,
REQUIRED
straps, unfurnished or
hide-a-bed, $95. Good
18 FT. MARK TWAIN V(This is not a franchise)
partially furnished. Fox
condition. Crushed
hull. 165 horse i-o TanFOR FREE BROCHURE call
TOLL FREE 1-600-643-5596
Meadows E-6, phone 753velvet early American
dem wheel trailer. Call
Or send Name AddreSS and
2507.
Telephone hturnher 10
rocker, $35. Brown
753-5705.
we co. sic
living room suite, $25.
510 Plaie West
14 FT. JON boat With
LSttle Rock, AR
Brown 2 cushion chair,
-electric,
trailer and 33 horse-- .19x--85.-Al1
newly upholstered, $20-.
fuTry carpeted, uri=engine. Also
power
Early American hide-afurnished. Must sell.
depth finder. Call 247RETAIL MILK delivery
bed, $175. Antique love
Take over payments.
call
answer
no
if
7570
business for sale and
seat, $225. Antique
Call 489-2792 after 6 p.
753-3928.
truck. Call Virgil Ross,
icebox, $60. Call 492-8307
m.
5274305 or 527-9262.
or 492-8469.
1961 CHRLSCRAFT with
70 h. p. Mercury and TWO ACRES of land with
14 Want To Buy
WE BUY AND SELL used
1968 Cresent mobile
trailer. Good shape.
furniture. Nip N Tuck
WANTED USED GARhome, air conditioned,
$450. Call 753-1883 or 753Uphostery and Used
DEN tillers, trade now
underpinned, hurricane
0935 after 5 p. m.
Furniture. 31
2 miles
/
and get big trade-in
straps and porches. New
South US 641. Call 492.value. Tidwell Lawn and
well and new 750 gallon
22 Musical
8469.
Garden Equipment, 303
concrete septic tank:
Main Street, Hazel, Ky.
CONRAD'S PIANOS - Also 14' x 14' concrete
DEEP
FREEZE
492-8147.
Organs, Kimball and
block barn. One mile
refrigerator, washer
Baldwin, Lowery-Story
west of Kirksey, $9,500.
an dryer. $200. Call 753and,, Clark. Largest
WANTEb - slabs and
489-2760 or 489-2508.
Call
6178.
'
selection in Wester,
firewood. Call 753-1593.
753-1424, BRAND NEW Park Villa
Kentucky,
17 Vacuum Cleaners
Murray,
Plaza,
Olympic
trailer, 12 x 50, two
FEATHERBEDS Goose.
KIRBY
Ky.
500
VACUUM,
bedrooms, brand new
Pay 88.00 each until
Maple Street. Rebuilt
air conditioner, also
April 30th. Call 753-7462
vacuums, starting at
televiSion. Leaving city,
after 5 p. m.
$45.00. We rebuild your
$5300. Call 753-4042.
vacuum for $29.95. Call
COINS AMERICAN and
753-0359, Mike Hutchens.
1974, 12 x 65, all electric,
foreign. Also old gold.
two bedrooms, partially
Call 753-9232.
furnished, air conELECTROLUX SALES
15. Articles For Sale
ditioners, strapped,
and service. Call Tony
underpinned. Good
Montgomery, 753-6760
SALE - ALUMINUM
day or night.
condition. Nice location.
ladders,6 ft. step,$14.88.
Call 753-5497 before 2:00.
20 ft. extension, $24.88.
18 Sewing Machines
Wallin Hardware,Paris.
HOUSE TRAILER,8 x 36.
BROTHERS SEWING
All electric, good shape.
machine, like new, with
BLACK & DECKER skill
Furnished. $1100. Call
foot pedal or knee pedal,
saw. 7L4 in. 1 h. p. $20.00.
436-2176 or.N7-6989.
other attachments,
Call 753-6328 after 3:00 p.
Kees 753-3914
$75.00. Call 753-8309 after
m.
NORRIS 12 x 60 un1 p. m.
furnished, central, air,
NOW.
AVAILABLE
tie downs and skirted.
19 Farm Equipment
Urethane foam. All
Like new. See at Riviera
13%
sizes, all densities. Cut
Cts. or call 753-3280.
1962 WHITE ROAD
to your specs. West Ky.
tractor 220 Cummings
24 Miscellaneous
Cabinet Co., 1203 Story
1973 12 x 70 Three
diesel. 10 speed road
Avenue. 753-6767.
bedroom- , 1'1 baths,
transmission.
ranger
ARRIVED
JUST
completely furnished,
$2995. Call 436-5353.
another shipment of
HIGH CHAIR, excellent
carpet throughout,
mowers direct from
condition. Odyssey 400
central gas heat, central
FERTILIZER
EQUIPfactory. There's no
pong
with
game
'ir, underpinned,
and
1,000
MENT.
1,450
middleman to have to
adaptor, used twice.
hurricane straps, set-up
gallon NH3 nurse tanks
pay. This savings is
Gave $100, asking $60
at Fox Meadows. Take
or
with
wagons.
without
yours! Tidwel! Lawn
firm. Call 753-4330.
over payments of $96.71
New and used toolbar
and Garden, 303 Main,
month. Only serious
NH3
type
tank
and
Hazel, Ky. Call 492-8147.
G. E. AIR
CONinquiries please. Call
An
applicators.
DITIONER, just like
7534438 or 753-075.
assortment of new and GET READY for spring,
new.
under
Still
used NH3, liquid, and
have your mowers and
warranty. For only $295.
MOBILE HOMES and
LP as storage tanks.
tillers serviced now at
Maple dining table with
mobile home ,spaces for
Kellett
L.
James
Co.,
6 chairs. Call 753-7511
Tidwell Lawn and
at Riviera Courts.
rent,
Sikeston, MO 63801. Call
after 3 p. m.
Garden Equipment, 303
Call 753-3280.
314-4710988 days, 314Main, Hazel, Ky. 492471-4767 nights.
8147.
31 Want To Rent
CHAIN SAW CHAIN,
pitch 24", $16. 20", $13.
20'
MSU FACULTY member
GOOSENECK SALE - TILLERS chain
17", $10. 15", $7.50.
and family want house
equipment
trailer,
S
and
steel
B
with
drive
Tidwell Lawn and
to rent. Call 753-9554 or
bed with loading ramps,
$179.95.
h.p.,
engines. 3
Garden Equipment, 303
762-4120.
$21,000. Call 753-3000
h.p. $199.95. Wallin
Main Street, Hazel, Ky.
days or 753-9920 nights.
Hardware,Paris.
492-8147.
32 Apartments For Rent

THREE r3) one-bedroom
apartments, furnished.
Located at 207 North
12th Street, within
walking distance of
MSU or downtown.
$75.00 per month, each.
Call STINSON REALTY
CO. 753-3744, days; 7530614, nights.
ONE
FURNISHED
bedroom apartment.
Near campus. Call 7536153.

Kelley's Termite
& Pest Control
100Sovth

BEDROOM
TWO
apartment, large living'
room, large kitchen and
eating area. 1604 Olive
Street. $150.00 per
month. Call 753-4451 or
after 5 p. m. 753-8618.,
34 Houses For Rent
THREE BEDROOM, two
bath brick home, with
large back yard and
garden plot. One block
from Campus. Available
June 1, 1977. Call 7534678.
TWO BEDROOM BRICK
house. 1 mile from city
limits. Call 753-8681.
UNFURNISHED 2bedroom frame house,
located at 205 North 12th
Street. Available immediately. $125.00 per
month. Call STINSON
REALTY CO. 753-3744,
days; 753-0614, nights.
36 For Rent Or Lease
FOR RENT OR LEASE,
retail store building on
math side court square
Mayfield," 2500 sq. ft.
Call Dal Boyd, 1-2472833.
FOR LEASE - four
bedroom, 2 bath, brick
home with
double
garage,
nicely
decorated in
Farmington. Lease purchase • option
availabie-Call _345-.2345.
FOR LEASE - Building,
20 x 60 on 305 N. 4th. Call
753-5881.
39ePets

Supplies

BIG -BEAUTIFUL
German Shepherd pups.
AKC. Wormed. Shots.
Black-Silver and BlackCream. Sire and Dam
available for inspection.
$100. Male or Females.
Jim Diggs- Paris, Tenn.
642-9200.
DOBERMAN
AKC
puppies. Black and rust.
Champion blood lines.
Calrafter 5 p. m. 7534183.
FEMALE BIRD DM,
granddaughter of Mr.
Thor. Two years old, all
shots, great breeding.
$75. Call 753-7410.
ALL BREED grooming.
Hidden Valley Kennels,
435-4481.
39 Poultry

Supplies

PEAFOWL FOR sale.
$25.00 each. Call 1-5277880.
43 Real Estate
OWNERS WANT OFFER
recently
this
on
redecorated 3 bedroom
home with fireplace,
located 5 minutes from
Murray. Extra large lot
goes with house. Lot is
perfect for horses or
garden area: Owners
are moving and anxious
to sell. Excellent opportunity for fine buy on
a quality home. Phone
Kopperud Realty 753.1222 for more information.
NEW LISTING 4 miles
from Murray. This 2
bedroom home is in good
condition and priced to
„ sell quick. $13,900.
Contact
Kopperud
Realty 753-1222 for fulltime competent real
service.
.RENCTOlii

agreM.

SALE-ROTO shear grass-trimmer, model 2201.
Sale price,$49.95. Wallin
Havdware,Paris.

FOR ALL YOUR fencing
needs. Call AAA Fence
Supply Co., 1.444-6865,
Paducah, Ky.

SALE -SMOKE ALARMS
battery operated by
Water-Pik. $20.95.
Wallin Hardware,Paris.

TWO BEDROOM fully
carpeted. Range,
refrigerator, dish-,
washer. Call 753-2437.

South 12th at Syesmor•

TELEPHONE 753-1161

41.

PAM IL

Ma?Minn0a, MIter15;

142tai
43 Real Estate
JUST LISTED... Business
building suitable for
clean-up shop or repair
- shop. For additional
income, listing also
includes apartment and
_mobile homes. Excellent income property.
For further information,
call
Loretta
Jobs
Realtors ... 753-1492.

46 Homes for Sale

43. Real Estate
QUALITY REALTY CO.
337 N. Pephr, OssiteklIg.
527.14611
Norm Cidievrey Ceseitg
43741%

220 ACRE FARM only 2
miles from Ky. Lake.
Suitable for row crop or
cattle. Good access.
OUTSTANDING
4
Many fine building sites.
in
bedroom
home
John C. Neubauer
Canterbury Estates.,
Realtor, 505 Main,
Home has many .outMurray, 753-0101 or 753standing features, in7531.
cluding large den with
wood burning fireplace,
formal dining room, 44 Lots For Sale
large bedrooms,
lot zoned
exquisite design and ONE LARGE
apartment
four
for
decor throughout. Phone
building. One block from
Kopperud Realty 753University. $5000 per
1222.
unit. John Pasco, 7535791.

Wilson

46 Homes For Sale

Insurance and Real
Estate Agency, Inc.
202 See% 4t8 Street
Phase 753-3263
SMALL INVESTMENT Only 811,900 buys this
newly decorated duplex
located at 414 South 10th
Street. Rents for 8100
per month or live in one
side and have $50 income. Ideal for small
family or retired couple.
call or Come by 105 N.
12th, Boyd Majors Real
Estate, 753-8080.

3r1

MUST SELL!! Reduced
Price. 3 Bedroom Brick,
approximately 2000 sq.
ft. living space. Phone
753-7857.
nome
BRICK
NEW
beautiful wooded lot or.
Highway 641 212 miles
North of Hardin. Two
car garage, city water.
Energy efficient heat
pump and wood burner.
Call 527-1.007.

51 Services Offered

BY OWNER - 3 bedroom
brick near college. Low
30's. Two baths, carpet,
central air and heat.
Call 753-7166 after 4 p.
m.
THREE
BEDROOM
BRICK home with 12
acres and permanent
pasture and fence. Has a
real nice barn. A good
"well and small block
building.
In
good
location, 1'2 miles
Northeast of
Nei
Providence, on
a
blacktop road. For more
information call 4365327.
THREE
BEDROOM
frame on a large lot. 7.5
miles-East of Murray on
Irvin Cobb Road. Call
436-5434.

miles east of Almo Call
753-8368.
BRICK HOUSE on Highway 94 West. Outside
city limits. Three large
bedrooms, formal living
room, dining room,
foyer, kitchen, den, two
tile baths, utility, double
garage. Plus outside
garage. Call 753-0777.
FOUR BEDROOM, 2„
baths, white brick on
Oaks Country Club golf
course. Mid 60's. Call
753-9931_

49 Used Cars & Trucks
1968 CAMARO nee
work. Call 767-2512 between 5 and 7 p. m.
1971 FORD TORINO.
Metallic light green,
hardtop, good condition.
Call 753-0377.
1974 CORVETTE, T-top,
350 4 speed, tech, tilttelescopic wheel, AMFM Stereo tape, air and
power. Red on Red.
Chrome side pipes. Call
437-4606 after 4 p. m. If
no answer, call 354-8222.

ii,„, ),„, ii,„/ ),„„
Bankroll Card

Paris Livestock
Commission Company

les
2
to
0.
ud
al

Paris, Tennessee

48 Autrotive Service

Wish to thank their many Kentucky customers
for their business, and wishes to advise everyone
of the buying schedule. The regular auction sale
is on Fridays beginning at 1:30. Hogs are also
bought Monday and Saturday morning until
12:00. Due to the annual Fish Fry festivities
there will not be a sale Friday, April 29th. Other
buying days as usual.
Bring your livestock to Paris livestock Commission
Co. Paris, Tann.
Some Location 40 Tears.

14 IN. ROCKET chrome
wheels, $125. Call 7538474 or from 1-7, 753-9430
ask for Tony.

Location: Home of the late John Hill
Thomas, Cumberland City, Tenn.
Reason for sale: Settlement of Estate.
491 acres total, 241 acres cropland,
with good
balance wooded
marketable timber. Look for detailed
ad to follow.
Contact

GUESTSt:
WEEKEND
GET YOUR
HOME CARPET CLEANING
car?
family
Repairing
experienced,
very
treated for termites for
Group outing? Trip out .
rates,
reasonable
than
$150.00.
less
of town? Planning a
references, free
Bonded and licensed.
vacation?.Xall 753-1372,.
estimates. Quick drying,
Call Wards Termite
Murray Leasing, Inc.
753-9618.
or
753-6827
Call
Control
Company,
Mayfield, 247-3023 or
GUTTERING
BY
BACKHOE WORK and
Fulton, 472-292A. Free ELECTROLUX SALES
SEARS, Sears seamless
gravel hauling. Call Joe
Inspection.
gutters installed per
and service. Call Tony
Beard, 436-2306.
your specifications. Call
Montgomery 753-6760,
FOR A FREE estimate -day or night.
Doug Taylor at 753-2310
PAINTING interior and
for free estimates.
on all stump removal.
exterior. Texture ceiling
Contact"K and S Stump QUALITY
SERVICE
and sheetrock
Removal, 435-4343 or
Company \Inc. Air
Call Ralph Worley, 436INSULATION BLOWN in
753-9490.
condition sales and
2658.
by Sears save on these
service. Modern sheet
1). high heat and cooling
metal department.
DOZER, LOADER,
bills. Call Doug Taylor
CUSTOM UPHOISTERi
Larry
Wisehart,
backhoe work, Grading,
at 753-2310 for free
President. Phone 753of any kind. Phone 753hauling, and -bushestimates.
9753.
9290.
hogging.
Free
estimates. Call 436-2382.
ELECTRICAL WIRING
PAINTING interior andr,'
and
DRIVEWAYS
home and industrial, air
exterior. Commercial or:::
YARDS
and
white
MOW
WILL
areas
parking
and
conditioning,
residential. Also drywall'i
Please
call
Free
work.
other
graded.
and
rocked
refrigeration, heating.
free...N.
:
for
finishing
Decorated
after
4
p.
m.
753-5894
estimates.
Call 474-8841.
estimate.'71Thone Atkins::.
..
rock bark .m-asonry
Painting, 437-4531.
sand. South 3rd Street.
LICENSED 'ELECClifford Garrison,
Call
efprompt
TRICAN
MOBILE HOME ANSMALL SIZE dozer 753-5429 after 4 p, m.
ficient service. NO job
49 Used Cil's & Trucks
CHORS, underpinning,
for spreading, - levettng,i:
Ernest
Call
small.
too
awnings, and roofs,
backfillirig. Call 753-7370v:
FOR YOUR SEPTIC
White, 753-0605.
sealed. Call
Jack
1976 VOLARE 2 door,
or 753-7570.
TANK
and
backhoe
Glover, 753-1873 after 5
- sport coupe, floor shift,
work needs call John
NEED TREES cut, or
or weekends.
with over drive, tape
GET
STARTED!
Homes
Lane. Phone 753-8669 or
- light hauling. Call 753deck. 17,000 miles, will
improyements,rpainting:-:
436-2586.
4707.
4
753-7523.
Call
trade.
take
contrAting, etc. etc.:;
AERIAL APPLICATION
Call Kline & Vance after •:
.1
- Fertilizing, seeding, WET BASEMENT? We
WILL IX) BABYSITTING
5 p. m. 436-2356.
1975 FORD ELITE. 83,600
herbicides
and make wet basements
in my home Monday1975 Cheyelle
and
pesticides. . Battles Ag. dry, work completely
Friday located around
Malibu, $3,400. Both
Service. Call 489-2414 or guaranteed. Call or
MOWING,::
LAWN
Coldwater and Far753Call
extra' sharp.
901-642-0712.
mington area. Call , trimming and cleaning.*
write Morgan Con7645.
Reasonable prices.::
before 9 a. m. or after 6
struction Co., Route 2,
Experienced adult. Call:
p. m. 489-2576.
Box 409A. Paducah, Ky.
ELECTRIC
COLSON
1968 CAMARO. rebuilt 350
753-5665.
42001. Phone day or
AND Plumbing. Clent
engine bored,30,000 with
WILL HAUL LIME or
night 442-7026.
eleclicensed
Colson,
cam hi-rise, 4 barrel
white rock or sand. Call
CUSTOM HAY bailing'-.:
trician and licensed
:
350
turbo
intake.
753-6763, Roger Hiii..tson
and
master
plumber.
Aim°,
custom
combining.
KIRDY
Carpet
Care.
transmission. Just
7534545.
Call'753-8090'. •
Ky. 7534549.
Steam clean one roomat
rebuilt. $80Q. Call 753Scents per sq. ft. arid we
0085.
DRIVEWAYS • white ,wiln the hallway
free, limit 4 x 10. A 10' x
rocked. Sand and lime
F-10.0
pickup,
FORD
1969
10' room would only4.,Se
hauled Call Mark Bucy.
14 ton, Good condition.
88.00. ' Call Mike Hut7534381.
Automatic. $950 or best
'ehens, 753-0359.
'
offer. Call 753-0329.
WILL BABYSIT in, my
home.for infants 1 year ROY HARMON FOR
1972 FORD LTD. Four
Cabinets, Remodeling,
or
under. Call 767-2555.
hardtop. Air
door
Mill work, Furniture
condition, all power.
repair, combination
LYONS BROTHERS
- $1200. Call 753-0855.
windows and doors. Call
Custom Dozer work. No
753-4124.
job too big or too small.
Picture Book Loveliness
1973 DODGE Adventurer
Call Jimmy and L. W.
Custom built 4 bedroom home with spacious wide open
Club Cab, with camper
(Dub) Lyq,ns, 474-2264.. K AND H REPAIR -94
4.eling-and-Isntantic deco,. Irons open bakony, view-thetopper, V-43. 131Th er
E.st. Phone ib.3-3323.
_
fireplace in family room. Kitchen is a dream tome true.
steering, power brakes,
Lawn -mower and small
Beautifully landscaped yard. For a private showing, please
stick shift. 42,000 miles,
HAVING TROUBLE
engine. I day service.
calL
spare tire never down.
getting those small
New tires on ground.
plumbing jobs done?
Truck like new. $2450.00.
ELECThen call 753-6614.
LICENSE
Call 753-7393.
TRICIAN and gas inPAINTING INTERIOR
do
will
stallation
50. Campers
plumbing, heating, and
E14 exterior, _by the hour
or job. For free estimate,
sewer cleaning. Call 75316' TRAILER, camper.
call 753-8343 or 753-2467.
7203.
Sleeps six. Call 753-4904.

49 Used Cars & Trucks
1975 CUTLASS Supreme,
27,000 actual miles.
Extra sharp. Call 7530181 or 753-1208.
1973 DODGE 4 door, all
power, air, local car,
good condition.
Reasonable price. Call
753-5924 or 753-1681.
NICE 1973 Montego GT,
factory air, power
brakes & steering, extra
clean. Call 753-0698.

Immediate Openings
For Educational Positions
at

Fort Campbell, Ky.
The following partition openings are the Fort Carnpl..-11 Education
Program. These positions will be at Fort Campbell Interested applicants should send resumes, references, and other . redentrals by
May 5,1977,to: Mr. Norman Lane, Coordinator. Spe. Projects and
Programs, Continuing Education, Murray State CI n; versity, Murray.
KY 42071

EDUCATOO DIRECTOR
Permanent (one-year centract), full-tune Sala r. negotiable.
Education and-or experience: Master's degree r better; current
principalship certification required; five years' experence as high
school principal desired; military service desired. a billy to relate to
people and to understand high school curriculum and .rganization.

1974 PINTO SQUIRE
wagon. Call 753-6848
after 6. Must sell.
__

Realty & Auction Co.
Dover,Tennessee

1984
PLYMOUTH
Valiant. $250 or best
offer. Call 767-4342.

Four positions open. Permanent (one-year contract), full-time.
Salary negotiable. Education and-or experience M A. degree in
duidenee and Counseling required; should have high School certification (two or more years' related experience could substitute-for
certification); and should be familiar with GED and Adult Education
Programs.
Permanent (one-year contract), full-time Salary
g°1.12bleEducatimi and-or experience: B. A. degree required. M. A.
preferred. One to two year's office manager experienced required
Must be familiar with evaluation of high schr,01 diplomas, nontraditional education, military training programs, and the 1976 Guide
to the Evaluation of Education Experiences in the Armed 4erv1cts.

SKRITARIES
Four positions open. Permanent (one-year contract), full-tirne.
Salary negotiable. Education and-or experience Ir. large office
desired; typing required; shorthand desired ; must be fast, accurate
and thorough in performance of assigned tasks should be able to perform duties with minimum supervision.

232-5150 or 232-6.221

1968 VW - orange, good
tires, good condition
$750. Call 753-4015. OtY
interested callers.

Fifty-one positions,Fort Campbell Education Program,Continuing
Education. These positions will be at Fort Campbel.. the following
fields: English, Atathernatics, Science, Social' Studies, Reading
Specialists, and some elementary trained teachers This will be a 44week contract; salary negotiable. Kentucky certification in major
teaching field required; bachelor's degree minimum. Master's
degree or above will be viewed favorably Adult Education- experienced desired.
Fer A4dltleu4 hrferstethse Citified

Office 01 Ceittleulivi Member'

•

Murray State University
Aa awl Opperhesify fesployer

(502)762-4151

Dial-A-service
O.

(This alphabetized page will run weekly - clip it from
the paper and save for handy reference)

Marnry, Ey. 42071

O
a
t

O.
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ww
Fire
753-1441

411

Interior or Exterior

elb

Painting-Quality Work
Reasonable Prices

Police

E. ROBINSON
DONALD
Painting Contractor
753-8333
Rt. 3, Murray, Ky
For Free Estimate

., 753-1621

iimm•--

Taber's Body
Shop ,,,
24 Hour Wrecker Ser.

753-3134 753-6177 1301 Chestnut Murray,

COUNSELORS

REGISTRAR/OFFICE MANAGER
CHEVROLET
1973
.
pickup. Cheyene Super.
Air and power. Red with
gray interior. Radials,
Big block engine with
headers. Good gas
mileage. Call 437-4606
after 4 p. m. If no answer, call 354-8222.

.%

Winchester
Printing
Service, Inc.

.Radio Cab Co.

Kelley's Termite
8 Pest Control

753-5397

Mon.-Sat.
6 00 a m to 6 00p m

&

ELECTRICAL
WIRING

Quality Service
Company
753-9290

Hobby Center

,Itesideritial 3.

6146 4th St

1mA:illations

OIERICIrS

.0
Steven Alexander
L.W. Lyons

.

Murray Paint

Bulldozing

753-1959
474-2264

We can do (seeker,
L Dumont Warranty Service
Hwy 94 Last
•• m to Op. ai This , Wed
Thies 9 ii m re 10 p le
Fri. end Set Closed Seri and
Mae.

Carriere

753-3914
Prompt, dependable
Three
aervice.
bulldozers to serve
you.

Anderson
Electric Inc.
«Hi

Phone 753-5351

1/2S. 4th St.
Murray. Ky.

Commercial, residential, industrial di
Refrigeration
We service all brands"'

100S. 13th St.
Murray, Ky.

474-8841

'
liependable
transportation
anytime iir.piace

.

Free
Termite Inspection
Flies, Roaches,
Silver Fish &Shrubs

RADIO, TELEVISION IL CB
RADIO REPAIR SERVICE

Taxi Cab
Service

vice

ASSISTANT DIRECTOR
Permanent (one-year contract, full-tune. Salar. negotiable.
Education and-or experience: Master's degree required. hour'above
M. A. desirable; two years' experience in education administration
and administrative certificate desired; knowledge of GED testing
procedures and experience in policies development als, desired.

TEACHERS

Bogard

51. Services Offered

"WHEW IT COMES TO SACCHAT:21W
ANDINE COMMON COW (OUR
TWO BEDROOM hoirse
on 2 acres of ground. 2'2 GUESS IS AS 60017 AS OURS.u

Furches Jewelry

Saturday, May 14,1977
10:00 AM

51 Services Offered

.(

_...••••••

Auction!

51 Services Offered

'FENCE SALES AT
SEARS now. Call Doug
Taylor at 753-2310 for
free estimates for your
needs.

BY OWNER - Nice net
3 bedroom, brick,
QUIET
COUNTRY
carport with storage,
'LIVING in East
utility room, fully
Manor. A White brick 3
carpeted, custom made . HILLSIDE HOUSE in
bedroom ranch home on
Pine Bluff Shores
drapes in living room.
CUTLASS
large lot. Has electric
subdivision with 1973
Electric heat. Mid 20's.
SUPREME,
Good
baseboard heat, carpet,
screened
porch
Call 753-4187.
c,ondition. ,Power
nice kitchen and family
overlobking. treetops.
steering, brakes and air.
'room, refrigerator and FOR SALE by owner Masonry construction:Maroon with White top.
built-in range. Paved .Two bedroom house in
insulated;
multidriveway and paved
purpose room with bath, - 83000. Call -753-4015. Hardin.- Living and
After 4:00 call 753-6103.
basketball court. A nice
sleeping loft,, fireplace,
Dining Rooms paneled
comfortable home at a
air-conditioning,
and carpeted, fireplace.
1966 MUSTANG,.2 door
reasonable price.
electric heat, counterDouble lot with outhardtop, 6 cylinder
$29,500. Contact Guy
top
cooking
unit;
buildings. Large garden
automatic transmission,
Spann Realty, 901
community
water
527-1762.
Phone
spot.
has new paint and tires.
Sycamore, 753-7724.
system;
basement
Call 753-7639 after 5:
storage area; access to
m.
boat launching. Call 7534574
or
436-5516.
Repair
Jewelry
and
Watch Repair
p-jy
jr
-4-074
Stone Setting
- Valiant power steering,
47. Motorcycles
factory air, 20,000 miles,
Prompt Service
, clean, excellent con1974 YAMAHA 250 MX.
dition. Call 492-8697 after
Like new,riden about 20
5 p. m.
753-2835
113 S. 4th
hours. Excellent condition. Call 437-4606 after
1976 PINTO, silver.
4 p. m. If no answer, call
„Priced at $1200 to
354-8222.
compensate for high
mileage. Engine and
$800.
360,
CL
HONDA
1975
body in good condition.
• 1973 Honda CL 350, $475.
Call 753.9694 after 5, 753WHITES CAMPER
Two cycle-trailer, $75.
SALES located 4 miles
Call 753-8193.
East of Murray, on
Punc hed This Week
Highway 94 toward KenHONDA 360, 450 miles,
1143 LIIKOLN, 1%6 MirLake. Authorized Fan
Jim Adams Food Liners
brand new. $875. Call
eery Wage.. Good tee
and Star Craft dealer.
753-9920 or 753-3000.
difies. Call 753-2594 after 1
Clean used campers.
p.m.
Open 7 days per week.
YAMAHA MINI Enduro.
Call-7p-o605.
Motorcycle trailer. 1975
.with
Honda 550 four
windjammer. Call 7532226.

1
1

ID

Corriltiercial

753-7363
Hobby-Crafts
Toys
op. 10 a. n.
to 7 p.111.

.

Paper
Hanging

Pointing

,

753-0961

502-492-8837
. Hwy.641

Residences, •corn mercial. Canvasing.
Bill Houghton, Rte 6.
Box 68

6 Miles Smith
Jerry McCoy,Owner
& Operator
_

474-8841
Anderson
Electric, Inc.
'

Hinman's
Rentals
I.. we..

WO

Wive.

power rod concrete tools end
Mc

753-5703
302 N
Murray

18th Street

91161 42 ME MURRAY,Rc,1.10661-11411601101114111ff,

2s, 1477,-
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Deaths and Funerals _
Gaylen Miller Dies
Today At Hospital;
Funeral Tuesday
Gaylen Miller of Murray
Route Three died this morning
at 2:20 at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital. He
was 84 years of age.
The deceased was a retired
farmer and a member of the
Palestine United Methodist
Church. Born October 1, 1892,
in Calloway County, he was
the son of the late Gus Miller
and Dora Smith Miller.
Mr. Miller and his wife,
Mrs. Ruby Morris Miller, who
survives, were married July 9,
1912. He was preceded in
death by one sister, Mrs. Fred
Elsie) Lovett in 1976 and one
brother, 011ie Miller in 1971.
are
thrbe
Survivors
daUghters, Mrs. Oren (Melba)
Burke,en and Mrs. Lloyd
( Mary Edith) Green, Murray
Route Three, and Mrs.
Hampton - (Doris - Jean)
Boggess, Dexter Route One;
two sons, Franklin Miller,
Dexter Route One, and Edison
. Miller, Murray Route Three;
"W/o sisters, Mrs. Chester
(Alma) Burkeen, Benton
Route Four, and Mrs. Hayden
(Bessie) Bogard, Dexter
Route One; one brother,
Herbert Miller, Dexter Route
one; sixteen grandchildren;
five great grandchildren; two
great great grandchildren.
The funeral will be held
Tuesday at two p.m. at the
chapel of the Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home with burial to
follow in the Palestine
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after six p.m.
tonight (Monday),

Mrs. Humphreys Is
Dead At Age 82;
Rites Held Today
Mrs. Ova Mae Humphreys,
2161
/
2 East North Street,
Mayfield, died Friday at 11:45
p. m. at the Community
Hospital, Mayfield, She was 82
years of age and the widow of
T. D. Humphreys.
- Survivors are one brother,
Hulett Carinon-,--Paduca1),- aridtwo cousins, Johnnie Myers
and Mary Valentine, both of
Murray.
Graveside services were
held this morning at eleven
o'clock at the Green Plain
Cemetery in Calloway County
with Bro. Boyd Sellars officiating. The Roberts Funeral
Home of Mayfield had charge
of the arrangements.

I3e Guest

Mrs. Dewey Jones, Bun L. Ray Dies
Dies At Sturgis.
Saturday; Funeral
Word has been received of
the death of Mrs. Dewey L. Today At Chapel

Jack Haynes Dies
Sunday; Funeral
To Be Tuesday

(Sallie) Jones of Sturgis who
Bun L. Ray died Saturday at
died at the Union County twelve noon at the MurrayHospital, Morganfield, on Calloway County Hospital. He
Saturday at 9:45 p. m. Her. was 83 years of age.
husband is a former Murray
The Murray Man was a
resident and the brother of retired merchant and a
Preston Jones of Murray..
member of the Goshen United
Mrs. Jones was 68 years of Methodist Church. His wife,
age and a Member of the Mrs. Minnie Mott Nix Ray,
Bethany Baptist Church near died October 24, 1975, and his
Sturgis, where funeral ser- daughter, Mrs. Myrtle Mae
vices will be held Tuesday at Manchester, died March 6,
10:30 a. m. with the Rev. A. Y. 1962.
Hodge, Jr., and the Rev. W. K.
Born February 6, 1894, in
Sisk, Jr., officiating.
Calloway County, he was the
Burial will follow in the son of the late Will Ray and
Rock Springs Cemetery at. Mary Jane Graham Ray.
Wheateroft with the Vanover
Mr. Ray is survived by two
Funeral Home, Clay, in sons, James Buel Ray,
charge of the arrangements Kirksey Route One, and Terry
where friends may call.
L. Ray, 701 North 18th Street,
Survivors include her Murray; two sisters, Mrs.
husband, Dewey L. Jones, Lottie Jones, 606 Ellis,
Sturgis; two step daughters, Murray, and Mrs. 011is
Gardner, 'TNettle) Beach, Murray Route
James
Mrs.
Paducah, and Mrs. George Two; two brothers, Herman
Hays, Powder Springs, Ga; Ray, Cuba, Mo., and Harry
five sisters, Mrs. Ben Shelton, Ray, Fenton, Mich.; six
Clay, Mrs. W. K. Sisk, Sr., grandchildren; seven great
Mrs. Molly McGaw, and Mrs. grandchildren.
Brown Simpson. all of Sturgis,
Funeral services will be
and Mrs. Fay °leery, held today at three p.m. at the
Orlando, Fla.; four brothers, chapel of the Blalock-Coleman
Paul and Horace Wallace, Funeral Home with the Rev.
Sturgis, Ralph Wallace, Julian Warren officiating and
Detroit, Mich., and Charles Mrs. Oneida White as
(Bob) Wallace, Richland, organist.
Wash.; four grandchildren.
Pallbearers willbé Max
Dodd,Jerry Cook, Bobby Ray,
Glen Beach,James Jones, and
Charles Ray. Burial will
follow in the Murray
Memorial Gardens.

/
2 North
Jack Haynes of 4051
Fourth Street, Murray, died
Sunday at 8:50 p.m..at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
He was 69 years of age, and
was born July 14, 1907, in
Calloway County, being the
son of the late Sam Haynes
and Lou Ellen Shaw Haynes.
Mr. Haynes is surviVed by
two sisters, Mrs. Gilbert
( Monico ) Colson, Benton
Route Five, and Mrs. Mary
Hill, Royal Oak, Mich.; half
sister, Mrs. Kathleen Foster,
Highland Park, Mich.
The funeral will be held
Tuesday at three p.m. at the
chapel of the Max Churchill
Funeral Home with the Rev.
Jerrell White officiating.
Burial will follow in the
Ledbetter Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after five p.m.
today (Monday).

Mrs. Nell Tubbs
Dies At Her Home
This Morning

Rites Held Today
For Mrs. Dunsto

Mrs. Nell Castleberry Tubbs
of Alm°, wife of Lundy Tubbs
who died June 3, 1974, died-this
Funeral services for Mrs.
morning at 7140 at her home.
She was 83 years of age and a William T.(Edna L.) Dunstan
retired telephone operator. of New Concord are being held
The deceased was a today at two p.m. at the Wages
member of the Flint Baptist Funeral Home,. LawrenChurch. Born May 11, 1893, in ceville, Ga., with the Rev.
Marshall County, she was the William L. Childers ofdaughter of the late H. W. ficiating. Buaial will follow in
(Bud) Castleberry and Laura the Shadowlawn Cemetery at
Lawrenceville.
Breezell Castleberry.
The
Blalock-Coleman
Mrs. Tubbs is survived by
two daughters, Mrs. A. V. Funeral Horne had charge of
(Lois) Reeves, Dexter, and local arrangements.
Mrs. Dunstan, age 74, died
Mrs. _A.W. (Ovie) Galloway,
Murray Route ThreeT-one-son,--FridaY -et 10:55 p.m. at the
L. G. Tubbs, Brookport, Ill.; Murray-Calloway County
one sister, Mrs. Reba Powell, Hospital. She was a member
one foster sister, Mrs. Lillian of the Grand River United
Myers,and one brother, Willie Methodist Church where she
Castleberry, all of Benton; and her husband, who sureight grandchildren; seven. vives, had resided until
moving to New Concord in
great grandchildren.
- The J. H. Churchill Funeral 1968.
Also surviving are three
Home will be in charge of the
burial brothers, Canton, Casey. and
funeral
and
John Jones, all, of ,Clayton,
arrangements.
Ga., and several nieces and
nephews.

Final Rites Held
For Ivo L. Morris
The funeral for Lye L.
Morris of Murray was held
Saturday at two p.m. at the
chapel of the Max Churchill
Funeral Home with the Rev.
Gerald Owen officiating and
Mrs. Oneida White as
organist.
Pallbearers were Brown
Morris, Lonzo Lovett, Keys
Wells, Terre! Roberts,
Howard Willoughby, and
Lloyd Houston. Burial was in
the Elm Grove Cemetery.
Mr. Morris, age 82, died
Thursday at 6:15 p.m. at the
Westview Nursing Home. He
is survived by one brother,
Rupert Morris, Lakeland,
Fla., and several cousins.

Elect

Gerald Cohoon
as the next

SHERIFF
of
Calloway County
am a candidate with no political ties with any
present office holder.
Thanks to U. A. W.local 1068 and the Tappan Co.
for including the provision in its latest contract, I
will be permitted to take a leave of absence from
my job with The Tappan Company while 1 serve as
your next sheriff.
Repeating a pledge made to the voters of
Calloway County earlier, the sheriff's office will be
open in the Calloway County courthouse to serve
y'ou until noon each Saturday during my term of office.
Your vote and influence will be greatly appreciated in the May 24 primary.
(Advertisement Ford F or By The Candidate)

William T.Sloan,
of the music department at
Huntsville (Ala.) High School,
will return to his Murray State
University alma mater as the
honored guest conductor for
The President's Honor Concert TueAday evening, April
26..
Scheduled at 8 p.
Lovett Auditorium, the admission-free program, which
has become a popular campus
event since it was introduced
in 1963. will _ include- several.
numbers by The Wind Sinfornetta and The Symphonic
Band.

Fair. • .

(Continued From Page 1)
The Dinglefest Theatre Company will perform tonight(Monday)at 6:30 p. m.on the
The best elementary project
Soccer Field, Murray State University. In case of rain the program will be in the Student
shown was a water cycle study
Center Auditorium. Admission is free. The six members of the cast of this impromptu
by Susan H. Wells, Mary H.
theatre group create original scripts based on the American experience. The company
Kartee and Dennis M. Cinely
will lead a workshop today at 430 p. m. on the second floor of the United Campus
of the Clark Elementary
Ministry building and all faculty and students were invited to attend the study of this
School in Paducsh, winning
unique "verbatim theatre," a spokesman said.
for their school the traveling
provided
by
the
Fishertrophy
Price Toys plantin Murray.
Kathy Mona Howard, a'
egents Approve Budget. .. (Continued From Page 1)
seventh grade student at the
St. Frances DeSales School in
Curris told the board that in relationships and develop The Calloway system will
Paducah, won the best junior addition to helping the articulation agreements with finance and direct the
high award with her study of students, the program would those institutions. (The operation of the classes.
the Jackson Purchase area of be an asset to the university in University should develop
— voted to confer an
Kentucky. She also won the that it will enhance MSU's cooperative applied research Honorary
Doctor
of
trophy provided by the residence hall population. The and teaching programs Humanities degree on U. S.
Murray Division of the university has, in recent years utilizing the unique op- Rep. Carl D. Perkins, who will
Tappan Company for having had to subsidize fees received portunities available at deliver the commencement
Mrs. Jack D. (Frances L.) the best geography project
from residence halls because Murphy Pond and Kentucky address on May 14. Perkins,
Colvin, age 71, died Saturday exhibited.
of
inadequate
student Lake Biological Station."
who is chairman of the House
at one a. m. at her home at
In
residents
in
the
other
dormitories.
action,
the
board:
Committee
on Labor and
2411 Maple Street, Paducah.
- approved
Dr. Curtis also advised the
the
ap- Education, represents the
She was a retired registered
board of the "mission pointment of Dr. Thomas B. Seventh
Congressional
nurse and was employed at
Continued From Page 1)
statement" 'adopted by the Hogancamp, vice president District of Kentucky.
the old Illinois Central
state council recently. MSU's for administration and
— approved the promotions
The 22-year-old, O'Daniel
Hospital until it closed.
"mission
statement" reads as finance, as executive director of 16 faculty members.
and
accepted
has
been
who
The deceased was a native
of the Murray State Univer- Promoted from instructor to
of Marshall County and was a will begin his studies this fall follow:
sity Foundation. (Additional assistant professor were Jetta
"Murray
State
University
VanLaw
at
School
of
in
the
member of the Unity United
story in today's newspaper.)
Culpepper, -Quava Honchul
Church of Christ and Women derbilt University, has served shall serve as a • residential,
— approved a $1.3 million and Ann Thompson.
regional
university
offering
a
the
vice-president
of
as
of the Moose: --f
contract with the U. S. Army
Promoted from assistant
Survivors include her Student Government broad range of educational
to provide a basic education' professor
programs
to
the
,
people
of
to
associate
of
the
Association,
president
husband, Jack D. Colvin; two
Kentucky. program for soldiers at Fort professor were Linda Clark,
stepsons, Conrad L. Colvin, Student Activities Board, and western
the Student - Recognizing the needs of the Campbell military base. MSU Carl Denbow, Martha A.
Padttenb. and Paul Colvin, vice-president of
region, the University should will offer classes to an Erwin„ Dannie E. Harrison,
recognitions
Senate.
His
other
Thomasville, Ga.; stepcontinue
to offer programs at estimated 8,000 persons at the 'James Schempp and Yushin
of
the
president
include
daughter, Mrs: William Penix,
the
associate
and bac- base, mainly to soldiers who Yod. Promoted from associate
ideal
class
and
sophombre
Paducah; tight step grandcalaureate
degree
levels do not have high school professor to full professor
great*freshman
man.
children; four step
the diplomas or who need were Harry Conley, Harvey
'
He is president of Alpha Chi which , emphasize
grandchildren.
refresher courses.
traditional
collegiate
and
Elder, Jerome Hainsworth,
national
honor
distinguished
Mrs. Colvin is also survived
The contract will be ad- Robert G. Johnson, William 0.
by five sisters, Mrs. Pansy society for scholarship and a liberal studies.
"Subject to demonstrated ministered through the Price, Jr., Charles Smith and
Miller, Hardin, Mrs. Pearl member of Omicron Delta
need,
selected master's and university's Center for Con- Peter Whaley.
and
leadership
Kappa
Cook, Mrs. Ruby Hester, and
tinuing Education.
Dr. Sal M. Matarrazo, the
Mrs. Linda Fooks, Paducah, scholarship honor society and specialist degree programs
"It is an honor as well as a newest member of the board,
should
be
_
offered.
Several
political-Alpha
Sigma
Pi
and 'Mrs. Inez Dailey, Penncommunity colleges are responsibility for _MSU to have was installed at the beginning
sylvania; two -brothers, John science honorary society.
located
in
Murray's been chosen for this project," of the meeting. Matarazzo was
the
Now
president
of
T. Phillips, Gilbertsville, and
geographical
proximity
which Dr. Curtis told the board.
elected to a three-year term
Alpha
State
chapter
of
Murray
Will Ed Phillips, Covington.
— named
Dr. David as faculty 'representative on
The funeral was .held this Tau Omega (ATO) social suggest that a retrenchment
Eldredge, professor of the board last week, replacing
morning at eleven o'clock at fraternity, .0'Daniel was or elimination of duplicative
management, as dean of the Dr. Mark Cunningham who
the chapel of the Roth F uneral awarded the national ATO or nonproductive associate
College of Business and Public had served since 1974.
degree
programs
is
desirable,
Fund
Scholarship
Foundation
Home,Paducah, with the Rev.
Affairs. (Additional story in
John Austin officiating.-Burial of $2,300 in 1975-76 and the while development of new
A. .
Ports programs compatible with today's newspaper.).
was, in the. Maplelawn Richard
— approved the establishCongressional Internship this mission is appropriate.
Cemetery.
"The University should ment of a baccalaureate
Award in 1976, After winning
chapter and province awards, continue to meet the needs 01 program in computer systems
he is among 34 ATO members teacher education in its management as part of the
(Continued From Page 1)
across the nation vying for the primary service region and MSU's Bachelor of Science in
"I am excited and en- Thomas Arkle Clark Award. should continue to meet needs Business degree program;
— approved an Associate
He was the recipient of a in rural studies, business and
thusiastic to be involved in
in
Mechanical
Alumni environmental programs Degree
State
this new effort in behalf of the Murray
university that can mean Association scholarship and beyond its primary service Engineering Technology;
— authorized the signing of
FILM, FLASN CUBES,
many positive things — more haS been selected by the region.
"Because of the Univer- a contract with the Calloway
CAMERAS, FRAMES
scholarships,
more Alumni Association to recieve
professorial chairs, additional a James L. Hurley Memorial sity's proximity to other County School system for the
Artcroft Studios
ills.. 1216733-0035
library holdings, laboratory Scholarship for 1977-78 as a higher education and post- housing of two kindergarten
Free Perking At Rear Deer
improvements, new equip- graduate student at Van- secondary institutions, it units in the university's Early
should foster close working Childhood Education Center.
ment, and other benefits," derbilt.
Hogancamp said.
"My plans are to work
closely with the Alumni
Association and to stay in tune
with the needs and development of the university beyond
my official retirement so that
I can make a meaningful
contribution for several more
years."
He expects a sear') process
to begin in the near future to
select his vice-presidential
successor.

R

Mrs. Colvin Dies
At Hospital With
Funeral Today

Rolfe. •-•

Hogancamp...

New Diplomat From Dodge

THINK ABOUT IT! a.
By Kenny Imes
fie
All of us know people with a -bubbling over personality. Everybody likes them. Did you ever wonder
what causes their popularity; what makes these people
click?
To start with,they respect the other fellow's opinion.
They don't shout or get nasty in a discussion. When
they try to convince (and invariably do), they put the
other fellow in the picture ahead of themselves. In effect, they say,"Don't you think it is a fact?"...instead
of, "This is a fact and I know I'm right." They let the
other fellow do his share of the talking; they are good
listeners. When age variance exists, they neer say,"I'm older than you, therefore know more than you."
They listen to the other fellow's problems; don't
minimize the problems by citing, comparing (or
exaggerating) their own. They never give unasked-for
advice but are ready to give a suggestion when asked.
They give subtle praise without evidence of flattery.
They have good humor; can and do laugh at themselves; laugh with but not at the other fellow.
Check these traits with the people who possess 'Personality plus'. You will find they have most of these
goodnesses. We know a lot of people like this. We're
...always glad tamest more of them

J. H. Churchill Funeral Home
•

201 kelt 3rd
7S3-2411

The sense of rightness you veal experience in the tw. -door is just as apparent in the Medallion four-door.first point of reference
the standard 60.40 all-cloth split-bench front seat with folding center armrest separate full track adjustment and recfiner to suit
the needs of either driver or passenger. That's efficiency. But that same seat comes in six rich colors, each color-keyed to a smtrt
new door panel design and rich shag carpeting to meet almost every preference. That's elegance. The same can be said of the
standard padded vinyl roof, available in seven strafing colors coordinated to exterior and interior treatments.
Tasteful efficiency comes to you also in Diplomat's modular instrument panel. finished with a rich-looking woodtone applique.
the panel is easikto read with all gauges deeply inset to minimize reflection and glare. Irs easy to use, too. Operational controls
are placed at th?left comfort controls at the right, for easy, comfortable use. Other thoughtful touches are also standard in the
Medallion four-door a carpeted trunk protects luggage or travel wardrobes. A Space Saving spare tire with cover is also provided
to increase an already generous trunk capacity. There are protective bumper strips, front and rear and fiber glass radial-ply tires
with smart full-wheel covers. Efficient design, of course. But never offered at the expense of good taste.

Jim Fain Motors

810"Sycamore

753-0632
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Board W Directors Of The Bank Of Murray
Joe Dick

Wells Overbey

a.

Joe Dick, chairman of the
board of directors and
president of the Bank of
Murray, has been associated
with the local bank since 1955.
He is married and he and his
wife. Wanda, have three
daughters, Leeanna, 17, and
twins Carol and Catherine, 15.
The family's residence is on
Rt. 7, Murray.
Dick is a member of, and
past president of, the Murray
Rotary Club. He is also a
member of the Murray
Country Club where he has

JOE DICK

held the office of president,
the Big "M" Club, the
Thorobred Club and the First
United Methodist Church.
He is a past president of the
Group I Kentucky Bankers
Association (KBA ) and
chairman of the legislative
committee of KBA. He is a
past state vice president and
former member of the
Governing Council of the
American Bankers
Association.
Dick presently serves on the
executive committee of the
Community Bankers for the
American Bankers
Association.
He is a member of the board
of directors of the Murray
Foundation,
Industrial
Murray Chamber of Commerce, a commissioner of the
Kentucky Savings Bond
Authority and a former advisor to the Small Business
Administration for Kentucky.
the
received
Dick
Agriculture'
"Distinguished
Alumnus Award" from
Murray State University in
1970 and was named "Man of
the Year" by ,the Murray
Chamber 'of Cotrunerce in
1972.
Dick spends his spare time
golfing and working.

James M. Lassiter
James M. Lassiter, a
member of the board of
directors of the Bank of
Murray, is the Circuit Court
Judge for the 42nd Judicial
District of Kentucky serving
Calloway and , Marshall
counties.
Lassiter and his wife, Mary
W. Lassiter, live at 1313 Wells
Blvd., Murray.
Lassiter served in the
Kentucky Senate from 195244
and was elected Commonwealth's kftorneY for the
42nd district in 1954, a position
he held until 1967. In 1967,
Lassiter was elected to his
present position of Circuit
Court Judge:
He is a member of the
JAMES M.LASS/TER
Kentucky and the American
Bar Associations and is a past president of the Murray
_member of the First United Country Club.
Methodist Church of Murray.
His favorite leisure time
Lassiter is also a member and activities are golf and fishing.

Mary Warren Sanders
Mary
Warren Swann
Sanders has the distinction of
being the youngest member
and the only female member
of the board,of directors of the
Bank of Murray.
Mrs. Sanders and her
husband, city judge Stephen
Sanders, live at 1504 Oxford
Drive, Murray and they have
one son, Bill.
She is presently employed
as a secretary at the bank and
is a member of the United
Daughters of the Confederacy,
the Murray County Club, the
Thorobred Club and the
Murray State University
Alumni Association.
In her spare time she enjoys
swimming, water skiing and
MARY WARREN SANDERS needlework.

James E. Garrison
Bank of Murray board of
directors Member James E.
Garrison is president of Ryan
Milk Company of Murray.
He and his wife, Edith, live
at 303 Oakdale Drive and have
three children, Beth, David
and Nancy.
He is a past president of the
Southeast Dairy Council based
in Louisville, a past president
of the Murray Rotary Club, a
past president of the Murray
Chamber of Commerce and a
past chairman of the Calloway
County Airport board. He is
currently serving as chairman
of the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital Board.
Garrison is also a member
JAMES E.GARRISON
of the Kentucky • Dairy
He likes football, baseball
Products Association, and the
All • Jersey and water sports as leisure
National
time activities.
Association.
_

Local attorney Wells
Coverbeyr a member of the
board of directors of the Bank
of Murray, has served as
Murray City Attorney for the
past 20 years.
Overbey and his wife, Joyce
R. Overbey, live at 1507
Sycamore, Murray. One
daughter, Mary Wells Evans,
is in West Berlin, Germany
and another daughter, Lodge
0. Christopher, is presently at
University
of
the
Massachusetts, Amherst,..
Mass.
Overbey received his B.S.
degree from Murray State
University and the Juris
Doctor degree from the
University of Kentucky School
of Law. He is a member of the
WELLS OVERBEY
Calloway County, the Kentucky and American Bar American Legion, the Murray
associations. He served in the Lodge No. 105, Free and
Navy during WOrld War U and Accered Masons, the UK
held the rank of Lt.(jg).
Alumni Association, the MSU
In addition to his service as Alumni Association and a
Murray
City Attorney, charter member of the
Overbey served four years as Murray Country Club.
Calloway County attorney. He
He has served as governhas also served as chairman ment appeal agent for Draft
and a member of the Murray Board No. 10; as a special
Board of Education,chairman judge in Marshall and Caldof the boardof adjustments of well circuit courts and as a
the city of Murray and special prosecuting attorney
chairman of the board of in Christian circuit court.
Overbey is a member of the
trustees and Sunday School
teacher at the First United Municipal
Attorneys'
Methodist Church where he is association of Kentucky.
a member.
His favorite leisure time
Overbey ika member of the activity is gardening.

THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS of the Bank of Murray are seated around the conference table in their
regular monthly meeting in the Board Room of the Main Office, Downtown. From left to right, A.W.
Russell, A.W. Simmons, Sr., Eurie Garland, lames Lassiter, Wells Overbey, lames Hart, john Quertermous,
foe Ite)ick, Max Hurt, Hugh Gingles, Mary Sanders, Udell Irwin, James Garrison, Wells Purdom,Sr.

Max B. Hurt
Bank of Murray director
Max B. Hurt is a retired
executive vice president of the
Woodmen of the World Life
Insurance Society. He and his
wife, Mavis, who live at
Kirksey, have one daughter,
Mrs. Van B. IGeraldine)
Dunn.
Hurt is presently chairman
of the board of trustees of the
Calloway County Public
Library and chairman of the
finance board of the Kitritsey
Methodist Church.
He is. a „director on . the
following boards: Murray
Chamber of Commerce,
Kentucky
Western
Waterlands, Calloway County
Mental Health Association,
MAX B. HURT
Calloway County Retarded
America._
Citizens Association, the
In his spare time he enjoys
Jackson Purchase Mental
Health District and the Four reading, hunting and garRivers Council, Boy Scouts of dening.

I. Wells Purdom, Sr.,
I. Wells Purdom Sr., a
member of the Bank of
Murray's board of directors,
is a retired businessman and
lives at 302 N. 10th St. with his
wife Alice Belote Purdom. The
Purdom's have three children,
John Neal Purdom, I. Wells
Purdom Jr., and Mrs. Tim
( Patsy i Miller.
Purdom has served on the
Murray City Council, the
Murray Electric Board, the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital Board, the Murray
Chamber of Commerce, the
Calloway County Election
Commission, the jury commission and served on the first
Murray Planning and Zoning
Commission.
Purdom has been a member
of the board of the Murray
Wholesale Grocery, Co. and
Murray Plaza Courts and has
also served on the board of the
Southern Clay Co., Paris, Tn.,
the Cairo Production Co.,

Dr. James C. Hart, a
member of the Bank of
Murray's board of directors is
a physician and a diplomate of
the American Board of
Ophthalmology. He and his
wife, Elizabeth F. (Libby)
Hart, arethe parents of four
children James C. Hart, Jr.,
Nancy Rhea Hart. William
Glen Hart, M.D. and John P.
._
_
The Hart's live at 101 N.8th
Street, Murray.
Dr. Hart is a past president
of the Calloway County
Medical Society.. - He is a
member of the Kentucky
Medical Association, the
American
Medical
Association, the American
Academy of Ophthalmology
and Otolaryngology and the
Kentucky Ophthalmological
Society.
He is a member of the First
Christian Church and a past
president of the church board.
He is also a past board
mernbet of the Murray Lions
Club and a past president and

Hugh G. Gingles
Bank of Murray director
Hugh G. Gingles, the oldest
member of the board at age
84, lives at 1716 Keenland
JAMES-C. HART,M.D.
board member of the Four Drive with his wife,Bess.
The Gingles are the parents
Rivers Council, Boy Scouts of
America. He is a holder of the of three children, Rob. G.
coveted Silver Beaver Award Gingles of Murray, Billie
Banks of Nashville and Ralph
from BSA.
P. Ginfjes(deceasedj,
Dr. Hart enjoys all outdoor
He is a member of the 7thactiyities including hunting,
'and Poplar Churpti of 42irisL
-fishing and. ap-orts: as well- as
In addition to being a director
travel and good music.
of the bank, Gingles is alsoea
director of the West Kentucky
R. E. A. and the co-op of
Valley Counties.
A retired dairy farmer,
Gingles enjoys going back to i.
the farm, gardening and
fishing in his spare time.
HUGH G.GINGLES

Audrey W. Simmons, Sr.
Audrey W. Simmons, Sr., a
member of the board of
directors of the Bank • of
Murray, is retired. He and his
wife, Mary Sue Doherty, live
at 919 Sycamore and are the
parents of one son, A. W.
Simmons,Jr.

A. W. Russell
•

Simmons is a member of the
First United Methodist
Church of Murray where be
served 25 years as chairman
of the finance committee and
has served as chairman of the
board.
I. WELLS PURDOM,SR.
Cairo, Ga., the Ripley Clay
Co., Ripley, Miss., and the
Gro-Soil Co., of Tupelb, Miss:
Purdom likes golfing,
fishing and farming as his
spare time activities.

Dr. John Quertermous
Dr. John C. Quertermous, a
member of the board of
directors of thl Bank of
Murray,is a local physician.
Dr. Quertermous and his
wife, Ella Mae .h;ve. two
children, .John , B. Quertermous and Ellen Quertermous Beth.
Dr. Quertermous is a past
president of the Calloway
County Medical Society, a
past delegate for 10 years to
the
American
Medical
Association, and a past
president of the Kentucky
Medical Association.
He is a member of the
American Society of Internal
Medicine, a director of the
University of Kentucky
Tobacco Research Board, a
director of the Kentucky Blue
Shield board and vicepresident of the Kentucky
Medical Licensure Board. He
served as a delegate to the
White House Conference on
Aging in 1960.
Dr. 'Quertermous is a
member of the First Christian

Dr. James C. Hart

He has served two terms as
president of the Murray
Chamber of Commerce, has
been chairman of the MurrayCalloway County Hospital
Board, chairman of the
AUDREY W.SIMMONS,SR.
Murray Airport Board, a Agricultural Association.
director of the Murray Rotary
Simmons has also served as
Club and a charter member of a lay delegate to the Memphis
- the Murray Country Club.
Conference of the Methodist
Simmons has also served as Church and has a director of
a director of the Murray the Calloway County Fair and
Industrial Foundation, a Horse Show. He has been
director of the Four Rivers selected
for
honorary
Council, Boy Scouts of membership in 4-H and
America, a member of the Future Farmers of America.
Murray Planning and Zoning
In his spare time, Simmons
Commission and a member of enjoys quail hunting, farming
the board of the Kentucky and fishing.

Bank of Murray board of
directors member A. W.
Russell is a retired Murray
merchant. He and his wife,
Mildred Beale Russell, have
two daughters, Mrs. James W.
(Ann) Harris and Mrs.
Michael(Mary)Stone.
Russell is a member of the
First Baptist Church where he
has served as a deacon for 30
years, chairman of the
deacons for four terms,
church clerk, treasurer and
trustee, a member of the
pulpit committee and minister
of music search committees
and a member of all major
building and improvement
committees.
He has been a member of
the Murray Masonic Lodge for
40 years and is a Past Master
of the lodge.
Russell is a member of the
Murray State University
Century Club and the
Thorobred Club and is a
member of the Murray
Country Club. He'has served

A.W.RUSSELL
as a member of the Murray
City Council and the Murray
Electric System board. He has
also been a member of the
Industrial Foundation and the
Zoning and Planning Commission.
He enjoys golf in his spare

Udell (Duff) Erwin
Bank of Murray Director
Udell (Duff) Erwin is'a farmer and lives on Route 4,
Murray. He and his wife,
Dorothy Barnes Erwin, have
one daughter, Mrs. Steve
Story of Mayfield and one
grandchild, Mrs. Story's
daughter.
Erwin attended Lynn Grove
School and served 23 years
JOHN C.
with the Federal Land Bank
QUERTERMOUS,M.D.
board of Mayfield. He has also
Church. He is a past president served 8 years on the board of
of the Murray Country Club, a the Murray-Calloway County
past president of the Murray Hospital.
Erwin is a member of the
Rotary Club and a past
director of the Kentucky Golf Sinking Spring Baptist
Church.
,Association.
In his spare time he enjoys
He likes to spend his leisure
quail hunting, golf and fishing. UDELL(DUFF)ERWLN
time on the golf course.

ar.

:agorae.

Eurie Garland
Bank
director
Eurie
Garland is a local used car
dealer. He and his wife Polly
have four children, Pam,
Rhonda, Johnny and Ronnie.
The family lives at 316 S. 9th
St. in Murray.
Garland is a member of the
West Murray Church of
Christ, the Murray Country
Club, Kentucky Auto Dealers
Association and Murray
Dealers Auto Association.
He enjoys golf, fishing,
hinting and farming in his
spare time.

EURUC GARLAND .
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In February, 1975, the steel erection began on the new main offices of the Bank of Murray, which has been
designated to accommodate seven floors, three of which have been'completed in this phase of the espansion.
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We are most grateful_to the bank for their loyalty shown toward us and are very pleased to
have been a part of the continued growth of Murray. We want to thank all the sub-contractors
and everyone involved' in this endeavor for their exceptional work.

621 South 4th ,

753-1675
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- Officers Of The Bank Of Murray
•

Joe Dick, President
Joe Dick, chairman of the
board of directors and
president of the Bank of
Murray, has been associated
%%ith the local bank since 1955.
.0
He is married and he and his
wife, Wanda, have three
daujiters, Leeanna, 17, and
twins Carol and Catherine, 15.
The family's residence is on
Rt. 7. Murray.
Dick is a meiTiber of, and
past president of, the Murray
Rotary Club. He is also a
member of the Murray

A. W. Simmons, Jr.

Country , Club where he has
Dick presently serves on the
held the office of president, executive committee of the
the Big "M" Club, the Commuility Bankers for the
Thorobred Club and the First
United Methodist Church.
He is a past presitent of the
Group I Kentucky Bankers
Association (KBA ) and
chairman of the legislative
committee of KBA. He is a
past state vice president and
former member of the
Governing Council of the .
American Bankers
Association.

James Thurmond

JAMES W. THURMOND

James W. Thurmond has
been associated with the Bankof Murray for the past thirty
years and is currently vice
branch
and
president
manager of the University
Branch of the bank.
He and his wife Frances
have tvio children, Mrs. Betty
Ryan of Murray and Dr.
James D. Thurmond (DPM )
of Defiance, Ohio. The
Thurmonds live at 1206 Olive
Street.
Thurmond is an elder at the
7th and Poplar Church of
Christ and has served the
church as treasurer for the
past 10 years. He is also a
member of the Murray Lions
Club and has held the Post of
.treasurer.in that organization.

Joe Pat Ward

_

_Ward— s a *Vice
'peecidentand Cashier with the
Bank of Murray and has
worked for the bank for 31
years.
He is married and he and his
wife, Euple Eileen, have two
children, Judith Marie Grogan
and Joe Darrell Ward. Mr.
and Mrs. Ward make their
residence at 212 N. 8th St.
Ward ts --a--member
the
First Baptist Church where he
has held the position of
treasurer and the Murray
Lions Club which he has
served as president, treasurer
and director.
He likes to spend his spare
, time hunting, fishing, camping and playing tennis.

NEVA GREY ALLBRITTEN
quarterly on all student loans
to the Washington office;
handles collections and files
monthly reports on Small
Administration
, Business
loans; issues savings bonds,
and handles floor planning for
three companies. .
Mrs. Allbritten says she
likes swimming, tennis and
flying, but spends Most of her
time now in cooking, reading,
helping with civic projects,
and entertaining her two
grandsons.
Mrs. Allbritten is a past
president of the Murray
Woman's Clu,,b for two years;

eleAkt, 7;01016111'w-- t- ,„

'
IN MAY,1975 the new building began4o take shape as most of the steel had been set
into place.

Michael Sykes

Gedric Paschall

Michael Sykes is an
assistant vice president in the
auditing department of the
Bank of Murray. He has
worked for the hank for the
past six years.
He and his wife, Jackie have
two children, David, 6, and
Daina, 4. They live onlit. 2,
Murray.
Sykes is a member of the
Murray Optimist club. He
enjoys . hunting, fishing and
camping in his spare time.

Cedric Paschall is a vicepresident in the loan department of the Bank of Murray,
Paschall and his wife,
Norma have two children,
Stan, age 13, and Stacey, age

MARY ALICE GARNER

Mary Garner

Judy Fitts
Judy Grey Fitts is assistant
to the president at the Bank of
Murray. She has been em.4ployed at the bank for the past
13 years.
She and her husband Mac
MICHAEL SYKES

Mary Alice Garner, Route
Three. Murray, has been with
the Bank of Murray for 25
years. She is assistant vice- '• president, and manager of the
Southside Manor Branch.
Mrs.'Garner Tg—Tharried -to
Hafton C. Garner, and lists
reading, gardening, and
babysitting as her hobbies.
She is an auxiliary of the
National
Rural
Letter
Carrier's Associatiyn, and
attends the University Church
of Christ.

7.---*MDIkILL
-15:—PASCHAti
6. He has worked with the
Bank of Murray for the past 16
years.
Paschall, 40, is a pastpresident of the MurrayCalloway County. Jaycees, and
the Murray-Calloway County
Fair Board, Inc.

Marjorie Shroat Dunn
JOE PAT WARD

Neva Grey Allbritten
Neva Grey Allbritten, a
vice-president at the Bank of
Murray, has been with the
local bank for the past 31
years.
She and her husband, James
Rudy Allbritten, live at 804
Sycamore. They have one
daughter, Lynda Houck, and
two grandsons. Travers, age
five, and Barrett, age two.
Mrs. Allbritten makes
personal, collateral and
mortgage loans; handles
applications and finalizes all
student loans;
collects
monthly payments, keeps
ledger balanced, and reports

- JOE DICK
American Bankers
Association.
He is a member of the board
of directors of the Murray
Foundation,
Industrial
Murray -Chalipber of Commerce, a commissioner of the
Kentucky. Savings :Bond
Authority and,,a former- advisor to the Small BuSiness
Administration for Kentucky.
Dick
received
the
"Distinguished
Agriculture
Alumnus Award" from
Murray State UniverSity in
197Q-and.was named ."Man of
the Year" by the Murray
Chamber of Commerce in
1972.

• NW.

secretary,
a
past
corresponding secretary and
treasurer of the Murray
Woman's Club for two years
each; a past chairman of the
Music Department and Zeta
Department of the Woman's
Club and other offices in each
department; is on the Advisory Council boars of . the
Woman's Club and is past
chairman of that board; a past
aide to the president of the
Kentucky Federation of
Women's Clubs for two years,
and set up and ran six state
conventions; a past member
of the board of directors of the
K.F.W.C.; a past chairman of
the scholarship fund of the
K.f.W.C.for two years; a past
chairman of the president's
council of the K.F.W.C.;
A past treasurer of the
Murray chapter, National
Secretaries Association International and served on
various committees; was
named Secretary- of the Year
in 1971; was chairman of the
first Heart Sunday Drive in
Calloway County; is a past
secretary of the Murray
Country Club for fonr years,
and served on the board of
directors for four years; is a
member of the First Christian
Church choir; and has served
in various offices of the
Christian
Women's
Fellowship;
She is a past chairman of the
World Outreach committee;
she served four years as cochairman of the World
Outreach 'annual meetings; is
Mother Patroness of Alpha •
Sigma—Alp-ha sorority, at
Murray State; aids the DECA
and FBLA programs annually
at MSU; served as treasurer
and on the board of directors
of the Murray Civic Music
Association for the Past 18
years; and served as county
treasurer for the Arthritis
Fund Drive for the past 10
years.

Marjorie Shroat Dunn has
been with the Bank of Murray
for the past 30' years, and is
vice-president in the commercial loan department.
Mrs. Dunn is in charge of
making personal, mortage
and collateral loans; in charge
of U.S. Series E and H Bond
sales; responsible for Bank of
Murray stock transfers and
dividends; assist customers in
investment purchasing; and is
in charge of paying all city
•
school and hospital bonds.
JUDY GREY Fins..
Mrs. Dunn holds a-13.S.
have two children, Buff Ellen, degree from Murray State
age 7, and Sara, age 6,2 University in business admonths. They live at Route ministration and attended the
One., Hardin.
University of Kentucky School
Mrs. .Fitts lists_ swimming._ of Banking...She_ is_a member
NfAitJORIE SHROAT DUNN
boating and cooking as her and past.president of the Zeta
hobbies. .
Department, Murray .
Woman's Club, and is a First Baptist Church, the
member and past chairman of -Murray Country Club, the
the Kentucky Group of the Century Club, and Thorobred
National Association of Bank Club. .
traveling. She and her
Sue H. Wells is assistant Women.
cashier at the University
She is a member of Alpha husband, Felix Howard Dunn,
Branch of the Bank of Murray. Gamma Delta Fraternity, the live at 601 Elm.
She has been associated with
the local bank for 19 years.
She and her husband, Voris,
make their home on Rt. 7,
Murray.
She is a member of the First.
Bobby R. Manning is an
Baptist Church where she has
installment loan officer with
been a past president of her
the Bank of Murray and has
Sunday School Class and
worked for the bank 12E2
Training Union, the Murray
years.
Woman's Club and the Oaks
" He and his wife. Faye, have
Country Club where she 'has
two children, Tommy Ray, 9,
been a, secretary and
and Tracy, 6. They live on Rt.
treasurer of the Women's Golf
7, Murray.
Club.
- Manning lists farming and
She likes to spend her spare
fishing as his 'spare time
time on the golf course,
activities.
playing bridge or reading.

Sue Wells

Bob Manning

A. W. Simmons, Jr., is the
executive vice president of the
Bank of Murray andlos
worked for the bank for the
past 15 years.
He is married to the former
Edwina Humphreys and they
have three.children,-Catherine
Canes Simmons, 14, A.
Wilson Simmons III, 12, and
Edwin Ward Humphreys
Simmons, 10. The family lives
on Rt. 4, Murray.
Simmons is currently
serving as a' director and
member of the finance
committee of the National
Association for Mental Health,
Washington, D.C. and as a
director for the Kentucky
Association for Mental Health,
Louisville. He served as
president of the Kentucky
Association during 1973, 1974
And 1975.
-.
He is a dfrector on the board
of the Murray Comprehensive
Care Center, director and
president-elect of the Murray
Rotary Club, director And
president of the Murray Civic
Music, Association, cochairman of the Jackson
Purchase Heritage Museum
and director and treasurer of
the Murray Chamber of
Commerce.
Simmons is also a director
of Lakeland Retirement
Community, Inc., trustee for
the Illinois Association for
Mental Health,-and a trimber
of the First United Methodist
Church where he serves on the
property committee and as a
member of the board.
He was appointed by Gov.
- Carroll- in Sesomber,._ to a

A. W. SIMMONS, JR.
three-year term as a member
of the Governor's Volunter
Advisory Council.
Simmons has previously
served as a member of the
executive committee of
United Campus Ministry at
Murray State University, as
co-chairman of the Kentucky
State Charity Horseshow, as a
director and treasurer of the
Regional Mental Health
Centers of Western Kentucky,
and as a director of the
Calloway County Bicentennial
Committee.
Simmons holds membership
in the Murray Country Club,
the -Thorobred Club, Sign* Alpha Epsilon Fraternity and
the Alumni Association of the
University of Kentucky.
Simmons lists his sparetithe activities as' tennii;
water sports, and traveL

Tom Rushing

411

Thomas Rushing is an
assistant vice-president and a
loan officer in the commercial
loan department of the Bank
of Murray. He has worked for
the bank for six years.
He and his wife, Lita, have
two childrenrLori, 17 and Lee Ann, 10.
Rushing serves on the
Murray City Council and is a
member of. the Murray Optimist Club and the Big "M"
Club.
He likes to devote every'
spare moment to fishing and
hunting.
MARY FRANCES BELL

Mary Bell
Howard Steely
Howard Steely is a vice
president in the ,commercial
loan department of the Bank
of Murray and has been
associated with the bank for 14
years.
He and his wife, Freda, have
two children, William Wily,9,
and Connie, 3, and they make
their home cri Rt. 7, Murray.
Steely is a member of the
Murray Optimist Club and is a
past president, director and
secretary-treasurer of that
organization.
He likes to spend his spare
time farming and golfing.

THOMAS RUSHING

Mary
Frances
Bell,
assistant cashieeand teller at
the Bank of Murray, has been
with the bank for the past 21
years. t
She and her husband,
Bernard D. Bell, have two
children, •Lashlee Foster, 11,
and Stephen, age 27.
Mrs. Bell, 802 Meadow
Lane,is a member of the First
United Methodist Church, the
Murray Woman's Club, and
the Calloway County Country
Club. She lists golf and
needlepoint as her hobbies.

Max Beale
Max Beale, the first vice
president in charge of
operations of the Bank of
Murray, has been assoHated
with the bank for the past 21
years.
He and his wife, Hazel, live
at 210 S. 12th St., Murray and
they have one married
daughter, Patricia Sellars.
Beale is a member of the
Murray Lions Club and has
served that organization two
terms as secretary.b
He spends his spare time
golfing, fishing and watching
all sports.
PATRICIA LEE DALTON

A.R. HATCHER

A. R. Hatcher

SUE H. WELI.S

A.R. Hatcher is a vicepresident ,in the installment
loan department of the Bank
of •Murray. He has been employed at the local bank for the
past eight years.
Hatcher and his wife Melva
have One son, Brent, age 17.
The Hatcher's live at 1544
Glendale Road.
Hatcher, 41, is a member of
the Murray Lions Club and the
First Baptist Church. He lists
golfing as his main hobby.

Pat Dalton

ROB GrNGLES

Rob Gingles

BOBBY R. MANNING

Rob. G. Gingles, vice
president with the Bank of
Murray, has been with the
local bank for the past 19
years.
and his wife Gwen have
two children. Johnny, age 25,
and Jimmy,age 22,,and live at
508 Meadow Lane.
-Gingles, 56, is a deacon at
the University Church of
Christ, and lists. part-time
farming as a hobby.

MAX BEALE

Patricia Dalton is personnel
secretary and assistant
cashier at the Bank of
Murray. She has been employed at the bank for the past
12 years.
Mrs. Dalton and her
hUtband, Carl Dalton,,live at
Route Four, Murray.
She is a member of Sinking
Spring Baptist Church,
Baptist Young Women, and
the Willing Workers Sunday
School Class at that church.
She lists reading and sewing
as her hobbies.
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Congratulations

The Bank of Murray's

to the

Bank of Murray

_

OPEN HOUSE

Calloway County
Lumber Co.
204 N.4th

Tues., Wed., Thurs.,

753-5833

/
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Congratulations
Bank of Murray
On Your Beautiful

New Buildings

Bank of Murray

Thank too for letting
vs be a part ol tie
opening of them
1
nber
iteir
IT

usly
the
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y at
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ucky
as a
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cky,
the
nnial

H.T. Danner
Painter
A3'-hrl
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We Congratulate You
During Your
Open House!

As You Hold Your

Open House
Allow us to offer our

Congratulations
Bonk of Murray

ship
:lub,
me and

Installing your LouverDrapes was a pleasure

Paducah Tent
Awning

r the
;

We are glad to have been a part of the construction
of the Main Office and Southside Branch.

111 Broadway,Paducah

442-0156

tare-

Murray Lumber Co.

Connecting the old building to the new structure seemed to be no major task for
Murray construction workers as they set the steel in place completing this job.

Congratulations

104 Maple St.

753-3161

to the

Bank of Murray
on .your

Open House
LL

Bank of Murray

We are pleased to
- hare been a part
in the decoring of your
nice bank.

Bell,
er at
been
st 21

Bel-Air
Decor

and.
two
, 31,
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First
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Bel-Air Center

Art students from Murray High Schoo!, under the
supervision of Mrs. Betty Scott, painted murals on the
construction wall around the building site of the Bank
of Murray,October,1974.

753-3642
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We were very proud to be a part of the beautification of your new facilities
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Plumbing
501 N. 4tli
Murray
753-616S
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(Court Square

April 26-21-28

and

South Manor Branch s
April 26, 27 & 28,1977
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Report of the Condition of the

BANK OF MURRAY
Doing business at the town of Murray, County of Calloway, State of Kentucky, at the close of business
on the 30th day of December, 1933
•
RESOURCES
Loans and discounts (including rediscounts,
foreign bills, exchange, drafts, bonds sold
with banks' indorsement and mortgages in
hands of trustees to secure bond issues)...$444,720.29
10,000.00
U. S. Government Securities owned
52,300.61
Other Bonds owned
61.27
Overdrafts
4325.21
Due from State Banks
53,151.38
Due from National Banks
14,765.19
Actual. cash on hand
8,128.05
Exchange for clearing
129.83
Cash Items
12,000.00
Banking House
8,276.30
Furniture and Fixtures
42,130.00
Other Real Estate
Other Resources not included under any of
2,000.00
above heads

Condensed Statement of Condition of The

Condensed Statement of Condition of The

BANK OF MURRAY

BANK OF MURRAY
At the Close of Business December 31, 1965

At the Close of Business, June 15, 1960
RESOURCES

1,300,072.86

U. S. Government Bonds

3.802.331.26

8014000.00

Capital Stock

400.000.00

Surplus
8,920,844.93
709,851.94

Instalbnint Loans

79,984.92

F. H. A. Title I

$ 60,500.00
Capital Stock paid in
10,000.00
Surplus
1,730.73
Undivided Profits
Various Reserves (including dividends de2,139.16
clared .and unpaid)
188,779.40
Deposits subject to check
Certificates of deposit for re-organizatron,
356,186.77
no interest paid until 10-15-34
Deposits (on which interest is paid, including
20,725.92
certificates of deposit)
- 4,913.35
Savings deposits
423.98
Cashier's checks outstanding
1,175.49
Due to State Banks
NONE
Bills Payable
Other liabilities not ipcluded under any of the
2,413.33
above heads

F. H. A. Title II

721,085.99

G. I. Loans

141,374.02

805,694.27
12,396,238.55

Installmi‘nt Loans

2,486,721.05

F. H. A. Title II

1,233,131.18
46,522.44

G. I. Loans

Undivided Profits
and Reserves

305,740.46
11,466,016.43

Deppeits

Banking House (Including
Downtown Branch)

265,000.00
15,501.09

Real Estate

100,000.00

Furniture and Fixtures

49,000.00

Banking House

$24,745,267.17

1.00

Real Estate

84,488.50

Furniture and Fbctures

LIABILITIES
413,871.756.89

$ 13,871.756.89

Member of Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

Capital Stock

5043,000.00

Surplus

750,000.00

Undivided PrOfits

309,094.45-

Reserves.

350,200.30
22,761,972.42

Deposits

$648,988.13

TOTAL

4,797,905.34

Other Bonds
Loans and Discounts

283,840.87

Other Bonds
Loans and Discounts

$ 2,558,553.34

U. S. Government Bonds

Cash and Due from Banks

LIABILITIES

Cash and Due from Banks

LIABILITIES

RESOURCES

$648,988.13

TOTAL

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

MURRAY. IMPITUCKY

14,000.00

Other Liabilities
111.4•00.1111111.MOGI

Statement of the Condition of
$24;705,267.17

Bank of Murray'
•-,

MEMBER OF FEDERAL DEPOSIT
•

INSURANCE CORPORATION

Murray, Kentucky

At the close of business June 30, 1937

CONDENSED STATEMENT OF CONDITION OF THE

RESOURCES

LIABILITIES .

Loans and Discounts. .$822,322.38
11. S. Government Bonds 341,139.90
...... 100,820.04
Other Bonds
and
hand
on
Cash
Due from Banks ... 239,496.?2
Banking House, Furniture and Fixtures. 17,000.00
Other Real Estate.... 43,860.70
675.67
Overdrafts

Capital Stock
$ 60,500.00
Surplus
35,000.00
Undivided Profits and
Reserves
8,789.39
Deposits
BILLS PAYABLE..
NONE
Notes and Bills
NONE
Rediscounted
Other Liabilities
2,068.93

$1,565,314.91

TOTAL

$1,565,314.91

TOTAL

Deposits up I. 811,ee6.ee Guaranteed by Federal Deposit insurance Corporation

CONDENSED STATEMENT OF THE CONDITION OF THE

BANK OF MURRAY, Murray, Kentucky
At the Close of Business, December 31, 1947

LIABILITIES.

RESOURCES
Cash and Due from Banks $ 995,183.41
U. S. Government Bonds.. 2,078,800.00
145,401.00
Other Bonds
3,086,180.94
Loans and Discounts
56,29G.34
F.H.A. Loans
26,000.00
Banking House
1,000.00
Furniture and Fixtures
- 1.00
Real Estate

Capital Stock
Surplus
Undivided Profits
Deposits

$ 150,000.00
200,000.00
41,600.60
5,997,262.09

Bank
Of
Murray
Through
The
Years

BANK OF MURRAY
MURRAY, KENTUCKY
AT THE CLOSE OF BUSINESS JUNE 30, 1971

RESOURCES
$ 3,423,497.37
.Cash and Due From Banks
7,333,396.41
U.S. Government Bonds
2,690,318.21
Municipal and Other Bonds
1,150,000.00
U.S. Government Agency Securities
3,000,000.00
Federal Funds
26,314,496.14
Loans and Discounts
511,867.38
Banking House and Equipment
400,211.84
Interest Earned not Collected
213,307.60
Other Assets

LIABILITIES

$6,388,862.69

$6,388,862.69

.545,037,094.95

Total Resources

Capital Stock
Surplus
Dentures
Undivided Profits
Reserve
Unearned Interest
Deposits
Other Liabilities

$

Total Liabilities

$45,037,094-.95

740,000.00
1,360,000.00
500,000.00
928,688.84
478,486.32
551,427.63
39,978,513.35
499,978.81

MEMBER FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION

Condensed Statement of the Condition of the

BANK OF MURRAY
MURRAY, KENTUCKY
At The Close Of Business, December 30, 1955
LIABILITIES
RESOURCES
Cash and Due From Banks
U. S. Government Bonds

31,271,593.30

Capital Stock
Surplus

Fit A. Loans

255,938.7i,

G. I. Loans

271,980.03

Reserves
Deposits

Commodity Credtt„Corp.. Loans

74,031.11

Banking House

28,000.00

Furniture and Fixtures

300,000.00

Undivided Profits and

4,215.233.36

Loarui and Discounts

Real Estate

4 150,000.00

3,963,925.01
147,360.00

Other Bonds

BANK OF MURRAY - MURRAY,KENTUCKY
Comparative Balance Sheet
December 31, 1976

-239,8252I
1.462,225.09

1.00

34,000.00
310,152,050.40

$10.152.060.40

TOTAL ASSETS

//
' BAC 41 i. I
a ....•••••=.......41.o.i.........•••••••••••...

Member Federal Deposit Insurance corporation

4,036,898.

1975
3,188,964.

9,776,005.
2,152,554.
8,132,015.
9,000,000.

9,091,797.
1,152,998.
7,,291,173.
7,250,000.

1976
ASSETS
Cash and Due from Banks
Investment Securities
U. S. Government
Federal Agencies
State & Municipal
Federal Funds Sold
Loans & Discount, Gross
Less Unearned Discount
Reserve for Loss on Loans
Loans & Discount, Net
Bank Premises & Equipment
Other Real Estate Owr*d
Ax;crued Interest Receivable
Prepaid Items & Other Assets

41,929,231.
1,045,675.
243,468.

47,341,967.
1,263,933.
270 617.
45,807,417.
2,746,399.
869,894.
80.061.
82 601 263

40,640,088.
1,986,109.
44,700.
800,481.
218 294.
71.664.604,
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Ribbon
Cutting
Planned
Tuesday

"•'

The Bank of Murray will
dedicate its newly remodeled
and _expanded Downtown
Center at a ribbon cutting at
9:00 a. m. on ACiril 26th. This
will usher in a three-day open
house celebration of this new
facility as well as the new
South Manor Branch;which is
located on South 12th Street.
The
ribbon
cutting
ceremony will be at the Court
Square entrance to the main
banking building and the
ribbon will be made of 1.1. S.
-Currency. Following the
ceremony, the money will be
donated to the _local charity
receiving the largest number..
of votes cast by bank employees. The public is invited
to attend and to inspect the
new three-story center.
Brochures
will
be
distributed to visitors as they
enter the building designating
items of interest. One
highlight of the open house,
which is scheduled during
regular banking hours, will be
the opportunity for visitors to
register for We Believe in
Murray Products." At 4:00 p.
m. on Thursday, April 28th,
eight names will be drawn as
winners of these products,
which will be displayed in the
bank building.
Bank personnel wearing
name tags will be stationed
throtigheutrthe bank to answer
questions of visitors. Refreshnts will be served in the
ployee dining room on the
--third-floor and-favors will be
given away on the lower level
as visitors exit the building
:through - the drive-in teller
area.
The staff of the South Manor
Branch will also be showing
their new facility which
_features three drive-in -windows, indoor walk-up teller
windows and a unique security
surveillance system.

nk's Main Lobby asit4ppeared In 1954.

3

ongratutations

‘.

to the

INI

Bank
of
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our,compliments on
both new buildings...
The Main Office and
the Southside Branch

Lassiter Plaster
Co., Inc.
.r

601 N. 4th
753-5370
Murray, Ky.
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THE MAIN banking lobby from the entrance on fourth Street.
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"The Bank of Murray"
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One of the important reasons
for our constant
cotnmunity progress
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THE WAITING AREA for the Installment Department and Commercial Loan Department
features a color sc hem('
of emerald green, yellow and brown.

We Are Happy
To Extend Our

Congratulations
Bank
of
Murray

Bank
of Murray

thank you for letting us help with the
point and wallpaper

Grand Opening

Tidwell Paint
& Floor Covering

Alderson Elevator
Co., Inc.
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3
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To The

1210 Main
/

753-3080
/

/

on their

•

Paducah,Ky.

554-5285

Our Compliments To You!
from

West Ky. Rural Eledric
Cooperative Corporation
Murray-Mayfield
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Employes Of The Bank Of Murray
C44i0LYN J. ALEXANDER is a
bookkeeper at the Bank of Murray
where she has been employed for four
months. She and her husband, Gerald
L. Alexander reside on Route 7,
• Murray. They have four children, Bill,
Sherry, Sheila, Sha" Renee'. She
• enjoys sewing, painting and all arts and
_crafts.
JANE BARNETT is one of the Main
Office Drive-In tellers at the Bank of
Murray. She has worked for the Bank
for eight. years. She and her husband,
Joe Pat Barnett along with their two
children, Stefani and Ami Leigh, live in
Sherwood Forest, Murray. Jane enjoys
sewing, reading, and motorcycle
riding. She attends church at Scotts
Grove Baptist.
SONDRA BARNETT is a teller at the
new South Manor Branch. She has
2
/
worked for the Bank of Murray for 101
years. She is married to Max Barnett,
and they have two children, Brad and
Beverly. They reside Itt,107 North 14th
' St. and attend Memorial Baptist
Church. Sondra enjoys reading, sewing,
and gardening.
ANNE BARROW is a teller at the
Main Office, Bank of Murray. She and
her husband, Hubert, along with their
two children, Scott and Jane Anne, live
on Route 2, Hazel. Anne has worked for
the Bank for eight years. She belongs to
the Parent Teacher Club and attends
the Hazel Church of Christ. She enjoys
reading, camping and sewing.
ZANDRA D. BARROW works in our
Savings Department at the Bank of
Murray. She has been with the Bank for
six years. Zandra lives at 1636 West
Main, Murray, and spends her spare
time bowling, boating, and reading.
WILMA BILLINGTON is our
• Receptionist and Central Purchasing
- Clerk. She has worked for the Bank of
Murray for sixteen years. She resides
at 1515 Henry Street with her husband,
Mason, and their two boys, Jon Mark
and Phillip. Wilma is a member of
Memorial Baptist Church and spendsi
_ . her spare timesiaking and aggps,
CHERYL D. BOLEN. has worked or
the Bank of Murray as Proof Clerk for
one year. She and her husband, Larry,
reside at 600 Poplar Street, Murray.
Cheryl is a member of the Brooks
Chapel Methodist Church and the
Kappa Department of the Murray
Woman's Club. She enjoys reading and
playing the piano in her leisure time.
ROSEMARY BOYD is•secretary in
our Auditing Department. She has
worked for the Bank of Murray for stt
years. She and Donnie, her husband,
reside on Route 4, Box 130A, Murray.
Rosemary enjoys hunting, fishing and
biking.
WANDA BOYD is secretary in
Installment Loans. She has been with
the Bank six months. She resides on
Route 2, Box 167, Murray with her
husband, Gerrald and her three year
old daughter, Heather. Wanda likes to
spend all her spare tine with her little
:‘ daughter.
ZANDRA M. BRANDON has worked
for the Bank of Murray as Proof Clerk
for two years. She and her husband,
• David, reside on Route I, Box 419,
Murray. Zandra is a member of the
Williams Chapel Church of Christ and
enjoys needlepoint, reading, and
cooking.
CAROLYN BYARS is a secretary in
the Auditing Department of the Bank of
Murray. She, along with her husband,
Walter, and their two children. Greg
and Susan, reside on Route 2, Hazel.
Carolyn is a member of the Green
Plains Church of Christ. She likes to
spend as much time as possible
reading.
MARTHA COVEY has worked as
Teller at the Drive-In Window at the
University Branch of the Bank of
2 years. She lives on
/
.' Murray for 31
Route 7, Murray with her husband,
Gary, and daughter, Alesia. Martha
attends Sinking Springs Baptist Church
and golfs at the Oaks Country Club
when time permits.
PAM CUNNINGHAM has worked for

the Bank of Murray for three years as a
bookkeeper. She and her husband,
Gary, live on Route 2, Box 94A, Murray.
Pam likes to read and go boating.
JANE CURD is a secretary to A. W.
Simmons, Jr. and Neva Grey Allbritten
in the Commercial Loan Department.
She has worked for the Bank of Murray
for twelve years. Jane and her
husband, Russell, reside on Route 5,
Murray with their three children,
Vanessa, Grace, and Cliff. She attends
the Seventh & Poplar Church of Christ
and spends most of her spare time
reading and cooking.
WILLIE C( DICK has been custodian
at the Bank of Murray for fifteen
months. He and his wife,. Audie, reside
at 500 South 13th St., Murray. They
have one daughter, Suzanne, who is
married. Willie likes to read and listen
to music.
JOBETH ENGLAND is Head
Bookkeeper at the Bank. She has been
employed by the Bank of Murray for
eleven years. Jobeth and her husband,
Larry, along with their daughter, Lori,
live at 915 Johnny Robertson Rd.,
Murray. They attend the Cherry Corner
Baptist Church. Jobeth enjoys sewing
and all arts and crafts.
JEANETTE FAIN is a teller at the
Main Office of the Bank of Murray. She
has worked for the Bank for eight
years. She lives at 1714 Magnolia Dr.,
Murray with her husband, Bobby, and
son, Keith. They attend the Salem
Baptist Church. Jeanette enjoys
needlepoint, crewel, travel, boating,
and water skiing.
MARILYN FLOOD has been a Proof
Clerk at the Bank of Murray for over a
year. She and her husband, Larry, live
on Route 4, Murray. She attends the
Locust Grove Baptist Church and enjoys needlepoint, bowling,and cooking.
KAREN FORREST is our newest
employee at the Bank of Murray,
having just been hired as a
Bookkeeping Filing Clerk. She resides
with her husband, William, on Route 5,
Murray _She enjoys
Box.
needlepoint, rftball, bine-Ent-and all
sports. PHYLLIS FURGERSON is a parttime teller at the Bank now. She has
worked for the Bank of Murray for
eighteen years. She.and her husband,
Byron, live on Route 7, Box 47, Murray,
with their young son, Adam Wesley.
Phyllis enjoys reading and working in
her yard.
BETTY GENTRY is one of our newer
eMployees, having been with the Bank
of Murray for three months as a
Bookkeeper. She, her husband,
William, and their three children, Gina,
Jimmy,and Gwen, live on Route 4, Box
177A, Murray. Betty is a member of the
Southwest Parent-Teachers Club and
spends her spare time sewing and
working with hand crafts.
JUNE GINGLES has worked for the
Bank of Murray for nineteen years in
our Bookkeeping Department. She lives
at 511 South 13th Street, Murray, and
attends the Seventh and Poplar Church
of Christ. June enjoys reading and
traveling.
PATSY HALE is a teller at our new
South Manor Branch. She has worked
for the Bank for five years. She and her
husband, Edward, live at Route 6, Box
177-A, Murray, with their two children,
Lone and Mark. Patsy attends the Elm
Grave Baptist Church and enjoys
needlepoint, macrame,and bike riding.
MARSHA HARGROVE is a Drive-In
Teller at our Main Office, Downtown.
She has worked for the Bank of Murray
for four years. She and her husband,
Charles, live at Route 3, Box 98,
Murray. Marsha attends the Seventh &
Poplar Church of Christ, and she
spends a lot of her spare time playing
softball, bowling, camping, and water
skiing.
RACHEL HENDON is a part-time
bookkeeper and has worked for the
Bank of Murray for 6'^i years. She and
her husband, Robert, reside at 909
Waldrop Drive, Murray. She belongs to
the Murray University Womens'

Society, is a teacher at the University
Church of Christ, Treasurer of Theta
Department, Murray Woman's Club,
and Suburban Homemaker. She has
three children, Rebecca, Carolyn, and
Mirriam. Rachel enjoys sewing and
gardening.
WANDA HENDON is a secretary to
A. R. Hatcher, Installment Loan
Department. She has worked for the
Bank of Murray for ten years. She and
her husband, Gene, reside at Oakes
Estates, Murray. She attends the First
Baptist Church and is a member of the
National Secretaries Assoc., Int. She
has served as Treasurer of the National
Secretaries Association.
LINDA HODGE is our P.B.X.
Operator for the Main Office, Downtown, and both Branches. She is
married to Dickie Hodge, and they live
at 1614 College Farm Road, Murray.
Linda has worked for the Bank of
Murray for six years. She is a member
of Beta Sigma Phi and is presently the
Chapter's Extension Officer. She enjoys bowling and working with house
plants.
MARILYN HOUSTON has worked
for the Bank of Murray in our Credit
Department for one year. She and her
husband, Leslie, reside on Route 3, Box
431, Murray. She likes to fish and work
in her flower gardens.
VICKI HUMPHFtEYS has been a
bookkeeer at the Bank of Murray for
one year. She lives on Route 1, Hazel,
and enjoys cooking, tennis, and
photography.
LINDA HUNT is a teller at the
University Branch of the Bank of
Murray. She has been with the Bank for
ten years. Linda and her son, Jason,
live in Murray Manor, Murray. She
belongs to the Murray Woman's
Bowling Association. Linda enjoys
playing tennis, riding horses, hunting,
bowling, bellydancing, house plants,
country-western
needlepoint, and
_music.
ETHEL JACKSON is a teller at our
thiiversity.Branch.. che halt worked for
'the-Rita for ahtiostliVe years.She,her
husband, Jerry, and their two children,
live on Route 1, Box 137, Dexter. She
attends Dewards Chapel Church, and is
a Youth Sunday School Teacher. Ethel
enjoys camping, tennis, fishing, and
music.
PAT LATIMER is a teller at our new
South Manor Branch. She has worked
2 years.
/
for the Bank of Murray for 71
She is married to James Latimer, and
they have two children, Candace and
Jeremy. They live in Hazel. Pat is
Second Vice President of the Hazel
Womans Club, Secretary, Hazel Grove
No. 869 of Woodmen of the World, and
attends the Hazel Baptist Church. She
enjoys reading, macrame, needlepoint
and bike riding.
EMMA DEAN LAWSON is a Note
Teller for the Bank of Murray. She has
been with the Bank for eight years. She
is married to Merritt Lawson; and they
have one son, Randy. She resides in
Kingswood Estates, Murray. Emma
Dean is a member of the North
Cumberland
Grove
Pleasant
Presbyterian Church.
DENECIA LOVINS is a Proof Clerk.
She has been employed by the Bank of
Murray for five years. She and her
husband, Michael, live on Route 4,
Murray. Denecia attends the Sinking
Springs Baptist Church. She enjoys
reading and cooking.
DONNA J. MCCORD is a Proof Clerk.
She has been with the Bank for three
years. Donna lives at 1304 Olive Blvd.,
Murray; and attends the-First
Christian Church. She enjoys reading,
needlepoint, cooking, and tennis.
MARILYN MCGINNIS is a teller at
the Main Office Drive-In, and has been
with the Bank for eight years. Marilyn,
her husband, Van, and their daughter,
Angela, live on Route 1, Hazel. Marilyn
attends the South Pleasant Grove
United Methodist Church. She enjoys
sewing, needlework, camping, and
boating.
JO MATHIS is a teller at the Main

THE EMPLOYE DINING ROOM of Ihe Bank of Murray will accommodate approximately *;0 people. It features a
4
fully-emipped kitchen.

INTERIOR VIEW of the new Main Office, Bank of Murray as seen from the'MezzanineJeyel.
•

Office, Downtown. She has worked for
the Bank for seven years. She is
married to Howard Mathis and has
three children, Cindy Ross, Debby Orr,
and,Glen. Jo resides at Dexter. She is a
teacher at the Dexter Baptist Church.
She spends her spare time sewing and
doing housework.
FRANCES MOSS is a Note Teller and
has been with the Bank of Murray for
twelve years. She Ts diartled-to Harold
Moss; and they have two girls, Johnda
and Jill. They live at 1512 Canterbury
Drive, Murray. Frances is a member of
the First Methodist Church. She enjoys
water skiing.
SHIRLEY MILLER is a Note Teller
and has been employed by the Bank of
Murray for five years. She and her son,
David, live at the A-0 Coach Estates,
Murray. Shirley is a past matron of the
Order of Eastern Star and a member of
the Flint Baptist Church. She enjoys
tennis, softball, basketball, fishing,
hunting, and music.
CALTON MORGAN is the Security
Guard for the Bank of Murray, and has
been with us for six years. He and his
wife, Louise, reside at 1307 Kirkwood
Dr., Murray. They have one son, Max,
of Murray. He is a member of the
Murray Masonic Lodge and spends his
spare time boating and fishing.
BECKY NANCE has been a
bookkeeper for the Bank of Murray for
two years. She and her husband, Mike,
reside at Route 7, Box 244, Murray.
Becky enjoys bowling, sewing, and
reading.
PATSY NEALE works in our
Auditing Department, balancing the
daily general ledger and working with
car dealers drafts and other collection
items. She has worked for the Bank for
912 years. She is married to James
Neale, and they have one son, Chris.
They live at 302 South 15th St., Murray.
Patsy plays the organ at the Sinking
Spring Baptist Church and is a member
of the Baptist Young Women. She enjoys playing golf, reading, playing the
organ, and bowling.
PATRICIA WIGGINSNESBI"T is a
Note Teller at the Bank of Murray
where she has been employed for nine
years. She is married to John Paul
Nesbitt, and they are the parents of a
daughter, Christie Leigh. They reside
at Route 1, Alm). She is presently
serving as Recording Secretary of Beta
Sigma Phi. She listed her hobbies as
tennis, skiing, and music.
PAT PAGE works part-time in our
Bookkeeping Department. She has been
working for the Bank for approximately two months. She is
married to Bill Page,and they have two
children, Doug Allison and Shannon.
They live at 1,i23 London Dr., Murray.
Pat is the Sunday School SecretaryTreasurer of the First United Methodist
Church. She enjoys plants, sewing, and
gardening.
ISABEL PARKS is a teller at the
University Branch. She has worked for
the Bank of Murray for twenty-four
years. She is married to Rudell Parks
and they have one daughter, Marilyn
Chatman. Isabel lives at 914 Sycamore
Street. Murray. She is a member of the
Seventh di Poplar Church of Christ and
past secretary-treasurer of the Murray
Woman's Bowling Association. She
enjoys bowling, gqfplaying bridge,
,
and pinochle.
JUDY PASCHALL is secretary to

Gedric Paschall at the University
Branch. She has worked for the Bank of
Murray for six years. Judy is married
to Ray Paschall, and they live on Route
I, Hazel. She enjoys bowling, crafts,
and indoor plants.
FRED PERRY has been working as
custodian for the Bank of Murray, parttime for the past ten years.
BECKY PRITCHETT is reporting
ur Credit Department.She has
-Ocreit-b
been with the Bank for three years. She
is married to Sidney Pritchett; and
they have one child; Allison. They live
on Route 1, Dexter. Becky enjoys
watching all sports events and
refinishing furniture.
BARBARA.ROGERS AND JAMES
ROGERS have been cu,stodians at the
Main Office, Downtown, for one year.
They have two children, Diedre Rene'e
and Daryl Ray. They live at Route 1,
Hazel; and attend the South Pleasant
Grove United Methodist Church.
Barbara enjoys sewing and James
enjoys horseback riding. They both like
to spend their spare time camping.
MARY WARREN SANDERS is a
secretary in the Commercial Loan
Department. She has worked for the
Bank of Murray for five years. She is
married to Stephen Sanders, and they
have one son, Bill. They live at 1504
Oxford Drive, Murray. Mary is a
member of the United Daughters of the
Confederacy. She listed water skiing as
her favorite pastime.
CAROL J. SIMS is a secretary in the
Installment Loan Department. She has
worked for the Bank of Murray for ten
years. She and her husband, Ray, live
at 920 South 18th Street, Murray, with
their two children, Janee and Jason.
Carol is treasurer of the National
Secretaries Association. She belongs to
the Seventh & Poplar Church of Christ
and enjoys reading and cooking.
JUDY SMOTHERMAN works in our
Auditing Department as secretary. She
is married to David Smotherman, and
they have one son, Jonathan. Judy has
worked for the Bank six years. She is a
member of the Sinking Spring Baptist
Church, and she enjoys working with
plants.
paeteller at the
SONJA SPEIG
ie has been with
University BranciNs
the Bank of Murray for four years.
Sonja is married to Jerry Speight, and
they have two boys, Jody and Jeremy.
They reside at 1803 College Farm Rd.,
Murray. Sonja is a member of the
North Pleasant Grove Cumberland
Presbyterian Church, where she sings
in the choir. She is also President of the
Cumberland Presbyterian Women, and
a member of the Murray Tennis Center.
She enjoys weekends at the cabin and
working with indoor plants.
JANE STOKES has been working
part-time in our Bookkeeping Department for ten years. She is married to
Will Ed Stokes and they have two
children, Barry and Terri. She resides
at Route 6, Box 358B. Jane is a member
of the First Baptist Church. She enjoys
reading,sewing, and gardening.
DORTHA STUBBLEFIELD has been
a teller at the Main Office, Downtown,
for eight months. She is married to
Larry Stubblefield, and they reside at
1511 Belmont Drive, Murray. Dortha is
a member of the 'Flint Baptist Church
and the Gamma Gamma Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi. She enjoys tennis,
macrame, crocheting, sewing, and

playing the piano,
MELODY SWIFT is our vault
receptionist. he has been an employee
of the Bank for ten years. She has two
children, Beverly and Rodney, and is
married to Bill Swift. They reside at
2 Irvan Street, Murray. Melody is a
/
2071
member of the First Baptist Church
and enjoys cooking and reading.
DEBBIE TEAGUE is a Proof Clerk
and has been with the B kii one
year. She lives at Route 1, Box 108,
Kirksey. Debbie is a member of
Brewers Methodist Church and enjoys
needlepoint, reading,and sewing.
MARY FRANCES THOMPSON is a
teller at our Main Office, Downtown.
She has been with the Bank for three
years. She has two children, Bruce arid
Kevin. She is married to Loyd Thompson and they reside at 1319 Kirkwood,
Murray. She is Secretary for the FreedHardeman College Associates. She is
also a member of the Seventh de Poplar
Church of Christ and teaches the second
grade Sunday School Class there. Mary
Frances states she enjoys sewing and
reading.
SADIE NELL WEST has been a parttime teller at the University Branch of
the Bank of Murray for 31
2 years. She is
/
married to Ed M. West, Sr.i and they
have two children, Mrs. William M.
(Julie) Smith and Dr. Ed M. West, Jr.
Sadie enjoys needlepoint, playing
bridge, and golf.
SUE C. WICKER is the Installment
Loan Teller. She has been with the
Bank for eighteen years. She and her
husband, Herman, live at 208 North 8th
Street, Murray. Sue has three children,
Carolyn Purvis, Tommy and Solon
Carraway. She belongs to the Murray
Woman's Club.
FRANCES WILKERSON is a teller at
our new South Manor Branch. She has
2 years. She is
/
been with the Bank for 11
married to Joe Wilkerson, od they
have two children, Mark and Amy.
Frances attends the Cherry Corner
Baptist Church and enjoys camping,
sewing,and reading in her spare time.
EVELYN A. WILSON, widow of the
late IL W. "Stub" Wilson, has been a
employee of the Bank of Murray for
five years in ourA--,BooKkeping
Department. She has three Ilhildren,
Marilyn Walker, Greg and Bill David
Wilson. They reside at 1108 Olive Street,
Murray. Evelyn is a member of the
First Baptist Church and the Murray
High PTA. She has also held several
offices in the Music Department of the
Murray Woman's Club. She enjoys
reading, cooking, traveling, attending
all sports events, and especially her
children and grandchildren.
ANITA GAIL WISEHART is a teller
at the University Branch. She has been
with the Bank for seven years. Anita is
married to Larry Wisehart and they
have two children, Loren and Celena.
They reside at Route 1, Box 215, Farmington. She attends the Coldwater
Church of Christ and enjoys sewing and
needlework.
JUNE YOUNG is a teller at our Main
Office. She has been with the Bank of
Murray for fifteen years. June is
married to Joe Young, and they have
two sons, Jay and Chad. They live on
Route 3, Murray; and attend the Elm
Grove Baptist Church. June enjoys
cooking, reading,and gardening.
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Bank of Murray
We were pleased to
have been chosen to
carpet the second floor
with our Barwick carpet.

Bank ofMutray
on your new facilities

Murray Supply Co.

Purdom's Inc.
We Service

What We Sell"
753-4872
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2011I Main
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Wholesale Electric
Supply Co.

733-336"
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Bank of Murray
As You Hold Your

Open House

eVe appreciate aiding with the steel erection, welding and

your efforts add greatly to our community
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Rickman and
Norsworthy

Bandi Welding
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Industrial Rd., Murray

We are pleased to have had a part in the'construction of your new buildings.

Building Supplies
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Congratulations.....
Bank of Murray
On Your
Open House
April 26-27-28
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Air Conditioning Systems for your Main Office.
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THE BOARD IN 1952—Members of the Bank of Murray's board of directors in 1952 were, seated, left to
right, Tremon Beal, Jess Sexton, Audrey W.Simmons, Sr., F. E. Crawford, L E. Wyatt and Luther Dunn. Standing are M.0. Wrather, Luther Robertson, Max Hurt, George Hart, Bill Swann, F. H. Graham, L Wells Purdom,Sr., and Elmus Beale.
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THE BOARD IN 1963—Members of the Bank of Murray's board of Directors in 1963 were, left to right,
Max Hurt, Luther Robertson, Wells Overbey, F. E. Crawford; F. H. Graham, Luther Dunn, M. 0.1%N/rather,
Tremon Scale,Hugh Gingles, Audrey W.Simmons,Sr., I. Wells Purtlom,Sr., L E. Wyatt,Jim Hart, and Gingles
Wallis. Not Pictured is George Hart.
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Following this brief ceremony the
public is invited to enter the building
.from the Fourth Street entrance and
tour the banking facility. The tour will
include the following:
On the main floor, visitors will be
shown the security video survelliance
system, teller area, customer services,
vault area, central purchasing,
elevators, and loan departments.
People will be encouraged to register
for the drawing of products which are
manufactured locally.
Visitors will then be directed to the
third floor where they will be shown the
P. B. X. switchboard, customer service
area, bookkeeping department,
auditing department, credit depart-

ment, proof departrnent,, mailing department, record vault, board of
directors room, and the employee
'dining room, where they will be served
refreshments.
From the third floor, visitors will
then be directed to the lower level,
where they will receive gifts and view
the three drive-in teller windows as
they exit the building on Third Street.
The opening has been scheduled over
a three-day period to afford the public
the opportunity to see the bank in actual
operations, a spokesman said. Guides
will be stationed throughout the
banking facility to answer questions.
The public is invited and encouraged to
participate in this grand opening, the
spokesman added.
In addition to the new banking facility
downtown, the public is also invited to
tour the new South Manor Branch on
South 12th Street. This facility features
three drive-in windows and a security
system which is unique in this area. The
South Manor Branch is staffed by the
same personnel who worked at the
Downtown Branch prior to its
relocation on South 12th Street.
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The officers and staff of the Bank of
Murray will host a grand opening of
their new Main Offices, Downtown,
during banking hours on April 26-27,
and 28. The festivities will begin with a
ribbon cutting at 9:00 a.m. on April 26.
The ribbon will be made of money and
will be donated to a local charity, which
has been selected by the bank employees.
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS' ROOM—This room features walnut paneling with a cork wall covering.

OLD MINUTES — This is a copy of the minutes of a meeting of the bank's board in January,1893.
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The color scheme is beige, brown and bittersweet.

.1..••••11.1

The South Manor Branch ot the Bank oi Murray is located on South 12th Street
and features both drive-in and walk-in windows.

OUR HEARTY CONGRATULATIONS
PRESIDENT'S OFFICE—tight blue and yellow is the color scheme which ,compliments the walnut panelini.;
featured in the president's office. The office is furnished with traditional furniture and featurgs a seating iOf sm

BANK OF MURRAY

eorireTW-.
iCeS.

On The Opening Of West Kentucky's,.
Finest an king Facility.
We are Proud to have been a patron of.this institution for more than seventy-five years. We also
are very pleased, and lake great pride in the fact
that two members of this firm have been directors
of the bank for a combined total of more than fortyfive years.
Great satisfaction is derived from the fact that a
founder of oug firm, whose wisdom and sound
•- judgment were guiding lights, helped organize-and
reestablish the bank after—the- great financial'
depression of the .1930's.
---:—Tht-growt1 -OttlifsTroniThiinity.4piffted
has been -phenominal and has been brought about
' by thepeople of the Murray Trade Atea:- Our continued good wishes for future growth and
expansion.

BEALE HARDWARE
A Booster Of Murray And Calloway Countv

Established In 1897
by A. B. Beale and
Tremon Beale, Founders

THIRD FLOOR—The third floor of the bank houses the Auditing Department, Proof Department, Personnel
Department, General Bookkeeping, Mailing Department and P. B. X.

Congratulations
and our

Compliments
to the

Bank of Murray
Fitts Block and
Ready Mx Inc.
E. Main

753-3540

IMO

4

Na.

ilit016.16

Conirdlabflota
a

Bank of Murray
On Your

Grand Opening
Assisting your with your paneling and tellers
counters was a pleasure

Reynolds & Doyle
Cabinets

A warm and friendly atmosphere personifies
the new facilities at the Bank of Murray and
we at [nix Interiors are proud that we were
selected to transpose that feeling into the
Board of Directors Room and the office of the President. We join with the fine people of
Murray in presenting our heartiest
congratulations to the Bank of Murray on their
new banking facility and for their con'
-4
tributions to the community.

293$ Lena Oak Rd., Paducah
S54-2717
ring.
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